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YBa2Cu3Ox Josephson junctions on a bicrystal sapphire substrate for devices in the
millimeter and submillimeter wavelength ranges

A. D. Mashtakov, K. I. Konstantinyan, G. A. Ovsyannikov, and E. A. Stepantsov

Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow
~Submitted September 1, 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.25, 1–8 ~April 12, 1999!

High-temperature superconducting Josephson junctions on bicrystal sapphire substrates were
fabricated and investigated experimentally. The critical parameters of the junctions satisfy the
constraints for the design of devices in the millimeter and submillimeter wavelength ranges.
The results of dynamic measurements show that in these junctions the superconducting current
exhibits a sinusoidal dependence on the phase difference of the superconducting wave
functions of the electrodes, and a simple resistive model is used to analyze their microwave
properties. At the same time, the temperature dependence of the critical current of the junctions
differs appreciably from that typical of tunnel junctions withs-superconductors and may be
explained asd-type pairing of the superconducting electrodes and an SNS junction. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!00104-4#
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Josephson junctions fabricated using high-tempera
superconductors~HTSCs! at liquid-helium temperature
T54.2 K have various parameters appreciably superio
those of their low-temperature analogs. These include
normal-state resistanceRN , the critical frequency f C

5F0I CRN , whereF0 is the magnetic flux quantum andI C

is the critical current, and the capacitanceC. For comparison
we note that for niobium Josephson junctions withf C

>600 GHz, RN>10– 30V, and McCumber parameterbC

52p f CRNC'1, which characterizes the junction capa
tanceC on which the profile of the current–voltage chara
teristic and thus the presence or absence of hysteresis
pend, estimates1 indicate that shunted Josephson junctions
submicron dimensionsS'0.1mm2 must be fabricated with a
critical current densityj C>104 A/cm2, which is extremely
difficult to achieve even with the well-developed technolo
for fabricating niobium tunnel junctions. The absence of h
teresis on the current–voltage characteristics of HTSC
sephson junctions eliminates the need for shunting, and
potentially high values off C allow these junctions to be use
at frequencies higher than the niobium gap.

However, aspects involved in the stable fabrication
high-quality HTSC Josephson junctions have not yet b
resolved. The most reproducible junctions having a criti
current spread of612% per chip are fabricated on SrTiO3

bicrystal substrates,2 but because of their high permittivit
«.1000 they are unsuitable for microwave applicatio
Single-crystal sapphire having a relatively low permittivi
«'9.5 ~parallel to the principal crystallographic axis! and
low losses~tand '1028 at 72 GHz andT54 K! ~Ref. 3!,
which is the traditional material used in microwave electro
ics, is one of the most promising substrate materials. V
et al.2 and Kunkel et al.4 reported YBa2Cu3Ox ~YBCO!
Josephson junctions on sapphire bicrystals, although the
erature contains no information on the correspondence
tween the parameters obtained from static data on
2491063-7850/99/25(4)/4/$15.00
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current–voltage characteristics and those obtained from
namic measurements nor on the noise parameters, which
particularly important for applications in sensitive detecto
in the millimeter and submillimeter wavelength ranges. He
we report the fabrication and measurements of the dyna
parameters of Josephson junctions consisting of YBCO fi
on bicrystal sapphire substrates having the parame
f C5300– 700 GHz, RN>10– 30V, and bC'1 at T
54.2 K.

The Josephson junctions were fabricated on the (11I 02)
plane of sapphire substrates consisting of two crystals
which the^112I 0& directions were at angles of612° to the
plane of the interface. The YBCO film was fabricated by fi
depositing a 40–80 nm thick CeO2 epitaxial buffer layer by
rf magnetron sputtering from a metallic Ce target at 750
in order to prevent Al atoms from diffusing into the YBCO
film. The CeO2 buffer layer was deposited at a pressure
1.2 Pa in an Ar–O2 gas mixture with a partial pressure rat
of 1:1. A YBCO epitaxial film was deposited on the CeO2

surface by diode sputtering in a dc discharge at a high o
gen pressure of 43102 Pa ~Ref. 5!. A 50 nm thick YBCO
lower layer was then deposited at a lower substrate sur
temperature of 725 °C to prevent chemical interaction
tween the YBCO and the CeO2 ~Ref. 5!. The 100 nm-thick
main upper YBCO layer was deposited at a substrate sur
temperature of 780 °C which improved the structure of
film and its superconducting properties. The films we
cooled for 1 h in an O2 atmosphere and then coated with
100 nm polycrystalline CeO2 layer which acts as a mask fo
the subsequent technological processes. Thin-film YB
bridges 5mm wide and 10mm long crossing the bicrysta
interface were initially formed in the upper CeO2 layer by rf
plasma etching in Ar and the YBCO was then subjected
liquid chemical etching in a 0.5% ethanol solution of B2

through the CeO2 mask.
Figure 1 shows typical temperature dependences of
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the resistanceR(T) ~1!
and critical currentI C(T) ~2! for a YBCO Josephson junc-
tion on the (11I 02) plane of a sapphire bicrystal with
misorientation angle of 24°.
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resistance of the Josephson junctionR(T) and the critical
current I C(T). It can be seen that at low temperatures
nearly linear dependenceI C(T) is observed, which differs
appreciably from the known theoretical dependence
superconductor–insulator–superconductor~SIS! tunnel junc-
tions but is similar to that calculated by Tanaka a
Kashiwaya6 for Josephson junctions fabricated usingd-type
pairing superconductors with an infinitely narrow barrier a
a misorientation angle close to the experimental value
should be noted that forT!TC an almost linear dependenc
I C(T) is observed for SNS Josephson junctions where N
normal metal.7

The results of measurements of the static parameter
the samples atT54.2 K are presented in Table I. The thic
ness of the CeO2 buffer layer was 80 nm for series BC3 an
40 nm for series BC5. The structures of samples BC3-A
BC5-A consisted of chains of three Josephson junctions c
nected in parallel. The critical temperature of the YBCO fi
in the bridges was in the rangeTC>86– 88 K. AtT'77 K a
thermally activated phase slip process was caused by the
fluctuations~the current amplitude of the fluctuations w
I t54pkBT/F0'6 mA), which broadened the current
voltage characteristic of the Josephson junction8 and a non-
zero critical current was observed at lower temperatu
T,70 K. The curveR(T) shows a characteristic ‘‘shelf’’ in
the range 86–67 K. At temperaturesT;TC where thermal

TABLE I. Junction parameters measured at liquid helium tempera
T54.2 K. The notation is given in the text.

Sample I C , mA RN , V I CRN , mV f C , GHz

BC3-1 93 7.5 697.5 337
BC3-2 100 13 1300 628
BC3-A* 100 13.5 1350 650
BC5-1 19 36 680 330
BC5-2 64.2 23 1496 723
BC5-A* 46.2 21.4 990 479

*Parameters for a single sample calculated from measurements of a ch
three parallel-connected junctions.
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fluctuations predominate, the approximated depende
I C(T) is closer to the quadratic dependenceI C;(1
2T/TC)2. This behavior ofI C(T) nearTC may be observed
both fors-superconductors and in Josephson junctions fa
cated from d-type superconductors, as was predicted
Barashet al.9 The departure of the HTSC electrodes fro
s-type pairing may be reflected in the functional depende
of the superconducting currentI S on the phasew and thus in
the appearance of a nonsteady-state Josephson effect, a
shown by Tanaka and Kashiwaya6 and Barashet al.9

In order to estimate the dependenceI S(w), we measured
the current–voltage characteristics of the Josephson ju
tions at temperatures between the critical temperatureTC and
T54.2 K under the action of millimeter external electroma
netic radiation. Figure 2a shows a family of current–volta
characteristics for junction BC5-2 obtained for various po
ersPe of the electromagnetic radiation. In this case, the a
plitude of the critical current was suppressed by the action
the magnetic field which ensures that the frequencies
approximately equalf C' f e>100 GHz. An analysis of the
experimental dependences of the amplitudesI C and the
Shapiro stepsI n (n51,2,3) on the powerPe ~Fig. 2b!
showed that the microwave dynamics of these Joseph
junctions is accurately described by a simple resist
model.7 Note that the valuef C>106 GHz determined using
an independent current–voltage characteristic was also c
to its ‘‘microwave’’ analog determined using the maximu
of the first Shapiro stepI 1 max, f C1>90 GHz, and from the
zeros of the curvesI n(Pe) ~x-criterion7!, f Cx>100 GHz.
The frequency ratiosf C / f C1 for samples BC3-1 and BC5-1
were 337/345 and 330/335 GHz/GHz, respectively. T
overall deviation of the frequencyf C from their microwave
estimates was of order65%.

Kleiner et al.10 showed that the deviation of the curv
I S(w) from sinusoidal gives rise to subharmonic~fractional
n/m! Shapiro steps whose amplitude is proportional to
corresponding harmonic of the Fourier expansion ofI S(f)

with respect to sin(nf). A detailed study of the current–
voltage characteristics of the Josephson junctions, includ
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FIG. 2. Influence of microwave irradiation at powerPe and
frequency f e>100 GHz on junction BC5-2 of width
w55 mm, RN>23V, and I C>11mA ~suppressed by the ac
tion of a weak static magnetic field! at T54.2 K: a—family of
current–voltage characteristics at various power levelsPe ~the
inset shows the detector response of the Josephson junc
(D) to a weak signal at the same frequency!; b—power depen-
dence of the critical current~1! and the amplitudes of the Sha
piro stepsn51 ~2!, n52 ~3! andn53 ~4! on the right and left
branches of the current–voltage characteristic.
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those atT54.2 K (T/TC'0.05), under the action of a mi
crowave field reveals no sin(2f ) and sin(nf ) components in
I S(f) to within 5%. Note that for the case of a Josephs
junction fabricated ofd-type superconductors calculated
Ref. 6, for which I C(T) is linear, the dependenceI S(f)
'sin(f) is also predicted. We note that the appearance
subharmonics may also be caused by an inhomogeneous
rent distribution over the junction width7,11 and/or by the
high capacitance of the Josephson junction. In our case
uniformity of the current distribution was also confirmed e
perimentally by the ‘‘Fraunhofer’’ dependenceI C(H) and
the absence of hysteresis on the current–voltage charac
tic indicates the junction has a low capacitanceC. Using the
resistive Josephson junction model we estimatebC'1 and
thereforeC5««0S/t from the independent current–voltag
n

of
ur-
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characteristic, wheret is the thickness of the junction tunne
barrier and S is the area of the junction. We obtai
C>13.5 fF and the ratiot/«'2.7 Å. Note that this value of
C agrees with the data given in the literature for other typ
of HTSC Josephson junction~see Ref. 12, for example!
whereC was estimated from the resonant Fiske characte
tics in the tunnel junction model.

The noise properties of these samples were estimate
measuring~using a procedure similar to that described
Ovsyannikovet al.13! the line width D f of the natural Jo-
sephson oscillation from the profile of the selective detec
responseh(V) at 100 GHz. This dependence is shown in t
inset to Fig. 2a. The values ofD f '15 GHz were four times
broader than the theoretical values predicted by the resis
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model. This line broadening has frequently been observe
the literature~see Refs. 4 and 13, for example!. Note that for
V.300mV the curveh(V) approaches zero. In this cas
measurements of the noise response using a cryogenic
noise amplifier at 1.5 GHz revealed a linearly dependent
crease in the noise level as a function of the junction volt
caused by the presence of shot noise whose level, acco
to our estimates, was insufficient to explain the obser
broadening of the oscillation line.
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Investigation of the growth characteristics of epitaxial GaN layers on sapphire
by microcathodoluminescence

A. S. Usikov, V. V. Tret’yakov, V. V. Lundin, Yu. M. Zadiranov, B. V. Pushny ,
and S. G. Konnikov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted December 1, 1998!
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A study was made of the growth regimes of undoped epitaxial GaN layers under various
substrate nitriding conditions. It was observed that at a nitriding temperature of;1000 °C films
are formed with typical growth characteristics in the form of hexagonal pyramids separated
by a smoothed surface. The cathodoluminescence pattern in the pyramids revealed a fine structure
in which a region of donor–acceptor recombination could be identified. The formation of
acceptor levels in this region was attributed to intrinsic structural defects in the GaN layers with
unsaturated~broken! bonds. The presence of a donor–acceptor recombination line in mirror-
smooth epitaxial films may indicate that these films contain this type of structural defect. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!00204-9#
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INTRODUCTION

Gallium nitride and solid solutions based on group
nitrides are presently attracting considerable interest bec
of the possibility of developing optoelectronics devices o
erating in the visible and ultraviolet as well as devices
high-temperature electronics.1 Despite the significan
progress achieved in the manufacture and commercializa
of this type of device,2 more detailed studies of the properti
of the as-grown material to improve the parameters of op
electronics devices continue to remain the focus of atten
among researchers.3 In the present paper we study the spat
inhomogeneities of the microcathodoluminescence over
and thickness in epitaxial GaN layers grown on~0001! sap-
phire substrates.

EXPERIMENT

Gallium nitride layers were grown by vapor-phase e
taxy from metalorganic compounds.4 The processes wer
carried out in an inductively heated horizontal reactor in
hydrogen stream at a reduced pressure of 200 mbar.
initial components were ammonia and trimethyl gallium. T
epitaxial layers were intentionally not doped.

The growth procedure included treating the substr
surface in an ammonia stream at 500– 1000 °C to nitride
surface, depositing a thin buffer layer around 220 Å thick
a lower temperature (;510 °C), annealing the buffer laye
and then epitaxial growth of the main layer at high tempe
ture (;1040 °C). Gallium nitride was used as the buff
layer. Typical growth rates and epitaxial layer thicknes
were 2.5–3mm/h and 3–4mm, respectively. Depending o
the nitriding temperature (Tn), the epitaxial layers either ex
hibited typical hexagonal growth pyramids~Fig. 1a! (Tn

;1000 °C) or they were mirror-smooth (T1;500 °C).
The microcathodoluminescence was observed usin

defocused electron beam of up to 200mm diameter via the
optical system of a Camebax microanalyzer. At3800 mag-
nification and a probe current density of up to;200 A/cm2,
2531063-7850/99/25(4)/4/$15.00
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the resolution of the recording system was;1 mm and the
microcathodoluminescence pattern was recorded on ph
graphic film using a special attachment. The microcathodo
minescence spectra were obtained at room temperature
at liquid-nitrogen temperature. The electron probe ene
was between 5 and 15 keV and the probe current w
;5 – 100 nA. The spectra were recorded using a grat
monochromator with a dispersion of;2 nm/mm and a pho-
ton counting system.

The microcathodoluminescence distribution over t
layer thickness was investigated using a method of layer-
layer dry etching in a specialized Rokappa system. Etch
regimes which did not give rise to defects revealed by
microcathodoluminescence were as follows: accelera
voltage of Ar gun 500 V, current density;0.5 mA/cm2, and
sample temperature 25 °C. The samples were etched
formly to a depth of;0.5– 1mm at a rate of 220 Å/min.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1a shows an optical image of the surface of lay
exhibiting hexagonal pyramids. Films with a similar surfa
morphology were obtained earlier and described by Akas
et al.5 However, our investigation revealed a spatial fi
structure in the microcathodoluminescence image in the h
agonal pyramids~Fig. 1b! which may be described as fo
lows. The yellow spot at the center of the pyramid was s
rounded by a violet region which merged into pale blue
the edges. The spot at the center of the pyramid may
absent. In addition, small yellow~white! spots were observed
at the boundary between the dark blue–violet and pale b
regions. A similar microcathodoluminescence pattern,
with a lower contrast and typical structural details almo
twice as large, was observed on the smoothed surface
tween the pyramids.

The variation in the film structure with depth was inve
tigated by observing the microcathodoluminescence pat
after layer-by-layer dry etching in steps of up to;1.5mm.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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The largest changes in the microcathodoluminescence im
were observed in the regions of smoothed surfaces betw
the pyramids. It can be seen from Fig. 1c that this reg
consists of a set of$0001% half-planes inclined at a sma
angle and not completely overlapping. At the center of e
half-plane there is a yellow spot. The half-planes also
clude many other spots. As the layer thickness decrease

FIG. 1. a—Typical surface morphology of epitaxial GaN films with he
agonal pyramids; b—Microcathodoluminescence image of hexagonal p
mid after etching at a depth of;3.5mm. The white field around the pyra
mid is the luminescence of the sapphire substrate~dark red! and the buffer
layer ~yellow!. At the center of the pyramid there is a region of yellow glo
~2.2 eV defect band! surrounded by a dark blue region~2.8 eV band!, and at
the edge 3.4 eV exciton luminescence. The microcathodoluminesc
spectra are shown in Fig. 2; c—Microcathodoluminescence image of h
planes in region of smoothed surface between pyramids revealed by et
to a depth of approximately 2mm.
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h
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the etching process, the number of spots and their size
crease, indicating that the yellow spots are localized in
low-temperature buffer layer. Note that the microstructu
characteristics of GaN layers have already been studie
Refs. 6–8. Qianet al.6 observed misoriented structura
blocks and in Ref. 7 noted that misorientation of thec axis
may cause the formation of screw dislocations in the dir
tion of growth. At the center of the upper part of the pyr
mids, Ponceet al.8 observed screw dislocations in the for
of hillocks with penetrating holes between a few and tens
nanometers in diameter. We also observed similar hillo
on the growth pyramids in our layers when these were
amined using a high-resolution scanning microscope.

As a result of this comparative analysis of the publish
data and the observed microcathodoluminescence pattern
propose the following model for the formation of the epita
ial layer. Deposition of the buffer layer is accompanied
the formation of nucleation centers. Subsequent annealin
the buffer layer at high temperature causes crystallizat
growth, and coalescence of these nuclei.9 The film then
grows as a result of the planes of islands of screw dislo
tions reaching the surface~with the formation of minipyra-
mids! or as a result of the migration of steps by tw
dimensional nucleation~edge zone of the pyramids!. The
minipyramids begin to grow from a defect~either the sub-
strate or a nucleus!. Since each pyramid is most likely cha
acterized by a single type of structural defect~we postulate
that its formation is attributed to the growth of screw disl
cations!, these minipyramids are a good object for studyi
the interaction between a particular type of defect and im
rities during the doping of GaN. A study of the character
tics of this interaction should provide an understanding of
mechanisms for the doping of GaN films, especially with
and Mg.

Figure 2a shows the microcathodoluminescence spe
obtained at 300 K for various parts of the pyramids af
etching. In the central part of the pyramid, in addition to
edge ultraviolet band with a maximum atE;3.47 eV and a
yellow defect band withE;2.2 eV, we observed a wea
near-ultraviolet band withE;2.8 eV which determines the
color of this region. The intensity of the edge- and ne
ultraviolet bands is a linear function of the excitation ra
whereas the yellow band in the central region saturates an
more clearly defined at low rates of excitation. In the micr
cathodoluminescence spectra from the central part of var
pyramids at 77 K~Fig. 2b! the 2.8 eV band is transforme
into a luminescence line at;3.2 eV. As the rate of excita
tion decreases, this line separates into various bands. ThE
;3.26 eV line corresponds to donor–acceptor recombina
while the additional long-wavelength lines are probably
phonon replicas.9,10 In the spectra at the edge of the pyrami
this line is barely visible, although the edge ultraviolet ba
from this region has a high intensity with a smaller ha
width ~;58 meV at 77 K! which indicates that the materia
near the edge of the pyramids is of higher quality.

Thus, we can assume that acceptor levels occur nea
E;2.8 eV near-ultraviolet band. Bearing in mind that the
layers weren-type and were not specially doped, we c
attribute the appearance of acceptor levels to intrinsic
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FIG. 2. a—Microcathodoluminescence spectra from differe
parts of pyramid after etching to a depth of;2 mm.
b—spectra obtained at liquid-nitrogen temperature from
central regions of various pyramids at different rates of ex
tation.
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fects. The regions where theE;2.8 eV band was observe
are close to the points where islands of screw dislocati
occur and are probably formed by a spiral growth mec
nism. These regions may contain unsaturated~broken! bonds
which lead to the formation of acceptor levels and their
pearance as a result of donor–acceptor recombina
Larger quantities of these unsaturated bonds should als
present at the center of the pyramid~in the nucleus of the
screw dislocation!. However, an intense yellow defect ban
~with E;2.2 eV! is observed in these regions which ind
cates that the structure of the deep levels differs from tha
theE;2.8 eV regions. The mechanisms responsible for th
formation have not yet been sufficiently well studied. Be
ing in mind that the yellow defect band is localized near
interface, we attributed its appearance to an elevated con
tration of carbon near the buffer layer as a result of inco
plete breakdown of the initial components and the format
of complexes. The presence of pores in the nucleus o
screw dislocation may promote the diffusion of carbon at
center of the pyramid.

These characteristic bands in the microcathodolumin
cence spectra were also observed in the photoluminesc
spectra of specular layers of GaN and AlGaN which did
s
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-
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-
n
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exhibit hexagonal growth pyramids. We observed that as
the films with pyramids, the intensity of the yellow defe
and near-ultraviolet bands depends on the growth condit
of the buffer layer. However, the spectra of a multilayer u
doped double heterostructure consisting of a 0.5mm thick
GaN layer, a 2mm thick AlGaN layer, a 0.3mm thick GaN
active layer, and a 0.08mm thick AlGaN upper layer re-
vealed edge emission only from the GaN active layer and
AlGaN upper layer,11 with no E;2.8 eV band. This confirms
that theE;2.8 eV band is attributable to structural grow
defects which grow through the first GaN layer but may
stopped at the heterointerface or in the thick AlGaN laye

CONCLUSIONS

A microcathodoluminescence study has been made
undoped GaN layers grown on sapphire by MOCVD as
function of the nitriding conditions of the substrate surfac
The spatial distribution of the microcathodoluminescen
was studied in typical growth regions of the layers and
various depths over the layer thickness using a method of
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etching with an Ar ion beam. At a nitriding temperature
;1000 °C the films exhibit growth characteristics in t
form of hexagonal pyramids separated by a smoothed
face. The pyramids reveal a fine structure in which a reg
of donor–acceptor recombination can be identified. We
tribute the presence of acceptor levels in this region to
saturated~broken! bonds in structural defects caused by th
region being formed by a spiral growth mechanism. T
presence of a donor–acceptor band in mirror-smooth
doped epitaxial GaN films may indicate that this type
structural defect is present in these films.
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Optical limiting of laser radiation in dispersed liquid-crystal structures with fullerenes
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Reverse saturable absorption~optical limiting! in liquid crystal composites based on polyimides
and polyvinyl alcohol with added fullerenes was investigated at the laboratory level. It
was established that laser radiation was attenuated tenfold in these structures. The experimental
data were compared with the transmission of similar systems without fullerene additives.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!00304-3#
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INTRODUCTION

The prospects for research and subsequent applica
of thin films of liquid crystal droplets dispersed in a polym
base1! are presently indisputable. This is primarily becau
these systems retain many of the properties of the poly
matrix, especially the film-forming capacity and high m
chanical strength, and second combine the unique electr
tic properties of a liquid-crystal mesophase. These syst
can operate without polarizing devices, which substantia
enhances the brightness of displays,1 they have faster switch
ing times,2 no particular constraints are imposed on the o
enting surfaces,1,3 and problems of threshold and hystere
are easily resolved.4

The mechanism for the action of PDLC-based cells is
follows.4 A liquid crystal is selected, in this case a nemat
whose ordinary refractive indexn0 is close to the refractive
index of the polymer matrixnp . In the initial state a refrac-
tive index gradient exists as a result of the arbitrary orien
tion of the liquid crystal director at the liquid-crysta
droplet–polymer interface, and this is responsible for stro
scattering of light by the composite. When an electrical
optical stimulus is applied, for the light propagating norma
to the surface of the celln0.np , the refractive index gradi-
ents are very small, the liquid crystal director is oriented
the direction of the field or in the direction of the electr
vector of the light wave, no scattering takes place, and
system becomes transparent. The fact that the liquid cry
is partially heated on exposure to an intense optical or e
trical stimulus5 also helps to equalize the refractive indice
When the electrical or optical stimulus is removed, the co
posite returns to the initial dispersive state.

Recently, the addition of fullerene clusters has been u
to effectively control the transmission of liquid-crystal6 and
polymer7–9 systems. This not only regulates the laser irrad
tion thresholds but also substantially attenuates the lase
diation. In addition, systems with added fullerenes are u
to record holograms,8 for frequency doubling and trebling,10

and also as laser switches.11

The aim of the present paper is to investigate the opt
limiting effect in light-controlled dispersed liquid-crysta
structures with added fullerenes.
2571063-7850/99/25(4)/3/$15.00
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EXPERIMENT

The initial dispersed mixture was prepared by carefu
mixing a polymer and a nematic in the ratio 3:2 to obtain
homogeneous emulsion. Finely dispersed fullerene pow
~mixed C60 and C70! was either added to the initial liquid
crystal or was added to the tetrachloroethane during pre
ration of the polyimide solution. The emulsion was pour
onto a substrate with calibrated spacers and was drie
remove the solvent. The thickness of the samples w
;10mm and the size of the nematic droplets in the polym
matrix was 2–3mm. The nematic was formed of ZhK999
ZhK1289, and E7~BDH! and the polymer base comprise
3% and 6.5% tetrachloroethane solutions of polyimide
and a 10% aqueous solution of polyvinyl alcohol.

The second harmonic of a pulsed neodymium laserl
5532 nm) was used to investigate the optical limiting
laser radiation. The diameter of the radiation spot on
sample was;3 mm. The radiation intensity was varied b
using calibrated light filters. In our experiment the dime
sionless parameterk* R, wherek* 52pnp /l and R is the
droplet radius, was in the range 96–104, i.e.,k* R@1, and
according to the classification put forward by Zharkova a
Sonin,4 anomalous diffraction occurs for ‘‘optically soft’
droplets.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The main experimental results are plotted in Figs.
and 1b.

It was established that under the action of millijoule l
ser radiation, the radiation is attenuated by at least a facto
10–15 for all the fullerene-containing samples.

In general, the principle of optical limiting for medi
containing fullerenes is based on the fact that the absorp
of a l5532 nm photon by a C60 or C70 molecule is accom-
panied by the formation of a triplet-state molecule with
absorption cross section greater than that for the unexc
molecule.12,13 The absorption increases as the laser radia
intensity increases because of the enhanced populatio
excited states. In our experiment the pulse duration istp

;15 ns, and the singlet–triplet interaction time is;1.2 ns
~Ref. 11!. We then havetp.tS1→T1

and the triplet state act
as a store for excited states. In this case reverse satu
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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absorption and consequently the principle of the optical lim
iting of laser radiation is accomplished via theT1→Tn chan-
nel. The population, saturation, and decay of the levels
volved in the optical limiting process is accurately describ
by a six-level scheme and was analyzed in detail in Re
10–12. In our experiments we recorded an increase in
sorption with increasing illumination intensity, followed by
saturation, and limiting for all fullerene-containing sample

We draw attention to the characteristics of the dispers
systems manifest in the optical limiting effect. It can be se
from Fig. 1a that the behavior of curves2 and 3 differs
slightly. For the same ratio of nematic to polymer and th
same amount of added fullerene, saturation is observed
higher illumination intensities for the PDLC with a 6.5%
polyimide solution than that for the 3% polyimide base.
the first case, saturation occurs at;0.7– 0.8 J/cm2 whereas
in the second case it occurs at around 0.4 J/cm2. It would
seem that the optically denser medium should have a low
saturation level and not the reverse, as was recorded exp

FIG. 1. Output radiation energy from samples (Eout) versus input radiation
energy (Ein). a: 1—structure consisting of 3% polyimide 6B and ZhK999
without fullerene;2—fullerene-containing structure comprising 6.5% poly
imide 6B and ZhK999;3—fullerene-containing structure comprising 3%
polyimide 6B and ZhK999;4—fullerene-containing structure comprising
polyvinyl alcohol and liquid crystal E7; b:1—fullerene-containing structure
comprising polyvinyl alcohol and liquid crystal E7;2—structure comprising
polyvinyl alcohol and liquid crystal E7 without fullerene~the arrows indi-
cate the forward and reverse profile of the curve!.
-

-
d
s.
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.
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mentally. This difference may be attributed to the orientat
of the liquid crystal dipoles along the polymer–liquid-cryst
walls; as the illumination intensity increases, this influen
of the walls lasts longer for the 6.5% polyimide than for t
3% polyimide. It is also possible that for different polym
concentrations there is a particular effective ration0 /np

which is responsible for the existence of a different scat
ing component even for light incident normally on th
sample.

Curve 4 shows the onset of optical limiting for a
fullerene-containing PDLC based on polyvinyl alcohol. It
worth noting that the behavior of the curvesEout5 f (Ein) is
almost the same for the ZhK1289 and E7 systems. The
put power is limited by a factor of;12– 15 for ZhK1289
and E7, respectively, becausen0 andnp are more accurately
matched for E7~n051.525; Ref. 14! and polyvinyl alcohol
(np51.54) compared with ZhK1289~n051.50; Ref. 2!.

In addition to studying the optical limiting in fullerene
containing dispersed systems, we also investigated sim
structures without fullerenes in order to distinguish the n
mal bleaching of liquid crystal composites under the act
of intense laser radiation from the reverse saturable abs
tion effect. The results of comparative experiments are p
ted in Fig. 1b. It can be seen that in the absence of fullere
for sample E7 with polyvinyl alcohol the level of transmi
sion is 30–40%~curve 2!, which reduces the transmitte
radiation by a factor of 1.7–2.5 for different levels of illu
mination and not by an order of magnitude, as in Fig. 1
curve1. In addition, we recorded hysteresis on the transm
sion curve2, which is not at variance with the long-term
memory of nematics in liquid-crystal composites4 observed
after the optical action has been reduced.

Note that in the optical limiting effect we observed n
hysteresis loops for any of the samples. However, bearin
mind the influence of the liquid-crystal polymer walls on th
reorientation of the nematic in droplets, we cannot categ
cally exclude the appearance of hysteresis in fullere
containing PDLCs. Hysteresis may be observed in a n
rower range of illumination intensities compared with th
proposed in our experiment.

CONCLUSIONS

These investigations have shown the potential usefuln
of fullerene-containing dispersed liquid-crystal systems
laser switches which limit the laser radiation power in t
range<0.4 J/cm2. Note that this range may be extended
either direction by additional electrical control of these sy
tems which, even allowing for attenuating inhomogeneit
at the nematic droplet–polymer interface, leads to thresh
reorientation of the liquid crystal director in the electric fie
as a result of a Fre´edericksz transition.

The authors would like to thank N. A. Vasilenko~L. Ya.
Karpov Institute of Physical Chemistry, Moscow! and O. D.
Lavrentovich ~Kent State University, USA! for assistance
with this work.
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1!Subsequently called liquid-crystal composite or polymer dispersed liq
crystal PDLC.
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Thermoelectrodynamic loss of material by a solid armature in a railgun as a cause
of velocity limitation

É. M. Drobyshevski , É. N. Kolesnikova, and V. S. Yuferev
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It is shown that even when monolithic electrically conducting bodies~armatures! are accelerated
in a railgun, redistribution of the current as a result of Joule diffusion allowing for the
drop in the electrical conductivity with heating may lead to the appearance of negative mechanical
stresses in the object. Assuming that the strength of the material is reduced or melting
occurs, this causes a loss of material which can initiate shunting arcs behind the armature at a
velocity of ;1 km/s. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!00404-8#
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1. It is usually assumed that the velocity skin effect
responsible for limiting the acceleration of a soli
electrically-conducting armature to 1–1.5 km/s. In the st
dard two-dimensional approximation, this effect concentra
the current toward the rear edge of the moving armatu
causing overheating at this point and melting. The mel
entrained by the rails and the melt wave moves over
contact surface of the armature toward its front edge. A
result, the solid-state sliding contact is destroyed and
placed by an arc,1 which causes catastrophic erosion of t
solid surfaces and a drop in the acceleration efficiency. H
ever, the experiments do not provide unambiguous confir
tion of this scenario2 and show that far more complicate
processes develop.3

One such process may involve softening of some of
material, which then separates and is ejected from the m
body of the armature as a result of the extremely nonunifo
distribution of ampere forces in the armature and the res
ant internal stresses, even in the one-dimensional case
the armature is accelerated, the magnetic field and cur
will diffuse from its rear surface inward, causing a release
Joule heat, accompanied by heating and melting of the
terial. If the electrical conductivity of the material drop
fairly sharply during heating, the maximum of the curre
density shifts from the surface toward the inside of the
mature.

It is then easy to envisage a situation where the volu
ampere force acting per unit mass and accelerating
heated layer is weaker than the ampere force per unit ma
the column of still unheated material pushed by it. As
result, tensile stresses may be created inside the armatur
as a result of this thermoelectrodynamic effect~we use the
term ‘‘dynamic’’ in its mechanical meaning!, these stresse
exceed the strength of the heated solid material or bec
zero in some volume of the melt, the rear layer of the arm
ture may become detached from the main body, continu
~in the ideal case of electrical contact with the rails! to move
with a lower acceleration than the rest of the armature. T
lost material can induce low-voltage shunting arcs in
railgun channel.

2. In order to illustrate the possible occurrence of t
2601063-7850/99/25(4)/3/$15.00
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effect, we shall analyze the acceleration of an armature un
the action of an electric current in the two-dimensional a
proximation usually used to study the velocity skin effec1

In this case, the entire magnetic field is concentrated in
region bounded by the rails and the armature, which i
fairly rough approximation but can substantially simplify th
problem. We shall confine our analysis to the case where
thickness of the skin layer formed around the rear wall of
armature is less than its characteristic dimensions. Then,
glecting the thermal conductivity, we obtain the followin
one-dimensional equations to calculate the distribution of
magnetic inductionB and enthalpyH everywhere in the ar-
mature, apart from the corner regions:

]B

]t
5

]

]x S D
]B

]x D , ~1!

]H

]t
5rS 1

m0

]B

]x D 2

, ~2!

wherer is the resistivity,D5r/sm0 is the magnetic field
diffusion coefficient, and the enthalpyH is given by

H5H cSgST, T,Tm ,

cSgSTm1«Q, T5Tm ,

cSgSTm1«Q1cLgL~T2Tm!, T.Tm ,

~3!

whereT is the temperature,c is the specific heat,g is the
density, Tm and Q are the melting point and the heat o
fusion, the subscripts ‘‘S’’ and ‘‘L’’ refer to the solid and
liquid phase, respectively, and« is the fraction of molten
material defined as«5(H2cSgSTm)/Q. Quite clearly we
find «50 for T,Tm and«51 for T.Tm . We subsequently
assume thatgS5gL5g5const.

The boundary and initial conditions for Eqs.~1!–~2! are
given by

B5m0I /d for x50, B50 for x5 l ,

B50 and H5cSgST0 for t50, ~4!

whereI is the current flowing through the armature,d is the
width of the armature~rails!, l is its length, andT0 is the
initial temperature.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Distribution of current density~a! and tempera-
ture ~b! in the skin layer near the back of an aluminu
armature withd53 cm for J5I 0 /d535 MA/m. Curves
1 correspond tot5tL574ms when the armature begin
to melt, 2—t51 ms, 3—t52 and 4—t5td53.82 ms,
when the melt begins to become detached.
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The temperature dependence ofD in the solid phase was
approximated byDS5D0„11a(T2T0)…, whereas in the
liquid phaseD was assumed to be constant and equal toDL .
In the two-phase region whereT5Tm the diffusion coeffi-
cient was defined asD5(12«)DS1DL .

The stresses near the rear wall of the armature were
calculated using the one-dimensional model

sx5E
0

x

~~ j 3B!x2ga!dx5
B2~0!2B2~x!

2m0
2gax, ~5!

where j is the current density (j 05I 0 / ld) and a is the ac-
celeration of the armature, which was determined assum
that the magnetic pressure acting on the rear wall of
armature is equal to the total inertial forceB2(0)/2m0

5gal. On account of the two-dimensional nature of t
problem, this last expression gives a greater acceleration
the same linear current densityJ5I 0 /d than in the three-
dimensional case. Equation~5! fairly accurately describes th
pressure distribution in the liquid phase, whereas in the s
phase it can be used for approximate estimates.

3. For the calculations we assumed that the total cur
I increases linearly from 0 toI 05const over the timet0 .
The calculations were made for the simplest armature sh
i.e., cubic (d5 l ), and initially for the most commonly use
light aluminum armature. The following paramete
were used:4 g52700 kg/m3, T05293 K, Tm5933 K,
cS51000 J/kg•K, cL51177 J/kg•K, Q5400 kJ/kg,
D050.0216 m2/s, DL50.16 m2/s, anda(Tm2T0)53.5. We
took t0510ms and assumed thatJ5I 0 /d varied in the
range 35–60 MA/m. The calculations confirm that the arm
ture may be damaged under the influence of the thermoe
trodynamic effect. A slightly unexpected result was that
all the one-dimensional cases investigated by us~for d51, 3,
and 9 cm! melting of the material in the rear layers preced
the appearance of negative stresses in these layers. Q
clearly, the negative stresses initially occur directly at
rear surface of the armature~wheredsx /dxux5050!, and if
this contains liquid phase material damage and separa
will take place continuously.

Figure 1 shows typical plots of the current penetrat
and temperature distribution in the rear layer of an Al arm
so
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ture. Note that for the case shown in Fig. 1, the rear surf
of the armature did not melt completely before becom
detached at timet5td . In this case, when we haveT5Tm

5const a zone forms consisting of a mixture of solid a
liquid phases. At current densitiesJ>40 MA/m melting be-
gins att,50ms and by the detachment timet5td the back
of the armature has melted completely~for current densities
J540 MA/m the detachment time istd53.24 ms; at J
545 MA/m td52.72 ms; atJ550 MA/m td52.16 ms; and
at J560 MA/m td51.5 ms!. Calculations made for variou
Al alloys, which generally have lower electrical conductivi
and lowerTm , give similar results. A variation oft0 within
one order of magnitude does not alter the general patter

Aluminum has a relatively low melting point and it
electrical conductivity depends fairly weakly on temperatu
so that current flowing through the same site for a fairly lo
time melts the material. Thus, in our search for a light me
having properties suitable for developing an armature wh
undergoes damage later in the acceleration, we m
calculations for Ti ~g54500 Kg/m3, Tm51880 K,
cS5550 J/kg•K, cL5600 J/kg•K, Q5315 kJ/kg,
D050.34 m2/s, a(Tm2T0)56 ~Refs. 4 and 5! and Be $g
51840 kg/m3, Tm51560 K, cS52500 J/kg•K, D0

50.032 m2/s, a(Tm2T0)512.8; s530@12(T2T0)/(Tm

2T0)# MPa% ~Refs. 4 and 6!.
As in an aluminum armature, negative stresses only

pear in a titanium armature after the liquid phase has form
despite the high melting point. This is primarily because
the low electrical conductivity of titanium and the cons
quent rapid heating of the material at a high rate of curr
diffusion inside the armature. Allowance for phase tran
tions in Ti atT<1150 K, when the electrical resistance sto
increasing, does not significantly alter the picture.

If we disregard its toxic properties, the most interesti
armature material is beryllium, which is a light refracto
metal with a relatively high electrical conductivity. As a re
sult, negative stresses appear near the rear surface of
armature before it melts~Fig. 2!. Assuming that the tensile
strengths decreases linearly with temperature close toTm ,
we find that these stresses even cause solid rear sectio
separate from the armature. In this case, the speed reach
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FIG. 2. Distribution of current density~a! and mechani-
cal stresses~b! in the skin layer near the back of a
beryllium armature withd53 cm for J545 MA/m.
Curve 1 corresponds tot51 ms, 2—t52, and 3—td

52.33 ms when the solid back layers begin to beco
detached from the armature.
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the Be armature before damage is slightly higher than
for an Al armature.

4. These results are generally qualitative, indicat
some new prospects for delaying the crisis where the ac
eration process transitions to arcing and providing a poss
explanation for the phenomena observed in real accelera

Quite clearly, since real configurations are thre
dimensional, as a result of the faster diffusion of the fie
near the edges and corners, tensile~tangential! stresses may
appear considerably earlier and thus may even appear in
solid material of the low-melting Al alloy armatures usua
used. Bearing in mind the drop in strength with temperatu
the thermoelectrodynamic effect can then cause various
tions of the accelerated armature to be ejected before
melt.

At this point it is convenient to note that effects invol
ing a reduction in strength and in some sense, liquefactio
the material, i.e., the loss of long-range order in the struct
the formation of new dislocations, and an increase in th
propagation velocity, are promoted, regardless of the Jo
heating, by the flow of large electrical currents~j
;105– 106 A/cm2, electroplasticity!7 and also by intense ul
trasonic (f ;105– 106 Hz) vibrations ~acoustoplasticity!.8

These vibrations inevitably occur under conditions where
armature experiences pinch vibrations and electrical ex
sions at contact constrictions,3 and also as a result of th
motion of an object in contact with the uneven eroded ch
nel walls. Large-amplitude vibrations should also be gen
ated by cumulative microejections of material from surfa
cavities, and so on. Vibrations are possibly responsible
the ‘‘splintered wood’’ appearance at sites where the arm
ture undergoes enhanced Joule heating.2 So far, no attention
has been paid to the reduction in the strength of an arma
under the action of current and vibrations.

It is also worth noting that the velocity skin effect ma
be treated as a particular case of the thermoelectrodyna
effect.

5. The appearance of a large quantity of small hea
particles, droplets, and vapor ejected from the armature
the railgun channel must obviously stimulate parasitic el
trical breakdowns which go over to arc discharges. Althou
at
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the physics of high-current arc discharges in metal vapor
not yet been developed in detail,9 we know that the charac
teristic voltage for a short (;1 cm) arc is;30– 50 V. If the
electrical conductivity of the plasma is reduced, the magn
field actually doubles or trebles this value, i.e., to;100 V.
However, for the typical inductance of the rails per un
length L8'0.3mH/m these values are also characteristic
the induction back-emfDUL5L8IV, which must be addi-
tionally applied to the breech part of the rails for the curre
I'500 kA to pass through the system atV'1 km/s. Mea-
surements made at the exit edge of the channel indicate
the purely Ohmic voltage drop for a solid armature is sm
only ;10 V ~Ref. 10!. Thus, it is quite conceivable that afte
the inter-rail potential difference has reachedDUL;100 V,
the formation of relatively stable arcs behind the armatu
initiated by metal ejected from the armature, will limit th
velocity of a solid electrically conducting armature to arou
V;1 km/s.

1P. B. Parks, J. Appl. Phys.67, 3511~1990!.
2D. Kirkpatrick and D. Haugh, IEEE Trans. Magn.33, 109 ~1997!.
3É. M. Drobyshevski�, B. G. Zhukov, R. O. Kurakin, S. I. Rozov, M. V.
Beloborody�, and V. G. Latypov, Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.25~6!, 89 ~1999!
@Tech. Phys. Lett.25, 245 ~1999!#.

4Handbook of Physical Quantities, edited by I. S. Grigor’ev and E. Z.
Me�likhov @in Russian#, Énergoatomizdat, Moscow~1991!, 1232 pp.

5U. Zwicker, Titan und Titanlegierungen~Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1974;
Metallurgiya, Moscow, 1979, 511 pp.!

6G. F. Silina, Yu. I. Zarembo, and L. E´ . Bertina, Beryllium: Chemical
Technology and Metallurgy@in Russian#, Atomizdat, Moscow~1960!,
120 pp.

7H. Conrad and A. F. Sprecher, inDislocations in Solids. Vol. 8, Basic
Problems and Applications, edited by F. R. N. Nabarro~North-Holland,
Amsterdam, 1989!, Chap. 43, pp. 497–541.

8A. B. Lebedev, Mater. Sci. Forum210–213, 519 ~1996!.
9Yu. P. Ra�zer,Gas Discharge Physics~Springer-Verlag, New York, 1991;
Nauka, Moscow, 1987, 592 pp.!

10R. A. Marshall, IEEE Trans. Magn.31, 209 ~1995!.
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Chemical potential of a binary solution
S. V. Bulyarski  and V. V. Prikhod’ko
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The chemical potential of a binary solution is calculated using the Gibbs free energy method.
With the aid of certain assumptions on the microscopic structure of the solution, the well-
known expression is derived for a simple solution. It is shown that the empirical interaction
parameter is expressed in terms of the change in enthalpy and entropy accompanying
the exchange of atoms between the pure components. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~99!00504-2#
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The chemical thermodynamics of solutions has so
remained a semiempirical science based on using rela
ships characteristic only of ideal substances. Parame
whose physical meaning remains unclear are introduce
describe real substances. In particular, according to Gug
heim ~see Ref. 1!, simple binary solutions are solution
whose excess free energy isGE5a(T)x(12x), wherea(T)
is some interaction parameter. Calculations of this param
made by Swalin2 for regular solutions using a quasichemic
reaction method are unsatisfactory because they do no
plain the relationships observed in practice. We propose
algorithm to calculate the chemical potential of a binary
lution based on a microscopic analysis of the Gibbs f
energy. This approach has recently been successfully us
calculate the stoichiometry of solids.3 It will be shown sub-
sequently that this method can be used to obtain an exp
sion for the chemical potential of a simple solution and
clarify the physical meaning of the interaction parameter

In order to write the Gibbs free energy of a binary so
tion, we shall divide the volume occupied by the liquid in
cells such that each cell contains only one atom. This mo
is justified by the fact that the liquid frequently conserves
short-range order characteristic of the crystalline state. E
atom in the solution is surrounded by a certain number
others, which include atoms of both the first and seco
components. We shall assume that each atom in the bi
solution has the same number of nearest neighbors. This
plies first that the coordination numbers of both compone
in the pure state are the same and second, that the siz
atoms of both components are approximately the same.

Let us assume that an atom of component 1 hasm near-
est neighbors. This atom can then be surrounded bym like
atoms,m21 like and 1 unlike,m22 like and 2 unlike at-
oms, and so on. Consequently, the free energy assigne
this atom may have values ofg0 , g1 , g2 , and so on. Simi-
larly, for atoms of component 2 surrounded bym neighbors,
we have the possible energiesh0 , h1 , and so on. The prob
ability of an atom being surrounded bym2n atoms of com-
ponent 1 andn atoms of component 2 is proportional
Cm

n N1
m2nN2

n , whereN1 andN2 are the numbers of atoms o
components 1 and 2 in the system, andCm

n is a binomial
coefficient which allows for the number of possible config
2631063-7850/99/25(4)/2/$15.00
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rations of neighbors around the atoms. In order to obtai
total probability of unity, this must be divided by the no
malizing factor(n50

m Cm
n N1

m2nN2
n5(N11N2)m.

Hence the Gibbs free energy of a binary solution cal
lated per atom is written as

G5N1 (
i 50

m

pigi1N2 (
i 50

m

pihi2kT ln
~N11N2!!

N1!N2!
, ~1!

where

pi5
Cm

i N1
m2 iN2

i

~N11N2!m .

We calculate the chemical potential of the first comp
nent:

m15
]G

]N1
.

We note thatN1 and N2 appear in the energy derivative i
the form of the expressionsN1 /(N11N2) and N2 /(N1

1N2). Replacing these expressions by the mole fractionsx1

andx2 , we obtain

m15(
i 50

m

gi~m112 i !Cm
i x1

m2 ix2
i 2m (

i 50

m

giCm
i x1

m112 ix2
i

1(
i 51

m

ihiCm
i x1

i 21x2
m112 i2m

3(
i 50

m

hiCm
i x1

i x2
m112 i1kT ln x1 . ~2!

A similar expression may be obtained for the chemical p
tential of the second component by transposing the s
scripts 1 and 2 and alsogi andhi in Eq. ~2!.

Expression~2! containsm11 values ofgi and the same
number ofhi . Their values are unknown, so we shall make
simplifying assumption. We writegi5g01 iDg and hi5h0

1 iDh, whereDg andDh are the changes in the free ener
per atom when a neighboring atom of one species is repla
by an atom of the other species. Substitutinggi andhi into
Eq. ~2!, we obtain a cumbersome expression containing e
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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sums. These sums can be simplified appreciably hav
noted that they are expressed only in terms of (x11x2)m, or
in terms of derivatives of (x11x2)m with respect tox1 or x2 .
We write these eight sums assuming thatx11x251:

g0 (
i 50

m

~m112 i !Cm
i x1

m2 ix2
i

5g0

]

]x1
~x1~x11x2!m!5g01mg0x1 , ~2a!

Dg (
i 51

m

i ~m112 i !Cm
i x1

m2 ix2
i 5Dg

]

]x1
S x1x2

]

]x2

3~x11x2!mD5mDgx21m~m21!Dgx1x2 , ~2b!

2mg0 (
i 50

m

Cm
i x1

m112 ix2
i

52mg0x1~x11x2!m52mg0x1 , ~2c!

2mDg (
i 51

m

iCm
i x1

m112 ix2
i 52mDgx1x2

]

]x2
~x11x2!m

52m2Dgx1x2 , ~2d!

h0 (
i 51

m

iCm
i x1

i 21x2
m112 i5h0x2

]

]x1
~x11x2!m5mh0x2 , ~2e!

Dh (
i 51

m

i 2Cm
i x1

i 21x2
m112 i5Dhx2

]

]x1
x1

]

]x1
~x11x2!m

5mDhx21m~m21!Dhx1x2 , ~2f!

2mh0 (
i 50

m

Cm
i x1

i x2
m112 i

52mh0x2~x11x2!m52mh0x2 , ~2g!

2mDh (
i 51

m

iCm
i xm

i x1
i x2

m112 i

52mDhx1x2

]

]x1
~x11x2!m52m2Dhx1x2 . ~2h!

Substituting these values into expression~2! and abbre-
viating some terms. we finally obtain

m15g01m~Dg1Dh!~12x1!2

1kT ln x15g01kT ln g1x1 , ~3!

where

g15expS m~Dg1Dh!~12x1!2

kT D . ~4!
gSimilar expressions can also be obtained for the second c
ponent.

Equations of the type~3! and ~4! are well known in the
theory of regular solutions, the only difference being that
expression for the activity coefficient~4! contains the experi-
mentally determined interaction parametera(T) instead of
m(Dg1Dh). In many cases~especially for III–V semicon-
ductors! it is found1 that a(T)5a1bT, wherea andb are
constants. However, the factorm(Dg1Dh) can also be ex-
pressed similarly, recalling thatDg5DH11DS1T and Dh
5DH21DS2T. Hence

a5m~DH11DH2!, b52m~DS11DS2!.

We shall now determine the physical meaning of t
parametersa and b. The quantitymDH1 is the change in
enthalpy per atom whenm neighbors of species 1 are re
placed bym atoms of species 2 or, which amounts to t
same thing, when an atom of the pure component 1 repla
an atom of pure component 2. The quantitymDH2 has the
same meaning for an atom of the second component. Co
quently,m(DH11DH2) is the change in enthalpy accomp
nying the exchange of atoms between the two pure com
nents andm(DS11DS2) is the change in entropy for thi
process.

The assumptions made above that both components
the same coordination numbers and the atoms are of sim
size limit the validity of these results. This reasoning on
fully applies to a few solutions, and specifically to solutio
of group IV semiconductors and solutions of metals w
coordination numbers of 8–11~Ref. 4!. Metalloid associa-
tion is observed in solutions of II–IV and III–V elements s
that an association compound must be assumed for e
atom, which leads to a large difference in the sizes of
atoms of the two components and a difference between t
coordination numbers. Nevertheless, for low coordinat
numbers the size of the atoms is not so critical because o
short-range order. The influence of the atomic size may
taken into account by suitably defining the free energiesgi

andhi in Eq. ~2!. In this case, the mole fraction of the com
ponent will appear in the coefficient of activity as anmth
degree polynomial rather than as a square. The tempera
dependence remains the same.

1H. C. Casey and M. B. Panise,Heterostructure Lasers~Academic Press,
New York, 1978; Mir, Moscow 1981, 364 pp.!

2R. A. Swalin,Thermodynamics of Solids~Wiley, New York, 1962; Met-
allurgiya, Moscow, 1968, 314 pp.!

3S. V. Bulyarski� and V. I. Fistul’,Thermodynamics and Kinetics of Inter
acting Defects in Semiconductors@in Russian#, Nauka, Moscow~1997!,
352 pp.

4M. I. Shakhparonov,Introduction to the Modern Theory of Solutions@in
Russian#, Vysshaya Shkola, Moscow~1976!, 296 pp.

Translated by R. M. Durham
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Flow in a turbulent supersonic boundary layer with a heat source
O. B. Larin and V. A. Levin
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A numerical analysis is made of a turbulent supersonic boundary layer with a heat source for a
wide range of heat supplied to the gas. It is shown that the frictional resistance may be
reduced appreciably and the efficiency of using a heat conductor to achieve such a reduction is
estimated. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!00604-7#
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An analysis is made of plane supersonic flow aroun
cooled plate in the presence of an external heat supply
rectangular region. The system of averaged equations fo
turbulent motion of an ideal gas in the absence of exte
mass forces in the boundary-layer approximation has
form

]ru

]x
1

]rv*
]y

50, ~1!

ru
]u

]x
1rv*

]u

]y
5

]

]y S m*
]u

]yD , ~2!

ru
]I 0

]x
1rv*

]I 0

]y
5

]

]y S l*
]T

]y
1m* u

]u

]yD1rQ, ~3!

r5
pm

RT
, rv* 5rv1^r8v8&, I 05I 1

u2

2
,

m* 5m1m t , l5S m

Pr
1

m t

Prt
D cp .
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Here u and v are the projections of the velocity vecto
on the orthogonal coordinate axesx ~parallel to the surface!
andy ~along the normal to the surface!, respectively,r is the
density,p is the pressure,T is the temperature,I is the en-
thalpy,Q is the specific quantity of heat supplied externa
per unit time to a given point in the medium~a known func-
tion of the coordinates!, m is the molecular weight of the gas
R is the universal gas constant,^r8,v8& is the correlation of
the density pulsations and the normal component of the
locity, m and m t are the dynamic coefficients of molecula
and turbulent viscosity,cp is the specific heat of the gas a
constant pressure, and Pr and Prt are the Prandtl number an
its turbulent analog. We assume that the last three param
are constant.

The coefficient of turbulent viscosity is determined usi
the widely used two-layer model.1

The boundary conditions at the surface of the obj
around which the flow takes place (y50) have the form
u50, v50, andT5Tw . The flow characteristics at the oute
boundary of the layer denoted subsequently by the subs
e are assumed to be known.
e
FIG. 1. Variation of the local coefficient of surface friction over th
plate length. Specific heat supplyq: 1—0, 2—1, 3—2, 4—4, 5—8,
6—16, 7—32, and 8—64.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. Variation of the efficiency parameter over the plate leng
Specific heat supplyq: 2—1, 3—2, 4—4, 5—8, 6—16, 7—32, and
8—64.
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The problem is solved numerically using a finit
difference method. The system~1!–~3! is first converted to
dimensionless form using the normal coordina
h5d21(x)*0

yrdy, where d(x) is some normalizing func-
tion. We use an implicit, arbitrarily stable, differenc
scheme, which gives a second-order approximation for
mesh stepsDx andDh and possesses good stabilizing pro
erties.

Below we present some results of calculations made
an incoming flow with the Mach numberMe53. We assume
that the temperature of the cooled wall is the same as the
temperature at the outer boundaryTw5Te . The Prandtl
numbers and the ratio of specific heats are: Pr50.72,
Prt50.9, andg51.4. The coefficient of molecular viscosit
m is assumed to have a power dependence on temper
with the exponentv50.76.

We assume that an external heat supply with the c
stant parameterq5Q(cpTeue)

21L is provided in the rectan
gular region

0.2,x/L<0.6, 5<y/Y<25. ~4!

Here we haveY5mere
21ue

21104 and L5Y•104. Note
that the region~4! is completely within the boundary layer

Figure 1 shows distributions of the local coefficient
surface frictioncf52twre

21ue
22 , wheretw5(m]u/]y)y50

is the friction stress. Curves 1–8 are plotted for the followi
values of the specific heat supply parameterq50, 1, 2, 4, 8,
16, 32, and 64~positive values of the parameter in a geom
ric progression!. It can be seen that the external heat sup
causes a substantial reduction in the local friction. For
stance, forq564 the local coefficient of surface friction a
the end of the heat release zone is 5.6 times lower than
for q50.

Values of the parametercf corresponding to the case o
no heat supply are restored relatively slowly downstre
from the heat source. Heat sources with the parame
q516 andq564 reduce the frictional resistanceF(x2) by
e
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ure
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-
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40% and 60%, respectively~F(x)5*x1

x twdx , x150.2L,

x250.6L!, which is much greater than the reduction calc
lated by Kazakovet al.2 for a supersonic boundary layer at
heat-insulated surface.

As the specific heat supplyq increases, the flow of hea
from the gas to the walls is appreciably intensified. For e
ample, forq516 andq564 the maximum heat flows are 1.
and 1.9 times those in the absence of any thermal action

The efficiency of using a heat source to reduce the f
tional resistance is estimated using the parameter

H5
DFue

Q*
,

whereDF5(F)q2(F)0 andQ* (x) is the external heat sup
plied to the gas per unit time upstream from the cross sec
x.

The distributionsH(x) are plotted in Fig. 2~the number-
ing of the curves is the same as in Fig. 1!. For low values of
q the heat supply efficiency depends weakly on the to
quantity of heat supplied to the flow. When the specific h
supplyq is increased appreciably, the heat supply efficien
drops slightly.

1T. Cebeci and A. M. O. Smith,Analysis of Turbulent Boundary Layer
~Academic Press, New York, 1974!, 404 pp.

2A. V. Kazakov, M. N. Kogan, and A. P. Kuryachi�, Izv. Ross. Akad. Nauk
Ser. Mekh. Zhidk. Gaza No. 1, 48~1997!.

Translated by R. M. Durham
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Hybrid ‘‘antenna–amplifier’’ relativistic traveling-wave tube using an azimuthally
asymmetric mode of a rod slow-wave system

A. S. Shlapakovski 

Research Institute of Nuclear Physics, Tomsk Polytechnic University
~Submitted August 19, 1998!
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A linear theory is developed for a Cherenkov microwave amplifier with a slow-wave system in
the form of a circular waveguide with a dielectric rod. In this system the rod antenna can
couple out the radiation into free space without additional channels and mode converters. An
analysis is made of the general case with no azimuthal symmetry and conditions are
determined where the dominant TEM11 asymmetric mode predominates. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!00704-1#
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In the very first study of the generation of high-pow
microwave radiation by a relativistic high-power electr
beam, Nation1 used an electrodynamic system in the form
a waveguide with a ribbed rod, which provided the requir
slowing of the electromagnetic wave for Cherenkov inter
tion. In a coaxial geometry the maximum beam transp
currents increase, which made this geometry a natural ch
for the currents of several tens of kiloamperes used in th
experiments. In addition to the possibility of using sup
power beams, a coaxial configuration has the advantage
reduced microwave field strength at the surface of the sl
wave structure.2–4 Guninaet al.2 also stressed the advanta
that the oscillation spectrum of a corrugated rod is consid
ably more sparse than that of a waveguide section of sim
dimensions. This allowed successful mode selection to
achieved in a Cherenkov generator in the millimeter rang

A coaxial system with a retarding rod also has anot
specific, very attractive feature first noted by Shlapakovsk�.5

This relates to the novel possibilities for coupling micr
waves in and out of the amplifier. A dielectric rod or a me
ribbed or corrugated rod is in fact a transmission line wh
forms the basis of the widely used surface wave anten
which have been developed in detail.6 If a cylindrical elec-
tron beam is launched along the surface of this antenna
microwave signal supplying it will be amplified by the Che
enkov interaction mechanism. An external coaxial cond
tor, which may serve as a collector, is required to ensure
the beam propagates. Hence it is possible to have a hy
comprising of a traveling-wave tube and a surface-wave
tenna.

The usual working mode of a rod antenna is the do
nant asymmetric TEM11 mode, whereas the symmetric TM01

mode is typical of a traveling-wave tube. In order to det
mine the potential scope of a hybrid ‘‘antenna–amplifie
system, we need to determine the gain and gain profiles
the TEM11 mode as a function of the parameters of the be
and the slow-wave system in order to compare these
with the values typical of the conventional configuration
traveling-wave tubes and second, with the values obtaine
the same coaxial system for the TM01 mode and other
2671063-7850/99/25(4)/4/$15.00
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higher-order modes. For this purpose it is sufficient to der
the ‘‘hot’’ dispersion equation for the system without assu
ing azimuthal symmetry for the perturbations. By solvin
this equation numerically we can obtain instability grow
rates for any mode with an arbitrary azimuthal index.

In the present paper, such an investigation is made f
circular waveguide with a dielectric rod and a cylindric
electron beam between the rod and an external conduc
wall. In fact this system is a variant of the dielectric Chere
kov maser~whose conventional slow-wave system is a wav
guide with a dielectric insert!.

We shall assume that the beam is infinitely thin, m
noenergetic, and completely magnetized. For fields prop
tional to exp$i(lu1kz2vt)%, wherev is the frequency,k is
the longitudinal wave number, andl is the azimuthal index,
the dependence of the longitudinal componentsEz andHz on
the radial coordinater allowing for the conditions at the
metal surface are expressed by Bessel functions of the
(Jl) and imaginary~I l andKl! argument

Ez5AEJl~pr !, Hz5AHJl~pr !, r ,a,

Ez5BEI l~qr !1CEKl~qr !, a,r ,r b ,

Ez5DE@Kl~qb!I l~qr !2I l~qb!Kl~qr !#, r b,r ,b,

Hz5BH@Kl8~qb!I l~qr !2I l8~qb!Kl~qr !#, a,r ,b.
~1!

Herea is the radius of the rod,r b is the beam radius, and
b is the waveguide radius,p25«v2/c22k2, q25k2

2v2/c2, « is the permittivity of the rod material, andAE,H ,
BE,H , CE andDE are arbitrary constants. The conditions f
continuity of the azimuthal components of the fieldEu and
Hu at the surface of the dielectric have the following form

1

p2 S k
l

r
Ez1 i

v

c

dHz

dr D
r 5a20

52
1

q2 S k
l

r
Ez1 i

v

c

dHz

dr r 5a10 ,
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Spatial growth rates versus frequency for vario
modes in a waveguide with a dielectric rod and cylindric
beam: «52.25, a/b50.5, r b /b50.6, g51.8, and I b

51.7 kA.
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1

p2 S i«
v

c

dEz

dr
2k

l

r
HzD

r 5a20

52
1

q2 S i
v

c

dEz

dr
2k

l

r
HzD

r 5a10

. ~2!

Using linearized equations of motion and continuity, w
can obtain the constraint on the discontinuity of the deri
tive of Ez at the beam surface

H dEz

dr J
r 5r b

52
2eIb

g3murb

q2Ez~r b!

~v2ku!2 , ~3!

whereI b is the beam current,u is the electron velocity, and
g5(12u2/c2)21/2 is the relativistic factor. Substituting con
ditions ~2! and ~3! into the expressions~1! and allowing for
the conditions of continuity ofEz and Hz finally yields the
dispersion equation for this system

H FpFE8 ~qa,qb!

FE~qa,qb!
1

«qJl8~pa!

Jl~pa!
GFpFH8 ~qa,qb!

FH~qa,qb!

1
qJl8~pa!

Jl~pa!
G2F ~«21!lvk

cpqa G2J ~v2ku!2

5
2eIb
g3mu

q2
FE~qrb ,qb!

FE~qa,qb!
FE~qa,qrb! f ~v,k!, ~4!

where

FE~x,y!5I l~x!Kl~y!2I l~y!Kl~x!,

FE8 ~x,y!5I l8~x!Kl~y!2I l~y!Kl8~x!,

FH~x,y!5I l~x!Kl8~y!2I l8~y!Kl~x!,

FH8 ~x,y!5I l8~x!Kl8~y!2I l8~y!Kl8~x!,
e
-

f ~v,k!5F ~«21!lvk

cpqa G2

2FpFE8 ~qa,qrb!

FE~qa,qrb!
1

«qJl8~pa!

Jl~pa!
G

3FpFH8 ~qa,qb!

FH~qa,qb!
1

qJl8~pa!

Jl~pa!
G .

In the absence of a beam (I b50) Eq. ~4! is the same as the
well-known dispersion equation for the azimuthally asy
metric modes in a waveguide with a dielectric rod.7

Figure 1 shows the instability spectrum obtained
solving Eq. ~4! for various azimuthal indices (l 50,1,2,3).
The beam parameters used for the calculations are typica
relativistic traveling-wave tubes.~Note that because of th
influence of the Coulomb field the valueg51.8 taken for the
given current and beam radius corresponds to an app
voltage of'470 kV!. The value of« is typical of dielectric
rod antennas. The frequency at which the maximum spa
growth rate is achieved for the TEM11 mode depends on th
waveguide radius. For the given ratio of rod and wavegu
radii this maximum falls within the 3 cm wavelength rang
for b;2.0– 2.5 cm, which corresponds to a gap of 2.0–
mm between the beam and the dielectric and a gain per
length of 0.8–1.0 dB/cm. Therefore, both the geometry
the system and the gain are of the same order of magni
as those of known experimental relativistic traveling-wa
tubes and dielectric masers.

However, it can be seen that for these parameters
absolute maximum of the spatial growth rate is obtained
the TEM21 mode rather than for TEM11, and that even for
the TEM31 mode the growth rates are of the same order
magnitude as for TEM11 despite the much higher frequenc
This can be attributed to the specific radial dependence of
transverse field components: for the TEM11 mode the trans-
ferred power is distributed over the entire cross section of
rod, whereas for the other modes it is concentrated to a la
or lesser degree near the surface. Thus, the same power
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FIG. 2. As Fig. 1 for a thinner rod witha/b50.3. Solid
curves—r b /b50.4, dashed curves—r b /b50.5. The
other parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.
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responds to a smallerEz component for the TEM11 mode.
The situation changes if the radius of the rod is redu

and the distance between the beam and its surface is
creased. In an isolated dielectric rod, the TEM11 mode has no
critical frequency, whereas a critical frequency does exist
the other modes and is determined by the thickness of
rod. Moreover, all the propagating modes have a surf
field structure and phase velocities less thanc. If the rod is
surrounded by a conducting wall, critical frequencies ex
for all the modes and these are determined by the wall di
eter; in this case frequency ranges in which the phase ve
ity is greater thanc are observed for all the modes. If th
radius of the rod is smaller than the waveguide radius,
presence of a conducting wall will have no significant infl
ence on the spectrum of waveguide modes in the regio
slowed phase velocities. Consequently, the thicker the
d
in-

r
he
e

t
-

c-

e

of
d,

the further the TEM11 mode from the other modes in term
of the phase-matching frequency with the electron bea
This implies that the scale of localization of the field in th
vacuum region near the surface of the rod may be consi
ably greater for the TEM11 mode than for the other modes
i.e., it will predominate in the instability spectrum of th
system if the beam moves a large distance away from
dielectric.

Figure 2 shows the instability spectrum for the sam
current and electron energy but a smaller ratioa/b50.3 for
two values of the beam radius~for r b /b50.4 the valueg
51.8 corresponds to an accelerating voltage of 521 kV a
for r b /b50.5 it corresponds to 494 kV!. It can be seen tha
in this case the growth rate for the TEM11 mode predomi-
nates, especially forr b /b50.5. The gain profile for the
TEM11 mode falls within the 3 cm range, for example fo
FIG. 3. As Fig. 1 for«55, a/b50.3, r b /b50.5, g51.4, and
I b51 kA.
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b53.5 cm which corresponds to a gain per unit length
0.74 dB/cm for a 3.5 mm beam–dielectric gap~solid curve!
and 0.37 dB/cm for a 7 mm gap~dashed curve!.

The last figure for the gain is fairly low, so this geomet
would be more acceptable for smaller waveguide radii a
therefore shorter wavelengths~say, the gain per unit length i
doubled whenb is halved and the frequency is 20 GHz!.
However, it should be noted that the TEM11 mode may
dominate in the 3 cm range at a lower electron energy
higher permittivity of the rod material. Figure 3 gives th
results of calculations for«55; the beam parameters corr
spond to a voltage of 265 kV. Here the frequency at wh
the growth rate of the TEM11 mode is highest is 10 GHz fo
b52 cm. In this case, the beam–dielectric gap is 4 mm
the gain 0.97 dB/cm. These are normal values for
traveling-wave tube amplifier although the gain profile
this case is considerably narrower than that for the par
eters in Figs. 1 or 2~for the solid curve!.

To conclude, the dominant azimuthally asymmet
mode may predominate in the spectrum of electron be
instability in the rod slow-wave system. Moreover, typic
gains and gain profiles for relativistic traveling-wave tub
f

d

d

h

d
a

-

m
l
s

are achieved for normal beam parameters and geometri
mensions for these systems. In addition, the use of a
antenna as a natural means of coupling radiation out of
system can substantially increase the scope for control
the microwave output beam at high powers.
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Turbulent diffusion of passive impurities
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It is shown that in turbulent flows with a divergent Lo�tsyanski� integral, the coefficient of
turbulent diffusion may be determined by pulsations whose scales are comparable with those of
the liquid itself rather than by the largest-scale turbulent vortices. This is a new physical
mechanism which must be taken into account to explain the experimentally observed phenomenon
of impurity ‘‘hyperdiffusion’’ in turbulent media. The contribution of large-scale pulsations
increases substantially with the onset of turbulence regimes which are accompanied by the
spontaneous generation of structures comparable with the dimensions of the liquid. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!00804-6#
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At present considerable attention is being focused
studying methods of controlling turbulent momentum, he
and mass transfer processes in order to minimize the
accompanying the motion of objects when liquids are tra
ported through pipes, to achieve more uniform heating
liquid volumes, or more uniform mixing of various chemic
components.1 The type of turbulence is fundamentally im
portant when studying the diffusion of passive impurities,
in the atmosphere, for example. In order to estimate the
efficient of turbulent diffusionDl on scales of the orderl we
can writeDl;v l l , wherev l is the characteristic velocity o
turbulent pulsations on scales of the orderl . For a Kolmog-
orov spectrum we havev l; l 1/3, for a turbulence spectrum
with fixed helicity we havev l; l 1/2, and for turbulence with
a fixed rate of dissipation of the helicityv l; l 2/3 ~Ref. 2!,
which yield Dl; l 4/3, Dl; l 3/2, andDl; l 5/3, respectively. If
the largest scale of the turbulent vortices is of the order ofl c ,
the coefficients of turbulent diffusion are estimated
D; l c

4/3, D; l c
3/2, andD; l c

5/3, respectively.
This estimate ofD implicitly assumes that the velocity–

velocity correlation function decays fairly rapidly whe
l @ l c and pulsations having scales larger thanl c make no
contribution to the transfer coefficient. A similar situatio
arises whenever the Lo�tsyanski� integral converges.3 How-
ever, the convergence or divergence of the Lo�tsyanski� in-
tegral depends on the method of excitation of the turbulen4

and in cases where this integral diverges, estimates for
coefficients of turbulent diffusion and thermal conductiv
must be fundamentally reexamined because of the contr
tion of long-wavelength pulsations withl . l c . This aspect is
considered in the present paper.

1. Since we are only interested in liquid flows with larg
Reynolds numbers (Re@1), we shall analyze the Navier
Stokes equation with the external forcef(r ,t):

]v

]t
1~v¹!v52¹p1vDv1f~r ,t !, div v50, ~1!
2711063-7850/99/25(4)/3/$15.00
n
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^f~r ,t !&50, ^f~r1 ,t1!f~r2 ,t2!&5 f 0
2KS t12t2

t0
,
r12r2

r 0
D ,

~2!

whereK describes the correlation properties of the forcef
which sets the liquid in motion, and from the definition off 0

2

E KS t

t0
,

r

r 0
Ddrdt5r 0

3t0 .

Without loss of generality we can assume that the forcef is
purely sinusoidal, having included a potential componen
the pressure gradient.

2. In Ref. 4 the present authors established that, depe
ing on the force which sets the liquid in motion, three fu
damentally different turbulent steady states may occur in
liquid, and we determined the dimensionless parameters
sponsible for the transition from one state to anoth
g5 f 0t0

2/r 0 andG5g4/3Re. It was shown that forg!1 and
G!1, the Kolmogorov spectrumE(k);1/k5/3 forms in the
inertial interval. In the transition to turbulent flows under th
action of forcesf 0 of larger amplitude, i.e., in going to
g!1 andG@1, a section of the spectrum withE(k);1/k2

appears near the viscous interval, ‘‘cutting off’’ the Kolmo
orov spectrum from the viscous interval. A further increa
in the amplitude of the forcef 0 , i.e., a transition tog@1 and
G@1, has the result that the entire inertial interval is t
‘‘occupied’’ spectrumE(k);1/k2, and outside the inertia
interval large-scale structures begin to be generated w
characteristic scales up tog2/5r 0 . In the limit G!1 the
power dissipated per unit mass of liquid does not depend
the viscosity, in accordance with the Kolmogorov theory, b
in the transition to turbulent regimes withG@1 the viscous
losses begin to depend on the viscosity of the liquid. Wh
turbulence is excited by this method, the Lo�tsyanski� inte-
gral diverges for any values of the parametersg andG. Thus,
three different types of flows are created for which the co
ficient of turbulent diffusion~thermal diffusivity! behaves
differently. We shall analyze these three cases separate
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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3. Let us assume thatg!1 andG@1. Then, from Ref. 4
we have

^~v~r ,t !2v~0,t !!2&5C1~ f 0
2t0r !2/3 for l0!r !r 0 ,

~3!

^v~r ,t !v~0,t !&5C2S f 0
2r 0

3t0

r 2 D 2/3

for r 0!r , ~4!

whereC1 andC2 are universal constants andl0 is the vis-
cous length. Thus, the following estimates hold for the co
ficient of turbulent diffusion

Dl; f 0
2/3t0

1/3l 4/3 for l0! l !r 0

and Dl; f 0
2/3t0

1/3r 0l 1/3 for r 0! l . ~5!

4. We shall now consider the caseg!1, G@1. In this
case the velocity correlation differs slightly from that4 given
by Eqs.~3! and ~4!:

^~v~r ,t !2v~0, t !!2&5C0f 0r for l0!r ! f 0t0
2 , ~6!

^~v~r ,t !2v~0, t !!2&5C1~ f 0
2t0r !2/3 for f 0t0

2!r !r 0 ,
~7!

^v~r ,t !v~0, t !&5C2S f 0
2r 0

3t0

r 2 D 2/3

for r 0!r , ~8!

whereC0 is a universal constant. The behavior of the co
ficient of turbulent diffusion on different length scales
given by

Dl; f 0
1/2l 3/2 for l0! l ! f 0t0

2 , ~9!

Dl; f 0
2/3t0

1/3l 4/3 for f 0t0
2! l !r 0

and Dl; f 0
2/3t0

1/3r 0l 1/3 for r 0! l . ~10!

5. Wheng@1 andG@1, the velocity correlation func-
tion is given by4

^~v~r ,t !2v~0, t !!2&5C0f 0r for l0!r !r 0 , ~11!

^v~r ,t !v~0, t !&5C3S f 0
2r 0

3

r D 1/2

for r 0!r !g2/5r 0 ,

~12!

^v~r ,t !v~0,t !&5C2S f 0
2r 0

3t0

r 2 D 2/3

for g2/5r 0!r , ~13!

whereC3 is a universal constant. In this case, the coeffici
of turbulent diffusion is given by

Dl; f 0
1/2l 3/2 for l0! l !r 0 , ~14!

Dl; f 0
1/2r 0

3/4l 3/4 for r 0! l !g2/5r 0 ,

Dl; f 0
2/3t0

1/3r 0l 1/3 for g2/5r 0! l . ~15!

6. It follows from expressions~3!, ~4!, ~6!–~8!, and
~11!–~13! that for this method of exciting turbulence th
maximum scale of the turbulent vortices is of orderr 0 . How-
ever, as a result of the slow decay of the velocity correlat
function for l @r 0 long-wavelength pulsations make a de
sive contribution to the turbulent diffusion coefficient.
g!1, i.e., the turbulence is not accompanied by the spo
neous creation of structures, the coefficient of turbulent
f-

-

t

n

a-
f-

fusion is determined by the largest-scale pulsations, of
same size as the dimensionR of the vessel containing the
liquid, i.e., this coefficient is given by

D; f 0
2/3t0

1/3r 0R1/35Dg!1~R/r 0!1/3 for R@r 0 , ~16!

where Dg!15 f 0
2/3t0

1/3r 0
4/3 is the diffusion coefficient deter

mined by the largest-scale vortices.
If g@1 holds, i.e., if structures are spontaneously g

erated, in the limitR@g2/5r 0 the size of the vessel is large
than the scale of the incipient structures and the coefficien
turbulent diffusion is determined as before by~16!:

D; f 0
2/3t0

1/3r 0R1/35g1/6Dg@1~R/r 0!1/3

for R@g2/5r 0 , ~17!

whereDg@15 f 0
1/2r 0

3/2 is the coefficient of turbulent diffusion
as a result of the largest-scale vortices wheng@1.

In cases whereg@1 holds but the largest scale of th
resulting structures can exceed the size of the ve
R!g2/5r 0 , the main contribution to the turbulent diffusion
made by structures having scales of the orderR and

D; f 0
1/2r 0

3/4R3/45Dg@1~R/r 0!3/4 for r 0!R!g2/5r 0 .
~18!

Consequently, in the range of smaller scales of the la
est turbulent vortex the coefficient of turbulent diffusion i
creases rapidly~faster thanl ! whereas in the range of large
scales, this coefficient continues to increase but slo
~slower thanl ! because the total turbulent diffusion coef
cient is determined by the dimensions of the liquid itself.

An important consequence of expressions~16!–~18! is
that for the same diffusion coefficients for the largest-sc
vortices~whenDg!1 andDg@1 are the same!, the true dif-
fusion coefficients may differ by a large factor. Note that t
contribution of long-wavelength pulsations for turbulent r
gimes accompanied by the spontaneous generation of s
tures, as given by expressions~17! and ~18!, is always
greater than the contribution of the long-wavelength com
nent for turbulent flows which do not lead to sel
organization. In fact, expression~17! contains an additiona
factor g1/6 compared with~16! and expression~18! contains
the factor (R/r 0)3/4 compared with (R/r 0)1/3 in expression
~16!.

It follows from the above reasoning as applied to t
physics of impurity transport in the atmosphere that a kno
edge of the scale and velocity of the turbulent pulsations
vortices can be used to obtain a lower estimate of the tur
lent diffusion coefficient of impurities. However, the tru
value of the turbulent diffusion coefficient is many time
larger than this lower bound~i.e., hyperdiffusion takes place!
and in order to determine this, we also need to study the t
of turbulent flow, which can explain the dependence on
propagation velocity of contaminants on specific conditio
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The laws of large departures from equilibrium and the laws governing structural transitions
indicated previously by the author are used as the basis for discussing anomalous phenomena.
Their main properties are described, a classification is put forward, a simple model is
proposed to describe an anomalous phenomenon, and several families of possible phenomena are
indicated. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!00904-0#
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Anomalous phenomena occurring in nature, achie
experimentally, and used in technologies are attracting c
siderable interest because of their unusual nature, t
counter-intuitive character, and also because of the desi
interpret the nature of the phenomenon and use it to ef
tively.

Ball lightning, although a fairly well-known anomalou
phenomenon, remains mysterious in many respects de
long-term efforts to identify its nature and reproduce a sim
lar phenomenon in the laboratory.1–3 This example shows
how difficult it is to investigate an anomalous phenomen
and unravel its mechanism.

A fairly large number of anomalous phenomena ha
now been observed under laboratory conditions, althoug
purposeful search for and discussion of the general prope
of anomalous phenomena has to date not seemed poss

The present author recently identified a system of la
of strong nonequilibrium, i.e., the qualitative boundary, a
normality, and alternation of abnormality,4–6 and also estab
lished laws governing structural transitions,7,8 which allow
us to discuss anomalous phenomena for various system
general terms. It becomes possible to specifically search
observe, and study anomalous phenomena on a regular b

In the present paper classes of anomalous phenom
are described and a more detailed analysis is made of
phenomenon of anomalous relaxation. Families of poss
anomalous phenomena suitable for observation and app
tion are indicated.

1. We shall outline a wide range of anomalous pheno
ena which are fairly well-known.

First, there is ball lightning and its numerou
imitations.1,2

The phenomena and effects of anomalous relaxa
constitute a large family of anomalous phenomena. Anom
lous relaxation is a process in which the internal degree
freedom of particles are excited above equilibrium and a
transformation, they are deactivated as a whole range
anomalous effects, including the laser effect.

Anomalous relaxation has been studied fairly comp
hensively for shock waves in gases9 and shock waves acti
vated by a glow discharge.10,11

Various anomalous phenomena which can be fruitfu
discussed using the laws of nonequilibrium include eros
2741063-7850/99/25(4)/4/$15.00
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discharges,12–14 the plasma-ion method of wate
electrolysis,15,16 cold nuclear fusion, and high-temperatu
superconductors.

These laws can also be usefully applied to fairly we
studied anomalous phenomena such as anoma
photoconductivity,17 and also to those anomalous pheno
ena accorded the status of discoveries in Ref. 18. These
clude plasma neutron radiation~discovery No. 3, I. V.
Kurchatov et al.!, the formation of a high-temperatur
plasma in an rf discharge~discovery No. 87, P. L. Kapitsa!,
the self-focusing effect~discovery No. 67, G. A. Askar’yan!,
the multifocus property of a wave beam~discovery No. 147,
A. M. Prokhorovet al.!, the formation of hydrogen-saturate
zones~discovery No. 313, V. N. Shapovalov and V. Yu
Karpov!, the laws governing the interaction of x-rays wi
atoms ~discovery No. 297, A. P. Lukirski� and T. M.
Zimina!, the phenomena of large reversible strains~discov-
ery No. 239, G. V. Kurdyumov and L. G. Khandros!, the
phenomenon of catalyst modification~discovery No. 306,
S. Z. Roginski� et al.!, bioelectrocatalysis~discovery No.
311, I. V. Berezinet al.!, the law of self-regulation in cellu-
lar excitation~discovery No. 17, D. N. Nasonov!, and the
phenomenon of intercellular remote electromagnetic inter
tions ~discovery No. 122, V. P. Kaznacheevet al.!.

It is useful to apply the laws of nonequilibrium to differ
ently organized cycles of the second kind of energy conv
sion ~A. B. Serogodski� and G. V. Skornyakov!.

2. Even though each one is different, the wide variety
anomalous phenomena can be categorized using the
expounded in Refs. 4–8 We note the general propertie
anomalous phenomena and the significant indicators of
different classes of these phenomena.

2.1. Anomalous phenomena occur states and regime
from equilibrium; they cannot occur as a result of weak d
turbances of quasiequilibrium systems.

The wide variety of anomalous phenomena can be s
divided into classes according to the values, character,
number of nonequilibrium factors, or measures of action.

The first class includes single-factor effects of a reson
nature which reveal an anomalous initial structure. The
tive measures of actionGa are small and the resonance c
terion has values close to one, res'1.

Effects of this type include anomalous photoconduct
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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ity, various discoveries~Nos. 165, 175, 191, and 225; Re
18!, anomalies of kinetic coefficients,5 and the effect of a
universal structural transition quantum19 ~12.5 K!.

2.2. As a result of the qualitative boundary law, anom
lous phenomena occur as threshold processes.

A second class of anomalous phenomena can be id
fied by thresholds, typically exhibiting abrupt thresholds
the beginning and end,Ga'1 and also an inverse stage,
addition to be being single-factor effects. In this case,
anomalous structure forms during the process, unlike the
class of anomalous phenomena. Typical phenomena of
second class include negative differential susceptibility
fects ~such as diffusion, conductivity, and viscosity!, self-
focusing of electromagnetic beams, plasma filamentat
and the first stage of anomalous relaxation in a shock wa
This class must also include chemical vibrations and m
phenomena analyzed by synergetics.

2.3. The formation of anomalous phenomena in the s
ond and subsequent classes is caused by structural trans
with a defined inversed–anomalous stage.

The third class of anomalous phenomena is charac
ized by two or three successive structural transitions. In
case, the process of increasing action includes internal
tors and the anomalous phenomena at the stage of the se
and third structural transition reveal an increased range
anomalous effects.

A typical anomalous phenomenon of the third class
anomalous relaxation of the second and third stage. T
class includes erosion discharges and also plasma-ion
trolysis of water.

2.4. In general, unexpected results which are difficult
predict are obtained when two~and especially three! struc-
tural transitions take place simultaneously under the ac
of two ~three! independent factors.

This type of anomalous phenomenon belongs to
fourth class. It is easy to specify a set of possible anoma
phenomena in this class by combining different facto
However, their results can only be predicted with a low pro
ability.

There are some cases where, in the presence of se
factors and structural transitions, the result of an anoma
phenomenon is fairly predictable. An example is bioelect
catalysis in which the most effective biocatalyst, an enzym
being inserted in the electrochemical reaction chain,
creases the reaction rate millions of times. This anomal
phenomenon removes the barrier between living systems
electrotechnical ones. Natural anomalous phenomena~such
as tornados, ball lightning, and unidentified flying objec!
generally occur as a result of several important factors
several structural transitions taking place simultaneously
successively. Consequently it is impossible to predict th
occurrence, nature, and resultant effects with sufficient
tainty. These phenomena form a superclass.

2.5. In accordance with the law of alternating abnorm
ity, all anomalous phenomena take place ‘‘at intervals,’’ i.
in relatively small intervals of measures of action which
ternate with intervals of normal behavior of the process.

The law of alternating abnormality is a specific refin
ment of the law of alternating nonequilibrium.4,6 It prescribes
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the alternation of properties and the behavior of quantities
a function of the action factor, time, and space, as is fou
for anomalous relaxation in shock waves,4,6 for striations,
and temporal oscillations in chemical reactions.

2.6. A common property of anomalous phenomena is
presence of an anomalous structure~particular to each objec
of the anomalous phenomenon!; a more anomalous structure
up to the exotic, corresponds to a higher class of anoma
phenomena.

We know4,5 that a structure is formed by structure
kinetic elements and the coupling between them. Anomal
effects have anomalous structure-kinetic elements: elec
magnetic turbines, electron traps, exciton–impurity co
plexes, dynamic domains, hydrogen-saturated zones, mo
of ball lightning invoking exotic clusters,3 and so on.

Bearing in mind the transient structure of the structu
transitions,7 we note some general properties of anomalo
structure-kinetic elements and their coupling.

Generally these elements are complexes with a stren
ened coupling between them, activated, metastable, and
pable of absorbing external energy and deactivating un
saturation. As a result of their metastable nature, the st
ture of objects of anomalous phenomena is extremely v
able, even under small influences. In general the variety
structures in strong nonequilibrium is extremely large; livi
matter and the multilevel physical world known to us, bei
of nonequilibrium origin, only realizes this variety to a sma
extent.

Among the various properties of anomalous phenom
specified, special mention should be made of the capacit
intensively absorb and concentrate energy. On account o
universal nature, this property is essentially an energy c
centration law.

3. We shall demonstrate some general properties
anomalous phenomena for the fairly typical case of anom
lous relaxation.

The abrupt threshold for anomalous relaxation with
creasing action is determined by the resonant and ampli
energy relations

« i1e5a«a , a'1, ~1!

n1S g1

2
kT11

ni

n1
« i1eD>n2S g2

2
kT21

na

n2
«aD , ~2!

where « i , e, and «a are the initial excitation energy, th
energy of the external action on the structure-kinetic e
ments, and the activation energy,n1,2, ni , and na are the
particle number densities before and after the action, preli
narily excited, and activated structure-kinetic elements,g1,2

are the numbers of degrees of freedom, andT1,2 are the ini-
tial and final temperatures.

A regular structural transition occurs when the thresh
is reached. For a shock wave this is manifest as branchin
the front ~in gases,9 in a glow discharge,11 and in metals20!.

A slight increase in the action beyond the thresholdec

transfers the system to an anomalous regime. This regim
characterized by strong inhomogeneity of the density a
other quantities~striations, filamentation, microexplosion
cores!, anomalies of radiation spectra~between infrared and
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x-ray!, an increase in viscosity, and other effects associa
with high material activity. These include an appreciable
crease in energy above that dissipated in the plasma ion
trolysis of water,15,16 the failure of a core which burn
through metals to burn tracing paper,12 and so on.

When the action increases above the thresholdec by a
resonance width the anomalous regime is replaced by a r
lar one, which is surprising if we are not familiar with th
law of alternating abnormality. As the action increases f
ther until conditions~1! and ~2! are satisfied for the secon
structural level, a threshold transition takes place to a sec
anomalous regime, and so on.4,6

Typical structure-kinetic elements for anomalous rela
ation in gases are excited M* molecules, M2

1 , M2
1* biomo-

lecular ions, and more intricate complexes.21

4. We shall now briefly discuss a phenomenologi
model of an experimentally reproducible anomalous p
nomenon of the first–third class, such as a long-liv
Protasevich plasma formation.21

Taking into account the laws of nonequilibrium, the law
governing structural transitions, and the main properties
anomalous phenomena, we reflect these by means of an
pression for the determining quantities

F~g,y!5 (
n,m50

n1m<3

bnmgnymY (
n,m50

n1m<3

cnmgnym. ~3!

Hereg and y are action factors, andbnm andcnm are coef-
ficients determined from general constraints and experim
tal data. One of the action factors may be time, as in the c
of chemical reactions, and another may be the field actio~a
possible radical change in the result of the reaction depe
ing on the category of an anomalous phenomenon!.

Expression~3! was examined for a single factor~for
y50! in Refs. 7 and 8. The relevant dependence can h
four extrema corresponding to two sequences of struct
transitions. When the maxima are close, the wells betw
them will reflect the existence of a metastable stage of
anomalous phenomenon.

Under the action of two factors, expression~3! may have
sixteen extrema, which reflects the highly complex and m
tivalued pattern of an anomalous phenomenon and the v
ety of its results. This also implies an appreciable increas
the number of anomalous effects accompanying the ano
lous phenomenon. These indications are also consistent
the characteristics of anomalous phenomena observed
perimentally and in nature, which motivates the use of
pression~3! to describe anomalous phenomena.

5. We note several families of possible anomalous p
nomena.

First we note that, as follows from the general propert
of anomalous phenomena, the number of possible anoma
phenomena is considerably greater than the number of
mal effects but the region of regimes of occurrence
anomalous phenomena is much smaller, i.e., anomalous
nomena occur considerably less frequently than normal
fects. The first class are anomalous phenomena cause
resonant action on structure-kinetic elements. These are
served at fairly high action intensities as an abrupt chang~a
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jump or a peak! in the kinetic coefficients. These effec
were discussed in Ref. 5. For instance, when a gas is exp
to the action of radiation at a frequency equal to half t
dissociation energy and an intensity sufficient to excite
quarter of the molecules, anomalies of the viscosity, elec
cal and thermal conductivity will be observed.

A family of anomalous relaxation phenomena and
fects for shock waves in gases was predicted by the au
on the basis of the qualitative boundary law. These w
observed and studied in Ref. 9, and extended to the case
glow discharge.11,10 A whole range of predictions confirme
experimentally indicates the predictive capabilities of the
thor’s criterion ~1,2! ~Ref. 22!, which can undoubtedly be
used to observe new anomalous relaxation effects.

A set of energy concentration anomalous phenom
can usefully be identified. The family of self-focusing ph
nomena has been studied most comprehensively~G. A.
Askar’yan, A. M. Prokhorovet al.!. Filamentation is anothe
similar effect. Among the many possible effects we note s
focusing of a beam in a solid insulator, which may be o
served as a very thin channel formed by a beam of fa
large diameter.

The laws of nonequilibrium can be used to pred
highly exotic anomalous phenomena and provide a qua
tive description. For example, a family of mass�field struc-
tural transitions can be considered for various fields.
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Influence of screening on calculations on the total energy of calcium oxide
V. A. Drozdov, V. V. Pozhivatenko, and M. A. Drozdov

Odessa Institute of Ground Forces
~Submitted August 31, 1998!
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A unified formulation of a method which conserves the pseudopotential norm and the electron
density functional is used to calculate the total energy and the equilibrium atomic volume
of calcium oxide. Various methods of screening the pseudopotential are considered as a fitting
procedure. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!01004-6#
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In order to determine the total energy, the equation
the crystal ground state

F2
1

2
¹21WBHS~r !1WH~r !1WXC~r !GCk~r !

5EkCk~r !, ~1!

where Ck is the wave function, andWBHS(r ), WH(r ),
and WXC(r ) are the Bachelet–Hamann–Schlu¨ter
pseudopotential,1 the Hartree potential, and the exchan
correlation potential, respectively, must be solved join
with the equations

¹2VH~r !524pr~r !, ~2!

WXC~r !5dEXC@r~r !#/dr~r !, ~3!

r~r !5(
i 51

M

uC i~r !u2. ~4!

Herer(r ) is the electron density,M is the number of elec-
trons, andEXC is the exchange correlation energy.

In a combined formalism of the electron density fun
tional theory and the norm-conserving pseudopotential
total energy is given by2

E5
1

N (
k

Ek2EH1ExcEes1a1z, ~5!

where the first term is the sum over all occupied electro
states,N is the number of atoms of different species per u
cell, Exc are the exchange correlation contributions which
calculated using formulas which approximate the Noziere
Pines expression by Chebyshev polynomials:3

Exc5V(
g

@«xc~g!2Wxc~g!#r~g!, ~6!

where V is the volume of a unit cell,«xc is the exchange
correlation energy density, andr~g! is the Fourier transform
of the electron density. The electrostatic energyEes for com-
pounds with two species of atoms was calculated using
mulas given in Ref. 4. The Hartree term is given by

EH5
V

2 (
g

4p

g2 ur~g!u2. ~7!
2781063-7850/99/25(4)/2/$15.00
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For the non-Coulomb component of the electron–ion int
action we have

a15 lim
g→0

H Wloc~g!1
8pz

Vg2J , ~8!

whereWloc(g) is the Fourier transform of the local compo
nent of the first-principle Bachelet–Hamann–Schlu¨ter
pseudopotential.1

The sum in formula~1! is calculated at high-symmetr
points in the Brillouin zone by solving the secular equatio5

F1

2
~k1g!2En~k!GCn,k~g!

1(
g8

W~k1g, k2g8!Cn,k~g8!50, ~9!

where Cn,k(g) are the coefficients in the expansion of th
pseudowave function in terms of plane waves

wn,k~r !5(
g

Cn,k~g!uk1g&, ~10!

wheren is the zone number andk is the wave vector in the
first Brillouin zone. The Fourier transform of the potentia

W~k1g,k1g8!5WBHS~k1g,k1g8!1WH~g2g8!

1Wxc~g2g8! ~11!

contains not only the Hartree and exchange correlation F
rier transforms but also the Fourier transform of t
Bachelet–Hamann–Schlu¨ter pseudopotential. At the firs
step of the self-consistent iteration procedure the linea
screened local component of the pseudopotential is usu
used:

W~g!5Wloc~g!/«~g!, ~12!

where«~g! is the permittivity function in the Lindhardt form
The matrix element of the local component of the Bachele
Hamann–Schlu¨ter pseudopotential is a superposition of t
similar matrix elements for calcium and oxygen and is e
pressed in the form

Wloc~g!5S~g!@Wloc,Ca~g!1Wloc,O~g!exp~ igh!#, ~13!
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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whereS(g) is the structure factor of the fcc and ccp lattic
for B1 andB2 structures, respectively,h5ac(1/2,1/2,1/2),
andac is the lattice constant.

The secular equation~9! is solved for the self-consisten
calculations at each step. The construction of the crystal
tential W(g) at the next step of the iteration procedure tak
into account the electron density distribution obtained at
previous step.3 Integration over the first Brillouin zone wa
replaced by summation over a single Baldereschi point.6

The equilibrium atomic volumes and total energies w
obtained from the equation of state of the crystal atp50 and
T50:

S ]E

]V D
S

50, ~14!

whereS is the entropy. For the calculations we used exp
sions in terms of 59 vectors of the reciprocal lattice for t
B1 structure and 57 for theB2 structure.

The results of the calculations are presented in Tabl
Calculation I is done from first principles. The accuracy
the first-principle calculations can be enhanced by usin
higher-order secular equation or more accurate method
summation over the Brillouin zone~over Chadi–Cohen
points7!.

TABLE I. Equilibrium atomic volumes and total energies for calcium oxi
for B1 andB2 structures~atomic volume in (a.u.)3, energy in Ry!.

B1 B2

V E V E

I 70.72 217.497 89.54 217.419
II 103.07 217.101 95.66 217.079
III 85.74 217.065 89.87 216.723
IV 92.24 217.178 93.81 216.558
V 91.30 217.092 95.96 216.646
VI 93.17 217.055 94.03 216.882
o-
s
e

e

-

I.
f
a
of

In calculation II the results of the first principle calcula
tions are fitted using

DE5b/V, ~15!

whereV is determined from the condition

EVexp
5Eexp. ~16!

Calculations III and IV were done using the Lindhar
dielectric function«~g!. In the self-consistent calculations
‘‘new’’ screening potential is calculated at each step, wh
corresponds to additive screening.3,4 In calculation III the
nonlocal componentl 52 of the Bachelet–Hamann–Schlu¨ter
pseudopotential is screened with respect to the imparted
mentum by the function«~g!. Similarly, the local componen
of the pseudopotential~12! is screened in calculation IV.

Calculations V and VI were also made under conditio
where the local component of the pseudopotential
screened in the first step of the iteration procedure. In
case, the constants«1 and«2 were used as screening facto
and the potential~13! had the form

Wloc~g!5S~g!@Wloc,Ca~g!/«11Wloc,O~g!exp~ igh!/«2#,
~17!

where «2 was taken as 0.95. For calculation V we ha
«150.9, and for calculation VI«150.8. The experimenta
values areV594.09 (a.u.)3 andE5217.07 Ry.

1G. B. Bachelet, D. R. Hamann, and M. Schlu¨ter, Phys. Rev. B26, 4199
~1982!.

2A. A. Katsnel’son, V. S. Stepanyuk, O. F. Farberovichet al., Electronic
Theory of Condensed Media@in Russian#, Moscow State University Press
Moscow ~1990!, 240 pp.

3G. L. Krasko, Z. Naturforsch. A36, 1129~1981!.
4L. I. Yastrebov and A. A. Katsnel’son,Foundations of the One-Electron
Theory of Solids~AIP, New York, 1987; Nauka, Moscow, 1981, 320 pp!

5P. J. H. Denteneer and W. van Haeringen, J. Phys. C18, 4127~1985!.
6A. Baldereschi, Phys. Rev. B8, 5212~1973!.
7D. J. Chadi and M. L. Cohen, Phys. Rev. B8, 5747~1973!.
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Results are presented of experiments to determine the maximum depths of superdeep penetration
and to check the conclusions of an existing model of this effect. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!01104-0#
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The maximum depths of superdeep penetration of p
ders into targets1–3 have attracted major interest among r
searchers since this effect was first observed experiment
Using layer-by-layer chemical analysis, micro-x-ray spec
and x-ray structural analysis, neutron diffraction analys
and various other indirect methods of studying solid mat
als, the authors of Refs. 1–3 showed that the superdeep
etration of microparticles~initial sizes of around 10mm!
from a powder flux may reach depths of several tens of m
limeters. However, these studies of the maximum depth
penetration did not exhibit high accuracy and the exp
ments were not definitive. In order to improve the reliabil
of the results, we developed a special apparatus which
identify penetration to various predefined depths.

For this purpose we placed a detector in the path o
particle flux generated by an explosive accelerator~Fig. 1!.
This detector was a protective steel container in wh
samples were inserted~Fig. 2!, which completely protects
the inserted material from the influence of lateral moveme
The depth of penetration is determined from the partic
piercing the upper sample in the container. The penetra
material is collected inside the working chamber of the c
tainer by sets of foils each 0.00003 m thick~up to 30! inter-
spersed with tracing paper which reliably decelerates
powder particles. A subsequent chemical analysis can
only reveal the penetration to depths determined by the up
sample but can also provide a quantitative assessment o
process without using expensive equipment.

By then increasing the height of the upper test sam
~Fig. 2!, the authors reliably observed an increased conten
the penetrating powder~cobalt! in the foils to depths of
around 70–75 mm~the initial size of the cobalt particles wa
less than 10mm!, which provides reliable confirmation tha
the particles have penetrated to this depth as a result o
perdeep penetration.

By using the system shown in Fig. 2 to record the resu
of superdeep penetration, it was possible to make a di
experimental check of the conclusions reached by Adadu
et al.,4 who suggested that superdeep penetration is de
mined by the consequences of axisymmetric annular imp
when the aluminum facing of the powder container in t
accelerator~Fig. 1!, accelerated and twisted into a ring by th
explosive energy, encounters the surface of the target.
authors4 therefore assume that superdeep penetration sh
2801063-7850/99/25(4)/2/$15.00
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be seen simply as a particular case of the stinging ef
described by them~this term is taken from Ref. 4!, which
describes a mechanism for the formation of an extrem
high-pressure zone on the axis of annular impact beneath
surface of the solid, which frequently leads to the formati
of caverns into which, in the view of these authors, the p
ticles penetrate.

Without going into a detailed polemic on the conclusio
reached by Adadurovet al.,4 we note that in the superdee
penetration experiment, this twisting of the charge fac
occurs extremely rarely, whereas superdeep penetratio
regularly recorded. Moreover, with this approach, weaken
of the barrier should be expected regardless of the type
penetrating material. However, practical experiments and
years of using this effect in practice have shown that
matrix can either be strengthened or weakened dependin
the type of penetrating material. Moreover, Aleksentse
et al.5 have reliably recorded superdeep penetration by us
a system in which there is absolutely no possibility of t
barrier interacting with anything but the powder flux. In th
case, however, a direct response to the proposal put forw
by Adadurovet al.4 may be provided as a result of a dire
experiment, which in any case is far more convincing th
any polemic. This can be accomplished by removing

FIG. 1. Schematic of explosive accelerator for powder particles for su
deep penetration:A—detonator,B—explosive,C—powder container, and
D—facing of powder container.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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‘‘culprit’’ ~in the opinion of the authors of Ref. 4!, i.e., the
aluminum facing of the powder container, from the accele
tor system~Fig. 1!.

This experiment was carried out using the compos
protective container~Fig. 2! as the collecting device. Th
explosive accelerator shown in Fig. 1 had no facing in
powder container. Direct contact between the explosive
the powder causes some loss of acceleration energy bec
detonation products are ‘‘blown’’ straight through the poro
layer of powder, so the height of the upper sample in
composite protective container was set at 50 mm in orde

FIG. 2. Schematic of composite protective container:A—test sample,
B—working chamber~cylindrical cavity!, C—set of foils interspersed with
tracing paper,D—lower blanking sample.
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obtain a more reliable determination of penetration.
analysis of the foils removed from the container cham
after treatment revealed a definite increase in the conten
penetrating material~cobalt!, which provides undisputable
evidence that the powder has penetrated to a depth of at
50 mm ~for the cobalt powder used with particle sizes le
than 10mm the relative depth of penetration in this ca
exceeds 5000, which is undoubtedly of the order of mag
tude of that recorded for superdeep penetration!.

To conclude, these experiments have established tha
a! The maximum depth of superdeep penetration of

balt powder with particle sizes less than 10mm is at least 70
mm ~i.e., the relative depth of penetration exceeds 7000!;

b! Superdeep penetration is not the result of a sting
effect caused by the annular impact of the facing of the po
der container accelerated by explosive products since
variance with the view held by Adadurovet al.,4 this effect is
observed when a barrier is exposed to a particle flux ac
erated by an accelerator containing no such structural
ment.

1L. V. Al’tshuler, S. K. Andilevko, G. S. Romanov, and S. M. Usherenk
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz15~5!, 55 ~1989! @Sov. Tech. Phys. Lett.15, 186
~1989!#.

2S. K. Andilevko, G. S. Romanov, V. A. Shilkin, and S. M. Usherenko, I
J. Heat Mass Transf.36, 1113~1993!.

3M. Jeandin, M. Vardavoulias, S. K. Andilevko, O. V. Roman, V. A
Shilkin, and S. M. Usherenko, Rev. Metall. No.12, 808 ~1992!.

4N. A. Adadurov, A. F. Belikova, and S. N. Buravova, Fiz. Goreniy
Vzryva 28, 95 ~1992!.

5S. E. Aleksentseva, D. V. Isaev, and D. A. Krivchenko, inProceedings of
the International Conference on Shock Waves in Condensed Ma,
St. Petersburg, 1996, p. 122.
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Extension of a model analysis of the degree of polarization of light
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A theoretical approach is developed in which partially polarized radiation can be represented as a
sum of coherent and incoherent components and also of the action of some imaginary
device with time-dependent birefringence. This approach allows the Jones vector matrix method
to be used for the calculations, which is important for theoretical calculations of the
polarization state. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!01204-5#
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As we know, partially polarized radiation can be repr
sented as a combination of two mutually completely incoh
ent components having the largest possible difference in
tensity and opposite directions of rotation.1 Using this
concept, Kakichashvili2 modified the Jones vector matri
method3 by introducing the formal operation of incohere
summation of amplitudes and determined the rules of op
tion with the appropriate index. This approach generaliz
the Jones vector matrix method for the arbitrary partial
larization of electromagnetic waves, while completely co
serving its formal scheme of usage. This modification w
used previously in polarization holography in the particu
case of an unpolarized reference wave and was confir
theoretically and experimentally.4,5

In Ref. 6, Kakichashvili considered the formation of pa
tially polarized radiation to be the result of the action of
time-dependent polarizing device on initially completely p
larized light. In the present paper this approach is develo
further and a theoretical analysis is made of the operatio
a suitable device for the case of complex birefringence.

We shall represent the model device as a medium
thicknessd having the complex birefringenceDn̂5n̂y2n̂x

[Dn2 iDnt, wheren̂y5ny2 inty , n̂x5nx2 intx ; ny and
nx are the real refractive indices, andty and tx are the ex-
tinction coefficients. For simplicity we shall also assume t
the axes of birefringence and anisotropic absorption coinc
and are oriented at the angler relative to the laboratory
coordinate system~see Fig. 1!.

The corresponding Jones matrix of the model device
written as

M5exp
i¸d

2
~ n̂x1n̂y!S m̂11 m̂12

m̂21 m̂22
D ,

m̂115cosS ¸d

2
DnD FcoshS ¸d

2
Dnt D

2sinhS ¸d

2
Dnt D cos 2rG1 i sinS ¸d

2
DnD

3FsinhS ¸d

2
Dnt D2coshS ¸d

2
Dnt D cos 2rG ,
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m̂125m̂2152FcosS ¸d

2
DnD sinhS ¸d

2
Dnt D

1 i sinS ¸d

2
DnD coshS ¸d

2
Dnt D Gsin 2r,

m̂225cosS ¸d

2
DnD FcoshS ¸d

2
Dnt D

1sinhS ¸d

2
Dnt D cos 2rG1 i sinS ¸d

2
DnD

3FsinhS ¸d

2
Dnt D1coshS ¸d

2
Dnt D cos 2rG . ~1!

Let us assume that an elliptically polarized plane waveE
propagating along theZ axis, with the major axis of the
ellipse oriented alongX, reaches the device described b
expression~1!. If Dn̂ andr are fairly fast functions of time
comparable with the optical frequency, the device is tim
dependent and the field directly after the device may be r
resented as two componentsEA and EB , connected by the
incoherent summation sign% ~see Ref. 6!, and the field of
the transmitted wave is given by

E5ME5EA% EB , ~2!

E5Ex expi ~vt2¸z!S 1
6 i j D , 0<j[

Ey

Ex
<1,

where

EA5Ex expi ~vt2¸z!exp2
i¸d

2
~ n̂x~ t !1n̂y~ t !!

3S m̂11~ t !
6 i jm̂22~ t ! D ,

EB5Ex expi ~vt2¸z!exp2 i
¸d

2
~ n̂x~ t !1n̂y~ t !!S 6 i j

1 D .

In its most general form, we show that this represen
tion of the mutually incoherent componentsEA and EB is
possible because there is no linear functional coupling
tween the matrix elementsm̂11(t), m̂22(t), and m̂12,21(t),
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Time-dependent model device.
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unlike the identically equal elementsm̂12(t)5m̂21(t). Using
for this purpose the generalized Wronskian for comp
equations,7 we have

W@m̂11~ t !,m̂22~ t !#5
¸d

2
sinS ¸d

2
Dn̂~ t ! D cos2 2r~ t !

]Dn̂~ t !

]t

12i F¸d

2
cos2S ¸d

2
Dn̂~ t ! D

3cos 2r~ t !
]Dn̂~ t !

]t
2sin~¸dDn̂~ t !!

3sin 2r~ t !
]r~ t !

]t GÞ0,

W@m̂11~ t !, m̂12~ t !#522 sin2S ¸d

2
Dn̂~ t ! D @sin2 2r~ t !

1cos 2r~ t !sin 2r~ t !#
]r~ t !

]t

2 i
¸d

2
sin 2r~ t !

]Dn̂~ t !

]t
Þ0. ~3!
in
ng
th
x
The set of equations~3! uniquely indicates that afte

passing through the device, the field can be expressed in
form ~2!, whereEA is the completely unpolarized compone
andEB is the completely polarized component. In this sit
ation, the degree of polarization may be given by8

V5
I B

I A1I B
. ~4!

Here we have

I B5EB
1EB , I A5EA

1EA ,

EB
1EB5~11j2!Ex

2m̂12* ~ t !m̂12~ t !,

EA
1EA5Ex

2~m̂11* ~ t !m̂11~ t !1j2m̂22* ~ t !m̂22~ t !!.

By calculating the intensities of the appropriate comp
nents, using Eq.~1! and substituting into expression~4!, we
obtain in its most general form an expression for the deg
of polarization of the transmitted light for a time-depende
model device with complex birefringence:
V5

~11j2!sin2 2r~ t !Fsinh2S ¸d

2
Dnt~ t ! D1sin2S ¸d

2
Dn~ t ! D G

~11j2!F112 sinh2S ¸d

2
Dnt~ t ! D G2~12j2!sinh~¸dDnt~ t !!cos 2r~ t !

. ~5!
to
n.
Quite clearly, since the degree of polarization written
the form~5! is a function of time, at each i it has the meani
of some instantaneous quantity which is a function of
 e

time dependenceDn̂(t) andr(t). Under these conditions we
must generalize the definition of the degree of polarization
be a quantity independent of the time of observatio
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We have

^V&5
1

T E
0

T

V dt. ~6!

This modification contains information on the degree of p
larization of the transmitted field for an arbitrary time depe
dence of the model device.
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Scale invariance and the Gell-Mann–Low function of the conductance of a layer
with an exponentially broad resistance spectrum
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A study is made of a layer having an exponentially broad spectrum of local resistances, one of
whose dimensions is smaller than the self-averaging dimension. An investigation is made
of the hypothesis of scale invariance and the Gell-Mann–Low function for finite scaling in systems
with an exponentially broad spread of resistances. A comparative analysis is made of the
scale behavior of these systems and the case of strong localization. ©1999 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!01304-X#
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In many cases where the electrophysical properties
materials are being studied, these can be modeled usi
medium having an exponentially broad spectrum of lo
resistances. Examples may include doped semiconduc
~the so-called Miller and Abrahams mesh!, conducting adhe-
sives, various thick-film resistors, and so on.1,2 The problem
of the effective conductivity of these systems is solved us
a percolation-type approach1 which can be used to obtain th
effective conductivity on the basis of information on a tw
phase medium near the percolation threshold. As a resu
the strong nonequilibrium, these systems have large corr
tion lengthsj, i.e., the dimension used for self-averaging
the physical properties. Thus, the case when some of
linear dimensions of a sample are smaller than the valuej
for the three-dimensional problem is of considerable pra
cal interest. For example, the conductance of a layer w
L,j depends strongly~exponentially! on its thicknessL.

Here we find the transverse conductance of a layer h
ing the dimensionsL3L3L, where L@j and L,j, in
which the local resistance spectrum has an exponent
broad spread.

Let us assume that the local conductivity iss
5s0 exp(lx), where l@1 is a quantity characterizing th
width of thes spread and 0,x,1 is a random variable with
a uniform distribution function. The correlation length of th
three-dimensional system isj5a0ln ~Refs. 1 and 3!, where
a0 is the minimum dimension in the system, for a mesh t
is the coupling length, andn is the critical index for the
correlation length of a two-phase percolation medium.

We shall arbitrarily divide the layer intoL3L3L cubes
and we shall replace these with effectively homogene
cubes having conductances equal to those of the variou
alizations. The expression for the transverse and longitud
conductivity of the layer obtained using this approach fo
two-phase system shows good agreement with the w
known results.4–6 According to Shklovskii and Efros,1 the
conductance of an isolated realization is

Gr'g0elxc, g05a0s0 , xc512pc , ~1!

wherepc is a random quantity which defines the percolati
2851063-7850/99/25(4)/3/$15.00
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threshold of this realization. Thus,Gr is also a random quan
tity. The distribution forpc is close to a Gaussian centered
^pc&5pc31A(L/a0)21/n with variance S5B(L/a0)21/n,
whereA andB are various constants andB.A ~Ref. 1!. In
the assumed approximation the transverse conductanc
this layerG' is the sum of the conductances of theL3L
3L cubes. Hence,G' may be expressed in terms of th
average over the realizations

G'5N$Gr%,

$Gr%5g0exc3l2Al(L/a0)21/n1B2l2(L/a0)22/n
, ~2!

where N is the number of cubes into which the layer
divided and the braces indicate the average over the rea
tions. For the averaging we use a Gaussian distribution foxc

with the varianceS and the mean̂xc&. Equation~2! gives
the specific conductance over area

G'

L 2 5
g0

L2 exc3l2Al(L/a0)21/n1B2l2(L/a0)22/n
. ~3!

This expression holds when the longitudinal dimens
of the layerL is sufficient for self-averaging, i.e., forL
@j' , where j' is the correlation length of the layer. I
order to determinej' we find the fluctuation of the conduc
tanceG' , which is the sum of the conductances of the
fective cubes forming the layerG'5(Gr .

SinceG' is a sum of independent random quantities,
this approximation the relative fluctuation isdG'

5dGr
/N

and

dG'
5

$G2%2$G%2

$G%2N
5

L2

L 2 @eB2l2(L/a0)22/n
21#. ~4!

In the limit L!j' the one inside the brackets can be n
glected and the correlation length becomes

j''L eB2l2(L/a0)22/n
. ~5!

In fact the conditionL@j' yields dG'
!1. However, when

L'j holds, Eq.~4! givesj''L'j.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Dashed curve—Gell-Mann–Low functionb(G) for
strong localization; solid curve—the same function for a m
dium with an exponentially broad spectrum of resistance d
tribution. The direction of the arrows indicates the direction
increasing sample dimensionL.
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It follows from Eq. ~2! that the conductance$Gr% aver-
aged over the realizations can be expressed simply in te
of the specific conductance of the layer over areaG' , and
specifically $Gr%5(L/L)2G' . Thus, measurements of th
layer conductance can directly yield the conductance
cubes having dimensionsL shorter than the correlatio
length, averaged over realizations.

We shall analyze the dependence of$Gr% on L in greater
detail. A well-known similar problem1,7 involves determin-
ing the dependence of the conductance on the dimension
a system with strong localization. According to the hypo
esis of scale invariance,1,7 the conductance is the only qua
tity that determines the behavior of a system as its dim
sions vary. This statement may be written by introducing
Gell-Mann–Low functionb(G):

b~G!5] ln G/] ln L; ~6!

The dashed curve in Fig. 1 gives its dependence on lnG for
the strong localization problem.

Le Doussal3 formulated a similarity hypothesis for$Gr%
~finite scaling! which may be written as follows in the term
nology adopted above:

$Gr%5GcF~L1/nl21!, Gc5g0elxc, ~7!

where the scaling function has the following asympto
forms: F(z!1)→1 andF(z@1)→zn and we confined our
analysis to the three-dimensional case. In accordance
this asymptotic form we have$Gr(L

1/nl21,1)%;Gc and
$Gr(L

1/nl21@1)%;GcLl2n. It follows from Eq. ~3! that
$Gr% obtained here satisfies these asymptotic forms. Mo
over, the explicit expression allowed us to calculate the fu
tion b($G%) given by the solid curve in Fig. 1. It can be se
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from the figure that the Gell-Mann–Low function for th
problem differs fundamentally from that for strong localiz
tion. Whereas for strong localization the value ofGc sepa-
rates two fundamentally different dependences of the c
ductance onL ~aboveGc the conductanceG increases with
increasing dimension whereas belowGc it decreases!, in our
case b($G%) increases with increasing dimensions bo
above and belowGc .

Note that we can also apply the above reasoning to
termine the longitudinal conductivity of this layers i

e . After
replacing the realizations with homogeneous cubes, we c
vert to a two-dimensional system which satisfies the con
tions for obtaining an exact solution.8 Let us assume that th
local conductivity of the two-dimensional systems~r ! has a
random distribution. We introduce the variablex(r )
5 ln s(r )2^ ln s(r )&, where the angular brackets denote a
eraging. According to Dykhne,8 if the density distribution
functionx is even, the effective conductivity problem has
exact solutionse5exp(̂ ln s&). Using this relation, we derive
the well-known Shklovskii–Efros expression1

s i
e5s0excl2Al(L/a0)21/n

. ~8!

The self-averaging dimensionj i for Gi differs fromj' .
We can consider this two-dimensional system to be a sys
with an exponentially broad local resistance spectrum. T
its correlation length is determined by the characteristic sp
tral width3 l* : j i5L(l* )n2, where n2 is the two-
dimensional percolation index of the correlation length a
L is the minimum dimension in a system of homogeneo
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L3L3L cubes. In our case, we havel* 5lB(L/a0)21/n,
and then

j i5L~Bl!n2S L

a0
D 2n2 /n

5a0~Bl!n2S L

a0
D 12n2 /n

. ~9!

Unlike j' , j i depends fairly weakly on the layer thickne
12n2 /n'0.2.

We are grateful to E´ . M. Baskin for numerous discus
sions of issues raised.
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A theoretical and experimental investigation is made of the magnitude and nature of the
dielectric losses in weakly absorbing synthetic diamonds in the wavelength range 1.75–6.8 mm
at temperaturesT520– 500 °C. Some samples exhibited extremely low losses (tand
,1025) which makes plasma-chemically deposited diamond wafers suitable for fabricating
windows for megawatt continuous gyrotrons. It is shown that in principle, a further substantial
reduction in losses can be achieved. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~99!01404-4#
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Progress achieved in the technology used to synthe
polycrystalline diamond films by deposition from the g
phase and the development of large-diameter~5–10 cm! dia-
mond wafers of thickness up to 1–2 mm has opened
possibilities for measuring low dielectric losses in diamon
in the millimeter wavelength range and also for fabricati
diamond windows for powerful sources of millimeter radi
tion, i.e., gyrotrons. Galdetski� and Garin1 and Garin2 pre-
dicted theoretically that in crystals with a diamond latti
structure, extremely low intrinsic lattice losses may occur
the millimeter and submillimeter ranges, corresponding
those of an ideal crystal and defining the theoretical limit
which losses can be reduced. Moreover, of these crys
diamond has the lowest theoretical limits for reducing
lattice losses and the losses caused by free carriers.2,3

Results of measurements of the losses in synthetic
monds are available in the millimeter range4–6 and also at
lower frequencies.7 However, the temperature–frequency d
pendence has been very little studied, the nature of th
losses has not been identified, and the influence of the
mond synthesis conditions on the losses and the possib
of reducing these substantially have not been conside
These aspects are examined in the present paper.

Garin2 and Garinet al.3 obtained rough theoretical est
mates of the absolute values of the intrinsic lattice losse
diamond, silicon, and germanium: tand ;1029, 331028,
and 231027, respectively, atl52 mm and room tempera
ture. From a comparison with experimental data on the lo
est losses recorded in gold-compensated silicon3,8 ~Si:Au! we
can deduce that under these conditions the value of tand for
the intrinsic lattice losses in diamond should at any rate
<331028.

We investigated series of polycrystalline diamond w
fers grown at the Institute of General Physics by plasm
chemical deposition from CH4–H2–O2 mixtures in a micro-
wave discharge.9 The growth rate was 2–5mm/h and the
concentration of nitrogen impurities was in the ran
(2 – 30)31017cm23. The samples separated from the su
2881063-7850/99/25(4)/2/$15.00
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strates were 55–60 mm diameter disks up to 1.3 mm th
The measurements were made in open resonators at th
stitute of Radio Engineering and Electronics3 and at the In-
stitute of Applied Physics.10 The temperature dependence
the losses and the refractive index was also measured
the rangeT520– 500 °C. The results for a series of unpo
ished disks measured at the Institute of Radio Enginee
and Electronics are given in Tables I and II.

The losses lie in the range tand5(1–10)31024 and they
tend to decrease as the growth rate and nitrogen impu
content decrease. After annealing in air atT5550 °C sample
No. 111 showed a significant reduction in tand from '1.5
31024 to '531025.

The lowest losses were observed for sample No. 1
~growth rate 2.4 mm/h, nitrogen concentration 231017

cm23! in measurements made at the Institute of Appli
Physics~see Fig. 1!. In order to improve the measureme
accuracy because of the low losses, the disk was polishe
both sides with a deviation from plane-parallel of less th
0.005 mm over its 55 mm diameter. The thickness was
duced from 1.05 to 0.74 mm, for which the 170 GHz me
surement frequency was in resonance~this thickness is a
multiple of half the wavelength in the material!. After me-
chanical treatment the disk was annealed in air. The met
of measurement10 was modified slightly so that the error i
these measurements of tand was61026. The losses in this
sample, tand ;831026 ~170 GHz; 20 °C!, are among the
lowest reported in the literature for diamond6 and are close to
the lowest losses (tand ;331026) recorded for Si:Au~Ref.
8!.

Calculations of the transmittivity show that the best
these diamonds can be used to fabricate windows
>3 MW cw gyrotrons.

The dependence of the losses on the frequencyf in this
range~Table II! follow a 1/f law to a first approximation.
The observed frequency–temperature dependence may b
tributed to conduction losses in nondiamond phases havi
highly nonuniform distribution of local dynamic electrica
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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conductivity s, which contain amorphous carbon and na
ographite. Data obtained by Raman spectroscopy indi
that the relative volume fraction of these phases is less
1023. Moreover, the losses increase with decreasing
quency slower than 1/f for f !10 GHz ~Ref. 7! because
fewer regions satisfy the conditiontM

21!v, where tM

5««0 /s and« are the local values of the Maxwellian ele
trical relaxation time and the permittivity, respectively,«0 is
the dielectric constant, andv52p f . The relatively weak
temperature dependence of the losses~for T,400 °C! can be
readily attributed to the weak dependence of the electr
conductivity in nondiamond inclusions. The increase in
losses observed forT.400 °C may be caused by a dipo
relaxation process in the nondiamond phase.

The temperature and frequency dependence of the
served losses differs from the behavior of the intrinsic latt
losses~which should increase appreciably with increasi
frequency and temperature1–3! and are considerably highe
than their estimated values. Thus, the intrinsic lattice los
in diamond~as in silicon3,8! remain experimentally unidenti
fied.

These data and the reasoning put forward above,
gether with estimates of the intrinsic losses indicate t
there is scope for achieving a further substantial reductio
the losses in diamond and for obtaining the lowest losse
the millimeter and neighboring ranges compared with ot
materials.

This work was partially supported by the Russian Fu
for Fundamental Research~Grant No. 96-03-32798! and the

TABLE I. Losses tand at l52.15 mm at room temperature in diamon
films.

Sample No. Average thickness,mm Growth rate,mm/h tand, 1024

92 1280 5.0 8
83 190 4.6 10
79 490 4.5 1.5–3
70 230 3.9 ,5
111 490 3.7 1–2
93 430 3.2 2
56 270 2.7 2
100 640 2.6 1.5–3.5
AST 180 2.5 ,2

TABLE II. Losses at wavelengthsl52 – 7 mm in sample No. 79.

l, mm 2.15 3.9 6.0 6.8

tand, 1024 1.5–3 4 5 9.5
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of tand ~1!, the refractive indexn ~2!, and
the resonant frequency~3! in a diamond disk 0.74 mm thick.
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Continuous optical discharge in a thermionic converter for conversion of laser radiation
energy into electrical energy
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A model is developed and calculations are made of the characteristics of a continuous optical
discharge in the interelectrode gap of a thermionic converter for conversion of laser
radiation energy into electrical energy. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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1. The idea of thermionic conversion of laser radiati
energy into electrical energy was proposed by Rasor1 in 1973
and was later confirmed experimentally at the end of
eighties.2 Rasor’s idea was based on an even earlier stu3

Until now, however, no adequate theory has been put
ward for this method of energy conversion and no effect
methods have been developed for the mathematical mode
of a continuous optical discharge in the interelectrode g
The aim of the present paper is to develop a model
mathematically simulate a steady-state continuous op
discharge in a thermionic converter.

The thermionic converter may be considered to be a g
filled diode with a hot emitter and a cooler collector, with
continuous optical discharge burning in the interelectro
gap.2 A characteristic feature of the discharge is that elec
current flows through it and the electrodes are close to
high-temperature region of the discharge. A major factor
the discharge energy balance in the interelectrode gap is
transfer of energy to the electrodes by the highly nonequi
rium plasma radiation and by the charged and neutral pla
components.

2. An analysis of the experimental data2 shows that in
most of the interelectrode gap the plasma in a thermio
converter is almost in equilibrium~we shall call this region
the discharge core!. Deviations from equilibrium only occu
in the thin layers near the electrodes, and the thickness o
electrode layer in which the temperature of the heavy plas
componentsTi is lower than the electron temperatureTe is
considerably greater than the thickness of the layer in wh
the charged particle concentration is below the equilibri
value. Generalizing the approach developed by Mo�zhes and
Baksht4 and Bakshtet al.5 for a thermionic converter of ther
mal into electrical energy to the case of a continuous opt
discharge bounded by electrodes, we can appreciably
plify the description of the discharge by isolating three lay
in the electrode regions, namely, the space charge, none
librium, and quasiequilibrium plasma layers. By analyzi
the processes in these three regions, we can determin
boundary conditions for the equilibrium plasma of the d
charge core.

In accordance with the basic idea of the present stu
we shall give a detailed description of the processes in
2901063-7850/99/25(4)/3/$15.00
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core region of the discharge and we shall allow for the p
cesses in the electrode regions by means of boundary co
tions. Using the well-developed methods from the theory
a continuous optical discharge6,7 and the thermionic method
of converting thermal energy into electrical,8 we can obtain a
closed system of equations and boundary conditions to
scribe the steady-state core of a continuous optical disch
in a thermionic converter. This system includes equatio
which describe the propagation and absorption of laser ra
tion in the quasioptic approximation, transport of the plas
self-radiation in the multilevel approximation, and equatio
describing the energy balance in the plasma, and the di
bution of the electric potential and the current density in
discharge plasma~for further details see Ref. 9!.

3. If the plasma at the boundary is weakly ionized, t
boundary condition to determine the plasma temperatur
the emitter boundary of the equilibrium region has the fo

2~l t!T1S dT

dr D U
T1

522~TT12TE!JE

2~lH!T1

&TT1

LT1
F ln

TT1

NE

2S 12
TE

TT1
D G1/2

1S Ei12TT1

1eDwT12TT1 ln
nT1

ni1
D ~ j i !1

2JT1F S 1

2
1keT1

(T) DTT12eDwT1G . ~1!

The subscript ‘‘T1’’ denotes values at the boundary. Cond
tion ~1! describes the plasma energy balance at the bound
Its left-hand side gives the thermal energy flux from the d
charge core. This energy is dissipated in heating the e
trons emitted by the emitter to the plasma temperatureTT1

~first term on right-hand side!, goes to the emitter via the
thermal conductivity of the heavy plasma components~ions
and atoms!, is dissipated in generating ions passing to t
emitter in the nonequilibrium electrode layer, and passe
the boundary by the electron current~last term!. HereTE is
the emitter temperature,l t is the thermal conductivity of the
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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plasma,JE is the flux density of the electrons emitted by t
emitter, lH is the total thermal conductivity of the heav
plasma components,LT1 is the thermal relaxation length a
the emitter,Ei is the atomic ionization potential,e is the
electron charge,DwT1 is the jump in potential between th
equilibrium plasma and the emitter,n is the electron~ion!
density,ni1 is the quasiequilibrium electron~ion! density at
the emitter ~when Te5TT1 , but Ti5TE!, ( j i)1

52(Da1ni1)/(&Li1) is the density of the ion flux to the
emitter,Da1 is the coefficient of ambipolar diffusion at th
emitter,Li1 is the ionization relaxation length near the em
ter, J is the electron flux density, andke

(T) is the electron
thermal diffusion ratio. The boundary condition to determi
the temperature at the collector boundary of the equilibri
region is similar. The other boundary conditions are form
lated in the usual way and are omitted here for lack of spa
Note that we pay particular attention to the electrode regi
here because of their decisive role in the energy conver
process.3

4. The system of equations for the discharge core w
solved by iteration.10 Prior to solving the problem, we com
piled a database of transport coefficients, and of therm
physical and optical properties of an argon plasma under
conditions obtaining in a thermionic converter. The calcu
tions were made for an argon-filled converter at electro
temperatures;103 K, argon pressureP;1 atm, andJE up
to ;103 A/cm2. A cylindrical 5.3 mm laser beam, directed
along thez axis, was focused into a ring at a distanceF from
the entrance to the thermionic converter (z50) at the center
of the gap between the emitter and the collector which co
prised two coaxial cylinders of radiir 1 andr 2 , respectively.
This geometry is selected first to simplify the mathemati
description by using axial symmetry and second, having
mind that efficient operation of the converter requires
emitter area to be considerably larger than the collector a
We assumed that the laser radiation is completely refle
by the electrodes and the plasma radiation is completely
sorbed by them.

Typical results are plotted in Figs. 1 and 2. The longi

FIG. 1. Isotherms and beam path through the continuous optical disch
plasma for an idling diode withr 150.2 cm andr 250.5 cm, laser radiation
power—90 kW,JE5500 A/cm2, P51 atm, andF515 cm. The numbers
near the isotherms are the temperature~in kK!.
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dinal dimension of the high-temperature discharge reg
along thez axis is approximately 2 cm and is appreciab
greater than the distance between the electrodes~0.3 cm!.
The plasma temperature at the center of the gap is appr
mately 18 kK and drops to 9 kK at the boundaries of t
discharge core and the nonequilibrium electrode regions.
fraction of the laser radiation strongly influences the form
tion of the discharge structure~Fig. 1!. A large temperature
gradient at the thin (;1023– 1022 cm) electrode regions
gives rise to large (;103 W/cm2) heat fluxes transferred b
the heavy plasma components from the discharge core to
electrodes. The high plasma temperature at the electrod
also responsible for large amounts of energy being dissip
in generating ions in the nonequilibrium regions. Neverth
less, under these conditions the main losses of energy f
the discharge are attributed to the plasma intrinsic radia
~up to 104 W/cm2).

The plasma in the central part of the discharge core
almost completely ionized whereas in the electrode regi
the degree of ionization of the plasma is low (,0.1). The
distribution of the electric field potential in the interelectro
gap has a characteristic structure with a large jump near
collector (;10 V) and a relatively small drop at the dis
charge core plasma (;1 V). The calculations showed that a
the current through the diode increases, the plasma temp
ture at the emitter increases because the electrons are h
at the emitter potential drop whereas at the collector
plasma temperature decreases. However, these chang
temperature are small because of the strong~exponential!
temperature dependence of the energy transferred to the
trodes by the heavy plasma components and also of the
ergy expended in generating ions in the nonequilibrium el
trode regions.

To conclude, we have proposed for the first time an
fective approach to the theoretical analysis of the thermio
conversion of laser radiation energy into electrical ener
We have also developed a mathematical model of a cont
ous optical discharge and calculated the distributions of

geFIG. 2. Radial distribution of the laser radiation intensity~I ! ~curve 1! at
z50 in arbitrary units, and also of the electric field potential~w! ~curve 2! in
volts, and the plasma temperature~T! ~curve 3! in kilodegrees Kelvin for the
same converter parameters as in Fig. 1.
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plasma parameters in the interelectrode gap and the en
fluxes to the electrodes.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for F
damental Research~Project No. 97-02-17583!.
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The efficiency of the lasing regime of a pulsed tunable laser at the ‘‘exotic’’ wavelengths of 610
and 670 nm, which are needed in nuclear physics, is investigated. A method for performing
model calculations of the active media for such a laser, i.e., working mixtures of high-molecular-
weight dyes, is developed. The conditions specifying a quasiequilibrium window, in which
the achievement of high output characteristics is possible for such a mixture at assigned
wavelengths, are derived. It is interpreted on the basis of the law of alternating nonequilibria
in the theory of nonequilibrium states. The results obtained are verified experimentally: a high-
power miniature pulsed laser with an active medium consisting of a mixture of dye
solutions with high output characteristics at the assigned wavelengths of 610 and 670 nm is
created. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!01604-3#
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The possible types of lasers widely used in everyd
practice include tunable dye lasers. As was noted in a re
survey of the world market of laser technologies,1 the areas
of practical application of these lasers are constantly expa
ing.

This is attributed to the unique properties of these las
which are reliable high-power sources of low-divergen
monochromatic coherent radiation that can easily be tu
over the entire visible range, as well as in the near-UV a
IR spectral ranges (l50.2621.1 mm!. None of the other
types of lasers offers these features.

However, as a rule, these lasers are fairly complica
cumbersome, and expensive, especially in regard to t
principal element, the organic dyes serving as the active l
medium. Therefore, the areas of application of such las
are restricted. They are usually areas requiring a relia
high-power laser source of radiation with high output ch
acteristics that can be tuned over a fairly broad spectral ra
or can generate radiation at strictly defined waveleng
which are inaccessible or not cost-effective when other ty
of lasers are used.

Such situations are encountered fairly often in resea
experimentation and in medical practice~diagnostics,
therapy, and surgery!, i.e., where a high degree of selectivi
of the working process must be ensured.

For example, in nuclear physics one of the most imp
tant problems for the near future is determining the num
of short-lived nuclei of the radioactive isotope3Li11 and in-
vestigating their characteristics. On the basis of this inform
tion, conclusions can be drawn regarding leaks in comm
cial and research nuclear reactors and their efficiency. S
investigations are usually carried out using multiphoton la
resonance ionization spectroscopy, which was develope
V. S. Letokhovet al.2 Investigating3Li11 by this method
requires three high-power laser beams with high output c
acteristics atl155102580 nm,l25610 nm, andl35670
nm strictly synchronized in space~to within 1 mm! and time
~to within 1 ns!. While the first of these beams can be o
2931063-7850/99/25(4)/3/$15.00
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tained fairly easily, for example, from a Cu1 vapor laser
(l5510 andl5578 nm! or from the second harmonic of
solid-state Nd31 –YAG laser (l5532 nm!, obtaining the
second and third working beams of light is a formidable ta
They can be produced only by a pulsed tunable dye lase

An analysis of the lasing characteristics of known o
ganic dyes3 showed that these wavelengths, unfortunate
fall on the tails of the lasing curves of the most widely us
dyes. Hence the creation of a high-power laser with h
output characteristics atl5610 l5670 nm is a fairly com-
plicated task. Thus, apart from the fact that an exotic la
with high output characteristics is needed to solve the pr
lem posed, it must also operate in an exotic regime with
exotic active medium.

A detailed combined analysis of the dynamics of t
lasing, photochemical deactivation, and reduction regime
dye molecules, as well as their laser pumping was given
Ref. 4. It was noted that conditions for the steady operat
of a liquid dye layer can be created in this regime und
certain conditions when the dye-flow–pump-radiation
cavity system is far from equilibrium and that the deviati
of the system from equilibrium is considerably smaller
this quasiequilibrium window5 than under ordinary condi
tions. This permits significant improvement of the outp
characteristics of the laser. A novel dye laser active elem6

was designed on the basis of the effect and was found
exhibit good output and service characteristics. Mixtures
solutions of various dyes in diverse concentrations can
used to create an exotic active medium.7 Let us consider the
conditions and method for designing and preparing s
mixtures.

First, the dyes employed as ingredients in such a wo
ing mixture must be chemically compatible. Complicat
high-molecular-weight biopolymers~rhodamines, oxazines
coumarins, oxadiazoles, phenylamines, etc.! are employed as
active laser media, but the latter can also be relatively sim
acids ~for example, aminobenzoic acids! and salts~for ex-
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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ample, alkali-metal and alkaline-earth-metal nitrates, brilli
dyes, sulfoflavins, etc.!. To simplify the problem, let us cal
culate the output characteristics of a mixture of two biopo
mers with the molecular weights Nm

1,2, the densitiesr1,2, and
the kinematic viscositiesh1,2. Let them be chemically com
patible, i.e., chemically neutral toward one another and
solvents used. As the latter we shall take a single sim
solvent, for example, high-purity ethanol C2H5OH.

Second, these two dyes must be spectroscopically c
patible, i.e., excited fairly easily by the pump radiation@for
example, the fundamental light from a copper laserl
5510 or l5578 nm! or the second harmonic of a neod
mium laser (l5532 nm!#. This implies closeness of the ab
sorption band peaks atl1a

m andl2a
m with high values of the

absorption cross sectionss1a ands2a at the wavelength of
the pump radiation. It is also desirable that the required
ing wavelength of the mixture be on the red tail of the las
curve of one ingredient and on the blue tail of the las
curve of the other ingredient and that the fluorescence qu
tum efficienciesj f

1,2 of the possible components of the mi
ture in the assigned spectral range be fairly high.

When these two conditions are satisfied, the work
mixture of two dyes in ethanol should lase efficiently at t
assigned wavelength as a result of intermolecular inte
tions. An analysis of the literature3,8–10 showed that atl
5610 nm mixtures of Rhodamine 6G and Rhodamine
perchlorate~R6G and R4CP! or Safranine T~ST! can work
on the blue side of the spectrum and that mixtures of phe
lamines 166 and 439~FA166 and FA439! can work on the
red side. Forl5670 nm the same phenylamines~FA166 and
FA439!, which have a high fluorescence quantum efficien
j f in this spectral range, can be the blue components of
mixture, and it is reasonable to employ either oxazine-1 p
chlorate~O1P! or the A and B isomers of Nile blue~NA and
NB! as the red components of the working mixture.

In addition, as we have already noted above, whe
dye-flow–pump-radiation–cavity system is far from equili
rium, it is possible to ensure conditions for the stable stati
ary operation of dye lasers in this quasiequilibrium windo
In the design described in Ref. 6, one of these condition
matching of the dynamics of the pumping and circulation
our dye mixtures to the dynamics of their photodeactivat
and reduction when the stroboscopic effect is eliminat
This condition requires that the angular velocityw of the cell
with the dye mixture in the active element of the liquid las
satisfy

wPF 10r

pBg
2l g

1

NaNm
jNph,

2pr

Bg
2t red

G 2

, ~1!

wherer is the radius of the cell with the dye,Bg and l g are
the diameter and length of the lasing zone in it,Na andNph

are Avogadro’s number and the number of photons in
pump radiation pulse, andj andt red are the photodeactiva
tion efficiency and reduction time of the working dye mo
ecules under the action of the pump radiation pulse. Henc
can be seen that the molecular weight, photodeactivation
ficiency, and reduction time of both components of the wo
ing mixture$Nm ,j,t red%

1,2 must satisfy the condition~1!.
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Another condition for attaining an efficient lasing regim
in a dye laser is laminar flow of the dye in the design und
consideration, which is a special case of Couette flow.11 This
condition requires that the Reynolds number Re satisfy

Re5
wr2

h
P@0,2←3104#, ~2!

whence follows the condition of matching of the kinetic vi
cosities$h%1,2 of the mixture components.

Finally, according to Ref. 4, on the one hand, the pho
thermodynamic fluctuations of the flow of the working dy
mixture appearing under the action of the pump radiat
pulse must also lie within a certain quasiequilibrium wi
dow, and, on the other hand, the accompanying photoc
vection of the dye flow must provide for sufficiently rap
replacement of the deactivated molecules of both com
nents in the mixture. This requires that the intensity of t
pump radiation pulseI 0 and the Rayleigh number Ra no
exceed certain critical values:

5
I 05

4P0

pBg
,I 0c

1,25S D
rch2

~saNm!gbr 3t0
D 1,2

,

Ra1,25S ~saNm!I 0gbr 5

kxh D 1,2

,Rac
1,25S g2br 4

cxh D 1,2

,

D1,2>1; g59.8
m

c2
.

~3!

HereP0 andt0 are the power and duration of the pum
radiation pulse,c1,2 andb1,2 are the specific heats and volu
metric expansion coefficients of the components of the wo
ing mixture, andk1,2 andx1,2 are their thermal conductivities
and thermal diffusivity. The conditions~3! also impose re-
quirements on the properties$c,b,k,x% of both components
of the working mixture.

Thus, as the deviation of the dye-flow–pump-radiatio
cavity system from equilibrium increases, the structure of
working mixture changes if the system approaches a qua
boundary, wherel→ls , t→ts , «→«s . The lasing dynam-
ics of this mixture become anomalous, allowing the achie
ment of high output characteristics for the exotic dye mixtu
serving as the active working medium of an exotic liqu
laser operating in an exotic regime in some quasiequilibri
window,5 which is specified by physicochemical character
tics $c,r,x,k,h,b,j,t red,c,la ,l f ,sa , j f%

1,2 of the working
components of the mixture, the properties$w,r ,Bg ,l g% of
the flow of the mixture and the laser design, and the para
eters$P0 ,t0% of the pump radiation. This enables us to sol
the problem posed and to obtain high-power beams of la
radiation at the exotic wavelengthsl5610 andl5670 nm
with good parameters. Such beams are needed to deter
the number and explore the characteristics of short-lived3Li11

nuclei, which are important for nuclear physics. This pro
lem was successfully solved in an experiment with pu
radiation from copper-vapor lasers withl5510 and l
5578 nm.

Thus, experimental confirmation of the law of alterna
ing nonequilibrium5 has been obtained, permitting us to o
tain an important experimental finding. It is highly probab
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that the method considered here can be used to calculate
obtain other exotic lasing wavelengths with high charac
istics that are needed to solve specific practical problem
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Theory of the undulator superradiance of an electron beam pulse in the group
synchronism regime

N. S. Ginzburg, I. V. Zotova, and A. S. Sergeev

Institute of Applied Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Nizhni� Novgorod
~Submitted November 18, 1998!
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The properties of the superradiance of a short electron beam pulse moving in an undulator field
and exciting a waveguide mode field under group synchronism conditions are analyzed.
This regime is shown to be characterized by the maximum growth rate of superradiance instability.
The development of such instability results in bunching of the particles and the coherent
emission of a short electromagnetic pulse by the beam pulse. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7850~99!01704-8#
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A great deal of attention has recently been focused
the theoretical investigation of the superradiance of spati
localized electron beam pulses.1–8 Superradiance involve
the coherent emission of a considerable fraction of the be
pulse particles in a zone with dimensions exceeding
wavelength in the general case. This becomes possible
result of the development of bunching of the particles with
the beam pulse, as well as the mutual influence of differ
parts of the beam pulse due to slippage of the wave rela
to the beam pulse. In most of the theoretical studies devo
to this problem it was assumed that this slippage is due to
difference between the group velocity of the wave and
translational velocity of the beam pulse.2,3 At the same time,
there is special interest in the case of group synchronism
which the translational velocity of the beam pulse coincid
with the group velocity of the wave,Vi'Vgr . In this case the
mutual influence of the electrons, as well as the flow of el
tromagnetic energy out of the interaction space, are cau
by dispersive spreading of the wave packet. Moreover
was shown in Refs. 8–10, the group synchronism regim
optimal for observing the cyclotron mechanism of superra
ance. Experiments on the generation of ultrashort microw
pulses in such a regime when an electron beam pulse m
in the field of a helical undulator were described in Ref. 1
The radiation propagated in a cylindrical waveguide, and
electron beam pulse had a cylindrical shape and was foc
by a uniform magnetic field. The present paper is devote
a theoretical analysis of the features of undulator superr
ance in the group synchronism regime.

Let us consider the emission from an electron be
pulse, whose particles move along helical trajectories in
field of an undulator of corresponding symmetry:

Hu5Re~AuĤuexp~ ikuz!!, Ĥ5cuz01 iku
21¹'cu , ~1!

where cu5I 1(kur )exp(iw) is the membrane function
ku52p/d, d is the undulator period, andI 1(x) is a modified
Bessel function.

In the group synchronism regime the dispersion char
teristics of the waveguide modeh5c21Av22vc

2 and the
electron fluxv2hVi5vu , wherevc is the cutoff frequency
2961063-7850/99/25(4)/4/$15.00
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and vu5kuVi is the oscillation frequency of the particle
exhibit tangency~Fig. 1a!. The interaction of the electron
with the magnetic field in this regime can be analyzed m
simply in the localK8 reference frame moving with the
translational velocity of the beam pulse. Using the Lore
transformation, we can easily show that the longitudin
wave numberh8 in the K8 frame tends to zero in this cas
and that the beam pulse emits at a quasicritical frequenc
this frame as a result~Fig. 1b!.

Assuming that the transverse structure of the radiat
field coincides with one of the waveguide modes and cho
ing the cutoff frequency as the carrier frequency, we rep
sent the radiation field in the form

Es85Re~Ês~r'!A8~z8,t8!exp@ ivct8# !,

Ês5k21@¹'cm ,z0#, ~2!

where the membrane function has the for
cm5Jm(kr )exp(imw) for a cylindrical waveguide,m is the
azimuthal mode index,k is the transverse wave number, an
Jm(x) is a Bessel function.

In the local reference frame the undulator field tran
forms into an electromagnetic wave, whose transverse c
ponents are given by the relations

Hu'
8 5Re~Aug iĤu'

exp@ i ~vu8t81hu8z8!# !,

Eu'
8 5b ig i@z0 ,Hu'

#, ~3!

whereg i5(12Vi
2/c2)21/2 andvu85g ivu , hu85hug i .

Thus, in theK8 frame an electron beam pulse, which
stationary as a whole, is subjected to the effects of the pu
wave ~3!, and excites the scattered field~2!, whose fre-
quency, like the pump frequency, is close to the cut off f
quency. In these fields the averaged equations of motio
electrons, which describe longitudinal bunching, can be w
ten in the form of the equations of a pendulum12

]2u

]t82
5Re~Kas8au* exp@ iu#!, ~4!
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Dispersion diagrams of the group synchronis
regime in the laboratory~a! and local ~b! reference
frames.
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where u5(vc2vu8)t82hu8z8 is the combination phase
t85vct8 as85eA8g i/2mcvc , au5eAug i/2mcvu8 , and

K5H vc

vc2vH
Jm21~ksR0!I 0~kuR0!

2
vc

vc1vH
Jm11~ksR0!I 2~kuR0!J

3exp@2 i ~m21!w#

is the coupling coefficient written under the assumption t
the electron beam pulse has a cylindrical shape with a m
radiusR0 and is injected along the guiding magnetic fie
whose intensity is far from the resonance value, andvH is
the gyrofrequency.

When there is emission at the quasicritical frequen
the evolution of the longitudinal profile of the field can b
described by the inhomogeneous parabolic equation

i
]2as8

]Z82
1

]as8

]t8
52MauK* f ~Z8!

1

pE0

2p

exp~2 iu! du0 , ~5!

where the excitation factor can be found from the solution
the electron equations of motion~4!. HereZ85A2z8vc /c,
M5(eI0/16p2mc3)dlcg iR

22Jm
22(nn)(12m2/nn

2)21 is the
form factor,R is the radius of the waveguide,I 0 is the elec-
tronic current in the laboratory frame, andlc52pc/vc . The
function f (Z8) describes the longitudinal density distributio
of the beam pulse. The boundary and initial conditions
Eqs.~4! and ~5! have the form

uut8505u01r cosu0 , u0P@0,2p#,

]u

]t8
ut85052D, as8ut85050,

where D5(vu82vc)/vc is the mismatch between the fre
quency of the electron oscillations in the pump field and
cutoff frequency and the parameterr !1 assigns small initial
fluctuations of the beam-pulse density.

Let us next explore the case of a relatively short be
pulse satisfying the condition

b82/lccT8!1, ~6!

whereb85bg i is the length of the electron beam pulse a
T8 is the time for development of the process~the inverse
growth rate!. In this case we can setf (Z8)5Bd(Z8), where
t
an
,

,

f

r

e

B5A2b8vc /c andd(Z8) is a delta function. When the con
dition ~6! is satisfied, the length of the beam pulse is sign
cantly shorter than the wavelength of the radiation in
waveguide, but still exceeds the pump wavelengthb8hu8@1.
For this reason, coherence of the radiation from the en
volume of the beam pulse can be ensured only by mean
particle bunching. In the case under consideration, a
minimization of the number of independent parameters,
equations are reduced to the form

FIG. 2. Growth rate and electron frequency shift~a! and the real and imagi-
nary parts of the longitudinal wave number of the eigenmode excited~b!
versus the mismatch parameter.
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FIG. 3. Distribution of the field in the local reference frame~a!
and superradiance pulse received by the detector in the lab
tory frame~b!.
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]2â8

]Ẑ82
1

]â8

]t̂8
5

2

p
d~ Ẑ8!E

0

2p

exp~2 iu! du0 ,

]2u

]t̂82
5Re~ â8exp@ iu#!, ~7!

where t̂85t8G, Ẑ85G1/2Z8, â5as8au* KG22, and
G5(MBuauu2uKu2)2/5. It is important to stress that Eqs.~7!,
which describe the superradiance process under group
chronism conditions, are completely analogous to the eq
tions describing the channeling of radiation by a ribbo
shaped stream of electrons.13

To investigate the linear stage of superradiance,
present the radiation field in the formâ5a0exp@iGt̂8
2iĥ8uZ8u# and linearize Eqs.~7!. As a result we obtain the
characteristic equation

ĥ~ ĥ22D̂ !25 i , ~8!

which specifies complex eigenfrequenciesG5ĥ2. In the case
of exact group synchronism (D̂50), only one of the five
eigenmodes which are solutions of~8! is a mode which
grows with time @ Im G52sin(2p/5)# and has an electro
yn-
a-
-

e

magnetic energy flux directed from the electron beam pu
toward the external space@Re ĥ.0#. For this mode it is
important to stress that the field amplitude drops fairly ra
idly with increasing distance from the beam pulse, Imĥ,0.
The growth rate of the superradiance instability is det
mined by excitation of the mode indicated and is given
dimensional quantities by the relation

uIm v8u5vcsinS 2p

5 D
3F 1

4A2p
S eI0

mc3D bd

R2
g i

2 uauu2uKu2

Jm
2 ~nn!~12m2/nn

2!
G 2/5

.~9!

It should be noted that, first, the growth rate is determined
the total charge of the beam pulse and that, second, de
the flow of electromagnetic energy into the external spa
the instability has a threshold-free character. The latter is
to the infinite lifetime of the particles within the beam puls

Plots of the growth rate, the electron frequency shift, a
the imaginary and real parts of the longitudinal wave num
ĥ versus the mismatch parameterD̂ are shown in Fig. 2,
whence it follows that a deviation from the group synchr
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nism regime reduces the growth rates. It is noteworthy t
the simple mode under consideration does not allow
space charge, whose inclusion should shut off the instab
at fairly large negative values ofD̂, where the electron os
cillation frequency is significantly smaller than the cuto
frequency. At the same time, the instability continues to e
at arbitrary positive values ofD̂. In this case there is a dro
in the instability growth rate with a simultaneous increase
the flow of energy into the external space, which is cau
by a rise in the group velocity due to an increase in Reĥ.

Figure 3a presents the results of numerical simulation
the nonlinear stage on the basis of Eqs.~7!. The evolution of
the profile of the electric field amplitude in the local refe
ence frame is shown. In this frame the electron beam p
radiates isotropically in the6z8 directions along the wave
guide axis. At the same time, in the laboratory frame, if t
translational velocity of the beam pulse exceeds the gr
velocity of the wave, both components of the radiati
propagate in the positive direction of thez8 axis. To find the
field received by a detector in the laboratoryK frame, the
line z81Vit85const, along which the detector moves in t
local K8 reference frame, should be constructed in
(z8,t8) plane. The detector signal obtained using such a p
cedure will have the form of a fairly short pulse~Fig. 3b!.
The peak power in the pulse is given by the expression

P52p2~m2c5/e2!~ uâ8u2/uâuu2!G4Jm
2 ~nn!

3~12m2/nn
2!R2lc

22b i . ~10!

In conclusion, let us use the relations obtained to eva
ate the results of the experiment in Ref. 11, in which
beam-pulse current was 250 A, the beam-pulse length
b54.5 cm, the particle energy was 200 keV, the undula
field strength was 2.2 kOe, the guiding field strength was
kOe, and the TE11 mode was excited at 28 GHz in a wav
guide with a radius of 0.5 cm. From Eq.~9!, for the growth
rate we have 73109 s21. This value is consistent with th
fact that the undulator length of 25 cm, which was travers
by the particles in 1 ns, was sufficient for observing sup
at
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radiance. The superradiance pulse duration for the par
eters just indicated should be of the order of 350 ps, in ag
ment with the experimental data. Formula~10! gives an
estimate of roughly 15 MW for the absolute power of t
superradiance pulses in the saturation regime. The exp
mentally recorded peak power was of the order of 250 k
The reason for the significant disparity may be that the
dulator length was insufficient for observing the saturat
regime, as well as the influence of the velocity spread of
particles. It should also be noted that this disparity is p
tially attributable to the errors~in the downward direction! in
the measurement of the absolute power of ultrashort s
nanosecond microwave pulses.

We thank Prof. A. D. R. Phelps and M. I. Yalandin fo
some useful discussions.
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Longitudinal chromatic aberration of an accelerating gap
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An expression for the longitudinal chromatic aberration of an accelerating gap with an arbitrary
distribution of the electrostatic field along the electron trajectory is presented, and a
method is proposed for reducing it in time-transforming chronographs to values of order 10 fs.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!01804-2#
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The main factor restricting the temporal resolution o
time-transforming chronograph of the streak camera typ
the longitudinal chromatic aberration of its accelerating ga1

which is defined here as the spread of the time of flight
electrons across the gap due to their initial distribution w
respect to the longitudinal component of the velocity. T
paper explores the possibility of reducing this aberration
the smallest possible values. For this purpose we first de
mine the expression for the time of flight of a nonrelativis
electron across a gap, which is formed in the general cas
a cylindrical emitter and a flat electrode.

Let an emitter of circular cross section with an arbitra
radiusR be at a potential2U0 relative to an electrode, an
let an electron move along thex coordinate axis, which co
incides with the line of intersection of two orthogonal sym
metry planes of the field. Then, in a system of units in wh
the electron charge equals21 and its energy is given in
electron volts, the familiar expression2 for the time of flight
across a gap takes the form

t5
1

c
AW0

2 E
U0

0 1

E

dU

AW2U
, ~1!

wherec is the speed of light;W andW0 are, respectively, the
total energy and the rest energy of the electron; andU andE
are the potential energy of the electron and its rate of va
tion along thex axis, which are numerically equal to th
absolute values of the potential and field intensity, resp
tively, in the specified system of units.

The integrand function 1/E is continuous and monotoni
in its domain of definitionUP@U0 ,0#. Then, according to
the second mean value theorem in integral calculus,3 this
integral can be represented in the form

E
U0

0 1

E

dU

AW2U
5

1

Em
E

U0

Uj dU

AW2U
1

1

Eh
E

Uj

0 dU

AW2U
, ~2!

whereEm and Eh are, respectively, the maximum value
the field intensity at the emitter and the field intensity at
electrode at the end of the gap of lengthh under consider-
ation andUj is a value which must be determined.

In the electrode system under considerationEm and Eh

equal
3001063-7850/99/25(4)/2/$15.00
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Em52
U0

h
k52

U0

h

Am~m12!

ln~m111Am~m12!!
, ~3!

Eh5
2

m12
Em , ~4!

wherem5h/R andk is the field intensity amplification fac
tor at the emitter.

To simplify and make the representation of the ensu
expressions more explicit, we determineUj from Eq. ~2!
under the assumption thatW5U0 holds here. We multiply
both sides of Eq.~2! by 1/Aa2U0 and integrate overU0

from 0 to a. Then, settinga5U0, we obtain an algebraic
equation inUj , whose solution is

j[
Uj

U0
52

k21

m
. ~5!

With consideration of the definition~5! and the represen
tation ~2!, the integration in~1! gives an expression for th
time of flight of an electron with the initial energyW0i across
a gap:

t~Wi !5t0

2

k HA11Wi2AWi1
m

2
@A11Wi2A12j1Wi #J ,

~6!

wheret05(h/c)AW0 /(2U0) andWi5W0i /U0.
Then the longitudinal chromatic aberration of the gap

defined as

Dt5t~W1!2t~W2!, ~7!

where we assumeW2.W1, andW1 and W2 are defined as
the boundaries of the confidence interval from the initial e
ergy distribution of the electron, which corresponds to
distribution with respect to the longitudinal component of t
velocity.

As a rule,Wi,0.01. Then, expanding the square roots
formula ~6! into series in powers ofWi , we simplify ~7! and
represent it in an explicit form:

Dt>t0

2

k H AW22AW12F11
m

2 S 12
1

A12j
D G W22W1

2 J .

~8!
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Dependence of the longitudinal chromatic aberration of
accelerating gap on emitter radius. The notation is explained in
text.
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Figure 1 presents the dependence of the aberration
the emitter radius for two values of the gap widthh, 1 and 30
mm, and an accelerating voltage equal to 8 kV, where
solid lines are plots of the results obtained by numeri
integration of the relativistic equation of motion,4 the dashed
lines are plots of the results obtained from formula~8!, and
the points are the results obtained from formula~8! without
consideration of the expansion term which is linear with
spect toWi . At large values ofR these lines essentiall
coincide for the same initial energy spread, which is in
cated in the figure by the numbers of the curves:1 and2 —
W0150.335 eV andW0253.925 eV, which correspond to
secondary-electron emitter in a monitor of the phase dis
bution of particles in a beam pulse;4 3 — W0150 and
W0251.1 eV for the case of the photocathode of a chro
graph for x radiation;4 — W0150.5 eV andW0.251 eV, as
an example for the case of a chronograph for electromagn
radiation in the visible region of the spectrum. It follow
from the plots presented that the error of the calculati
based on formula~8! is negligibly small and that reduction o
the longitudinal chromatic aberration of the gap by one
two orders of magnitude down to a value of the order of
on
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tic
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0

fs is possible when emitters with a small radius of curvat
are employed. We note that the use of such emitters is m
efficient in instruments with longitudinal modulation of th
electron beam.4
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Influence of a thin layer with arbitrary conductivity on the characteristics of acoustic
waves in potassium niobate
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The influence of a thin layer of arbitrary conductivity on the characteristics of acoustic waves in
potassium niobate is investigated theoretically. The conductivity of a thin layer on the
surface of a potassium niobate crystal or plate is shown to have a significant influence on the
damping and velocity not only of symmetric Lamb waves and quasi-shear-horizontal
waves but also of Gulyaev–Bleustein waves. It is found that a relative change in velocity as
large as 50% can be achieved for quasi-shear-horizontal waves by altering the surface conductivity.
The results obtained reveal great prospects of using potassium niobate to create
acoustoelectronic devices with controllable characteristics. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7850~99!01904-7#
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Papers devoted to the investigation of the characteris
of both surface acoustic waves~SAWs; Ref. 1! and waves in
thin plates of potassium niobate~KNbO3; Ref. 2! have re-
cently been published. This new acoustic material has v
high piezoelectric, electro-optic, and nonlinear-optic
coefficients.3 It was shown in Ref. 1 that the square of th
electromechanical coupling coefficientK2 of surface waves
in the X direction of aY-cut KNbO3 crystal has a value o
53%, which is roughly 10 times greater than the correspo
ing parameter for LiNbO3. As has been reported,4 a thin
conducting layer has an effect on the characteristics of
face acoustic waves with an efficiency that depends on
electromechanical coupling coefficient of the waves. In
previous investigation of quasi-shear-horizontal~QSH!
waves and symmetric (S0) and antisymmetric (A0) Lamb
waves propagating in thin potassium niobate plates, we
covered thatK2 can reach values of 100, 60, and 20%
respectively.2 At such high values of the electromechanic
coupling coefficient it can be expected that the conductiv
of a thin layer on a KNbO3 surface will have a more signifi
cant effect on the characteristics of acoustic waves than
thin layers on other less piezoelectrically active crystals. T
paper is devoted specifically to exploring of this question

It was discovered as a result of the experiments p
formed that a wave withK2553% propagating in theX di-
rection of a Y-cut crystal is a weakly inhomogeneou
Gulyaev–Bleustein wave, rather than a Rayleigh wave
was reported in Ref. 1. This paper describes a theore
analysis of the influence of a thin layer of arbitrary condu
tivity on the damping and velocity of Gulyaev–Bleuste
waves, QSH waves, and symmetric Lamb waves in po
sium niobate.

The problem was solved using the standard equation
motion of an elastic medium and the Laplace equation:
3021063-7850/99/25(4)/2/$15.00
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]xj]xk
, ~1!

« jk

]2F

]xj]xk
2ejlk

]2ul

]xj]xk
50, ~2!

whereui is the displacement of the particles in the mediu
xj are the spatial coordinates;t is the time;F is the electric
potential;r is the density of the medium; andCi jkl , eki j ,
and« jk are the elastic, piezoelectric, and dielectric consta
of the medium, respectively.

The waves propagated along thex1 axis, and thex3 axis
was directed into the interior of the medium. The mater
constants of potassium niobate needed for the calculat
were taken from Ref. 3.

The mechanical and electrical boundary conditions u
to analyze the propagation of Gulyaev–Bleustein waves
semi-infinite crystal with a thin layer of arbitrary conductiv
ity on its surface were vanishing of the mechanical stres
continuity of the electric potential, and a jump in the norm
component of the induction due to the surface charged on
the free boundary with the vacuum:

d52ssivF/V2,

wheress is the surface conductivity,i is the unit imaginary
number, andv andV are the frequency and velocity of th
acoustic wave.

When the propagation of acoustic waves in a plate w
analyzed, these boundary conditions were supplemente
the conditions for the other boundary with the vacuum. Sin
there is no thin conducting layer on this boundary, the n
mal component of the induction was assumed to be cont
ous, and the other conditions were assumed to be identic
the conditions on the first boundary. The system of equati
written together with the boundary conditions was solved
a known method.5
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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The calculations performed yielded the dependence
the damping of Gulyaev–Bleustein waves~Fig. 1a!, quasi-
shear-horizontal waves~Fig. 1b!, and symmetric Lamb
waves~Fig. 1c! on the surface conductivity of a thin layer
the boundary for the directions characterized by the larg
electromechanical coupling coefficient. In the case of
QSH andS0 waves an analysis was performed for vario
thicknesses of the potassium niobate plateh/l ~h is the plate
thickness, andl is the acoustic wavelength!.

The absorption maxima observed in the figure are att
uted to the fact that at small values of the surface conduc
ity the layer does not have any influence on the acou
waves and does not introduce damping, but at large value
ss the layer becomes an ideal conductor.

Figure 2 presents plots of the dependence of the rela
change in the velocity of Gulyaev–Bleustein waves~a!, QSH
waves~b!, andS0 Lamb waves~c! on the conductivityss of
the thin layer on the potassium niobate surface.

It is seen that the velocity of the acoustic waves d
creases with increasing conductivity and that it achie
saturation at a certain value ofss . The maximum value of
the velocity change corresponds to the electromechan
coupling coefficient.

Thus, it can be concluded on the basis of the exp
ments performed that the creation of acoustoelectronic
vices with controllable characteristics is possible. In ad

FIG. 1. Dependence of the damping of acoustic waves on the surface
ductivity: a — Gulyaev–Bleustein waves~f50°, Y-cut crystal!, b — QSH
waves~f50°, Y-cut crystal!, c — S0 waves~f550°, Y-cut crystal!. 1 —
h/l50.01,2 — h/l50.05,3 — h/l50.5.
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tion, when such devices are operated, the waves in the p
can be used in the low-frequency range, and the surf
acoustic waves can be used in the high-frequency range
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FIG. 2. Dependence of the relative change in the velocity of acoustic wa
on surface conductivity: a — Gulyaev–Bleustein waves~f50°, Y-cut crys-
tal!, b — QSH waves~f50°, Y-cut crystal!, c — S0 waves~f550°, Y-cut
crystal!. 1 — h/l50.01, 2 — h/l50.025, 3 — h/l50.1, 4 — h/l
50.25,5 — h/l50.5.
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Photoluminescence of porous-silicon/diamondlike-carbon-film structures subjected
to rapid thermal annealing

A. G. Rozhin, N. I. Klyu , Yu. P. Piryatinski , and V. A. Semenovich
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The influence of rapid thermal annealing on the photoluminescence properties of porous-silicon/
diamondlike-carbon-film structures is investigated. Redistribution of the radiation from the
long-wavelength to the short-wavelength region is discovered. Models of the processes observed
are presented. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!02004-2#
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The intense photoluminescence~PL! characteristic of the
visible emission region of porous silicon~PS! has aroused
enormous interest in this material.1 Despite the considerabl
amount of research that has been performed, there are
some open questions. They pertain primarily to the mec
nisms of PL and the degradation of its intensity. The stud
exploring the influence of various surface treatments on
bilization of the optical properties of porous Si are of spec
interest.2,3 The results in Refs. 4 and 5 attest to the prospe
of using various forms of carbon as a modifying material.
the same time, the research aimed at studying the influe
of thermal treatments on the surface layer of porous S
interesting. Shinet al.6 showed that oxygen annealing
T51100 K for t5200 s causes PL quenching, while anne
ing in an argon atmosphere (T51100 K andt560 s! causes
a red shift of the PL peak~;150 nm! and a significant drop
in its intensity.7

In the present work time-resolved PL methods were u
to investigate the dynamics of the PL spectra of poro
silicon/diamondlike-carbon-film ~PS/DLC-film! structures
subjected to rapid thermal annealing atT51100 K in an inert
atmosphere. Fairly intense PL is still observed after s
anneals.

The samples of porous Si were obtained via the us
procedure for the electrochemical etching of silicon. Waf
of p-Si~100! with a resistivity equal to 10V3cm ~KDB-10!
were used. An aluminum ohmic contact was deposited on
rear side of the wafers before preparing porous Si, and
porous Si layers were formed in a Teflon cell with a platinu
electrode. The etching was carried out in the dark in a 4
HF:C2H5OH solution with a 1:1 component ratio. The p
rous Si samples were prepared with a current density equ
50 mA/cm2 and etching times equal to 5 min.

The diamondlike carbon films were deposited from t
plasma of a capacitive rf discharge~13.56 MHz! at a low
pressure~0.8 Torr! with the substrate at room temperatu
~300 K!. A CH4:H2 :N2 gas mixture with a 10% nitrogen
content was used. During the deposition process the subs
was under an rf potential equal to 1900 V. The thicknesse
the diamondlike carbon films were measured on an LE´ F-3M
laser ellipsometer at a wavelength of 632.8 nm and varie
the range 50–100 nm.
3041063-7850/99/25(4)/3/$15.00
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The samples were annealed in a rapid thermal annea
system in an argon atmosphere at 1100 K for 30 s.

Photoluminescence was excited by a nitrogen la
~l5337.1 nm! with a duration of the exciting pulse equal t
10 nm and a pulse power equal to 5 kW. A strobosco
detection system capable of recording PL spectra with a t
delay and investigating the kinetics of their variation w
employed. The PL spectra were recorded with nanosec
and microsecond time delays relative to the maximum of
laser pulse at room temperature.

Figure 1a shows the PL spectra of the original samp
of porous Si, a diamondlike carbon film on silicon, and
PS/DLC-film structure before thermal treatments. As can
seen~Fig. 1a, curves1–2!, the deposition of a diamondlike
carbon film on a porous Si surface causes a small blue s
of the integrated PL spectra from 675 nm~porous Si, curve
1! to 650 nm~PS/DLC-film, curve2!. Curve3 ~Fig. 1a! is
the nanosecond PL spectrum of a diamondlike carbon
deposited on polished silicon. This spectrum is similar to
PL spectrum of finely dispersed diamonds.8 The dominant
feature in the spectrum is the emission peak at 440
which can be assigned to the luminescence of diamond
(sp3) carbon formations. Curves4 and 5 ~Fig. 1a! are the
nanosecond PL spectra of porous Si and a PS/DLC-
structure, respectively. A comparison of the nanosec
spectra reveals that the nanosecond spectrum of the PS/D
film system is the result of the superposition of the nanos
ond PL spectra of porous Si~with a peak at;550 nm!,
nanoclusters of diamondlike carbon in silicon pores~with a
peak at;470 nm!, and their interaction products on the P
DLC-film interface.

Figure 2 presents the PL spectra of porous Si and
DLC-film samples measured with microsecond time reso
tion. Curves1, 2, and3 correspond to the PL spectra of th
original porous Si measured with time delays of 0, 5, a
15ms. A comparison of the integrated PL spectrum~Fig. 1a,
curve 1! with the microsecond spectra~Fig. 2, curves1, 2,
and 3! shows that the PL peak shifts from 690 nm in t
integrated spectrum to 630 nm in the microsecond spectr
As the delay time is increased from 0 to 15ms, a red shift to
650 mm is observed. These spectral changes are charact
tic of manifestations of a quantum-size effect,9 which results
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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from redistribution of the emission from quantum filamen
of small diameter to filaments of larger diameter because
the difference between the lifetimes of the excited states.
microsecond spectra of the PS/DLC-film system~Fig. 2,
curves4–6! exhibit a;10-nm blue shift relative to the cor
responding microsecond spectra of porous Si. Note the s
drop in the PL intensity for the PS/DLC-film structures re
tive to the PL intensity of the original samples observ
when the delay time is increased.

Curves7, 8, and9 ~Fig. 2! are the microwave PL spectr
of PS/DLC-film samples subjected to rapid thermal anne
ing ~RTA! at T51100 K for t530 s. As a result of the RTA
treatments, the spectral lines in the microsecond compo
of the original porous Si are redistributed. The intensity
the microsecond PL component for the PS/DLC-fi
samples drops by a factor of 16. This drop is accompan
by a red shift of the PL peaks of the PS/DLC-film structur
amounting to;120 nm.

FIG. 1. a — Photoluminescence spectra of the systems before thermal
ments:1 — integrated spectrum of the original porous Si,2 — integrated
spectrum of the PS/DLC-film system,3 — nanosecond spectrum of a dia
mondlike carbon film on polished silicon,4 — nanosecond spectrum o
porous Si,5 — nanosecond spectrum of the PS/DLC-film system. The
tensity of curves3, 4, and 5 has been enhanced by a factor of 17. b
Photoluminescence spectra of the systems after rapid thermal anneal
an argon atmosphere atT51100 K for 30 s:1 — integrated spectrum of the
porous Si,2 — integrated spectrum of the PS/DLC-film system,3 — nano-
second spectrum of porous Si,4 — nanosecond spectrum of the PS/DLC
film system.
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As has been reported,9,10 porous Si has a layered struc
ture, which is manifested by redistribution of the filame
diameters from smaller values near the surface to larger
ues in the inner layers. The lowest layer of porous Si~with
filaments of the largest diameter! is more protected by a dia
mondlike carbon film. The properties of these filaments
modified only slightly by RTA, while the surface filamen
of small diameter lose their emissivity during thermal a
nealing. As a result, luminescence from the lower arrays w
filaments of larger diameter is observed. Consequently,
emission in the microsecond spectrum is redistributed fr
the vicinity of ;610 nm for the untreated PS/DLC-film
samples to 730 nm after the RTA treatments. In a cert
sense, these findings confirm the influence of the quant
size effect on the PL.

The hypotheses under consideration are confirmed
measuring the integrated and nanosecond spectra of po
Si and PS/DLC-film samples subjected to RTA. The in
grated spectrum of the original porous Si~Fig. 1b, curve1!
contains an intense band in the vicinity of 720 nm and l
intense luminescence at 420–500 nm. The integrated s
trum of the PS/DLC-film system~Fig. 1b, curve2! also con-
tains emission at 720 nm, which is associated with the
crosecond luminescence of porous Si. At the same ti
there is a sharp increase in PL with the formation of a pea
470 nm, which is characteristic of the luminescence of Si
compounds.11 According to the foregoing arguments, th
peak is presumably caused by the participation of Si–C
mations and, probably, the porous-Si/diamondlike-carb
film interface in the emission processes. These conclus
are based on an analysis of the nanosecond spectra of po
Si ~curve3, Fig. 1b! and the PS/DLC-film system~curve4,
Fig. 1b!. Evidently, the nanosecond PL spectra of porous

at-

-

in

FIG. 2. Photoluminescence spectra of the systems measured with micr
ond resolution:1, 2, 3 — spectra of the original porous Si with time delay
equal to 0, 5, and 15ms, respectively;4, 5, 6 — spectra of PS/DLC-film
structures with time delays equal to 0, 5, and 15ms; 7, 8, 9 — spectra of
PS/DLC-film structures with time delays equal to 0, 5, and 15ms after rapid
thermal annealing in an argon atmosphere atT51100 K for 30 s. The
intensity of curves7, 8, and9 has been enhanced by a factor of 16.
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at 450–500 nm are approximately 2.5 times less intense
those of the PS/DLC-film system.

The results obtained allow us to draw the following co
clusions:

1. The deposition of thin layers of diamondlike carb
on a porous Si surface gives rise to interaction products
the porous Si and the diamondlike carbon film in the ne
surface region of the porous Si.

2. RTA treatments may modify the near-surface layer
porous Si with the formation of Si–C compounds. As a
sult, stable emission is observed in the long-wavelength
gion for the luminescence of thermally stable porous Si fi
ments of large diameter, as well as in the short-wavelen
region for the emission of Si–C compounds.
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Autostochastic system of coupled microwave generators
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Equations are presented describing a system of coupled generators, taking into account the
feedback delay and time lag in each partial generator. The delay in the coupling elements between
the generators is also taken into account. A numerical analysis of the dynamics of one, two,
and three generators is performed. It is shown that chaotization of the oscillations occurs more
readily in a coupled system of two or three generators than in the case of a single generator.
This is confirmed by the results of experiments on transistor microwave generators. It is found that
noise fluctuations can be obtained in a system of three coupled transistor generators over a
broad range of frequencies in the centimeter wavelength range. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7850~99!02104-7#
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The familiar investigations of coupled autostochas
systems pertain mainly to the physics of the processes1–5

and experiments have been carried out at low frequencie2,5

At the same time, dynamic chaos is of interest for practi
applications, particularly in communication systems6,7

Large-scale chaotic signals at microwave frequencies ar
special interest for communications.8 The production of such
signals should become possible when the recent progre
the field of solid-state electronics associated with the prom
tion of transistors to the microwave range is utilized. Th
calls for an investigation of the possibility of creating broa
band autostochastic microwave generators. This paper ex
ines transistor microwave generators based on three cou
auto-oscillatory systems. A mathematical model is inve
gated, which reflects the properties of coupled microwa
generators as faithfully as possible, and the results for
experimental autostochastic system of three coupled tran
tor generators are presented.

The equations of a system of many coupled genera
with delay and a time lag including the coupling delay can
represented with consideration only of the capacitive c
pling in the following manner:

ẍi1
v i

Qi
ẋi1v i

2xi5v i
2H Bi@12~12ni !yi

ni#

3@xi~ t2t i !2yi #d i
21~11yi

ni !22

1 (
j , j Þ i

Cji xj~ t2Tji !J ,

d i ẏi1yi5xi~ t2t i !,

wherei , j 51,2, . . . ,k, andk is the number of partial genera
tors. Each partial generator consists of a nonlinear eleme
first-order filter, a delay line, a second-order filter, and
differentiating element, which are assembled to form a ri
The following notation is used:d i is the time constant of the
first-order filter,t i is the delay in the feedback loop,v i and
3071063-7850/99/25(4)/3/$15.00
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Qi are the resonant frequency and theQ factor of the second-
order filter,Cji are the coupling constants,Tji are the cou-
pling delay times, andBi and ni are constant coefficient
which specify the gain of the respective partial generato
the ring and its nonlinearity, respectively. A dot over a let
denotes differentiation with respect to time.

In accordance with the experiment performed, we co
fine ourselves to the case where the partial generators d
only with respect to the values of the eigenfrequencies of
oscillatory systems and the gain coefficients. The remain
parameters are assumed to be identical, implyingCji 5C,
Qi5Q, Tji 5t i5t, ni5n, and d i5d ~for the maximum
valuek53). In this caseQ, n, andd are taken to beQ5n
54 andd50.1.

In the case of one generator (k51) the oscillatory pro-
cessx(t) depends significantly on the delay timet. For ex-
ample, if the resonant frequencyv51 and the gain coeffi-
cient lies in the intervalBP@0,6#, only regular oscillations
occur for t51.25. The excitation of oscillations~with a
single-turn limit cycle! occurs whenB51.2. In the case of a
large delay~t52! chaotic oscillations appear whenB.4.4.
Oscillations are excited at once~whenB52.2) on the basis
of a three-turn limit cycle without a regime of one-strok
oscillations.

In the case of two coupled generators the character of
oscillations depends on the value of the coupling parame
In the case of the resonant frequenciesv151 andv252 and
the gain coefficientsB15B255, the transition to chaotic os
cillations occurs whent51.25, at which the coupling param
eter reaches the valueC50.2. In the case oft52, where a
chaotic regime is realized autonomously in each of the p
tial generators, an increase in the coupling between the g
erators changes the character of the chaotic oscillations.

When three generators with different values for t
eigenfrequencies of the partial oscillatory systems (v151,
v251.3, andv351.1) operate together, the value of th
coupling parameter corresponding to chaotization of the
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Realization of oscillatory processes in partial generators for the
of the simultaneous operation of three coupled generators: a — first genera-
tor, b — second generator, c — third generator.
and

sis-
tic
ime
cillations for t51.25 andB15B25B355 is smaller than in
the case of two generators. The chaotic regime persists w
t52.

Figure 1 presents realizations of the oscillatory proces
x1(t), x2(t), andx3(t) obtained in the regime specified b
C50.2 fort52. It follows from the realizations in Fig. 1 tha
the oscillatory processes in the different partial genera
are not synchronized. It is also seen that the ‘‘mean’’ f
quencies of the chaotic oscillations are different and incre
in accordance with the values of the eigenfrequencies of
partial oscillatory systems.

The numerical analysis presented provides evidence
the appearance of more ‘‘developed’’ chaotic motions b
comes possible as the number of interacting partial gen
tors is increased. Therefore, we can anticipate the possib
of obtaining stable regimes of broad-band chaotic osci
tions when a system of several coupled generators is cre
in practice.

An experimental investigation of a physical model w
carried out in the centimeter range using microwave bipo
transistors and a standard microstrip technique. The mi
wave scheme included three coupled generators diffe
only with respect to their working frequencies. The oscil
tory system of each generator consisted of segments of
crostrip lines. The collector-base voltageUk2b of the tran-
sistors was chosen as the control parameter in
experiments.

It was found experimentally that the width of the ran
of variation of the control parameter within which the ge
eration of chaotic oscillations is realized increases as
number of generators included is increased from one to th
The spectral power density (S) of the chaotic oscillations
generated is observed to become more uniform and and
spectrum becomes broader.

Figure 2 presents the spectrum of oscillations genera
by the system in the centimeter range. The nonuniformity
the spectral power density of the noise in the 2–6 GHz b
amounts to;15 dB.

The results of the experimental investigations are con
tent with the theoretical investigations. An autostochas
system which operates stably in a noise generation reg

se
tic
FIG. 2. Variation of the spectral power density of the chao
oscillations generated as a function of frequency.
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was created on the basis of three coupled generators.
The mathematical model of a system of coupled gene

tors presented in this paper allows us to take into accoun
specific features of microwave generators. In both the m
ematical and physical models chaotization of the oscillati
in the coupled auto-oscillatory system occurs more readily
the degree of coupling is raised and the delay in the feedb
loops of the partial generators is increased. A system of th
coupled generators permits the realization of stable regi
of chaotic oscillations, which are not critical with respect
changes in the parameters.

This work was carried out with support from the Russi
Fund for Fundamental Research~Project No. 98-02-16722!.
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Multiple-tip liquid-metal field emitter
O. P. Korovin, E. O. Popov, V. N. Shrednik, and S. S. Karatetski 

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted December 29, 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.25, 39–44~April 26, 1999!

A stable field emitter with a large tip density~up to 108 cm22) has been created using track
membrane technology. The emitter has been tested in various current collection regimes from a
constant current to short pulses of nanosecond duration with a repetition frequency of
several kilohertz. The high stability of the emission current at moderate electronic current densities
up to 100 mA/cm2 is attributed to the presence of a large number of emitting tips and the
dynamic equilibrium between the repulsive forces of the electric field and the forces due to surface
tension. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!02204-1#
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The results of investigations of liquid explosive electr
emitters using tips have been widely discussed in
literature.1–3 Less attention has been devoted to liquid-me
field emitters, probably because of the ease of the trans
of the emission process from a field-emission regime to
explosive electron emission regime.2

This paper presents and discusses the results of an in
tigation of a multiple-tip liquid-metal emitter of a novel de
sign, which operates stably in a field-emission regime.
polyethylene terephthalate track membrane, whose holes
filled with liquid gallium, is used to create the emitter. Th
gallium film has a common contact with the conductor on
rear side. The use of a track membrane permits the forma
of an ensemble of tips with ana priori assigned density an
ratio between the height and diameter of an individual em
ter. The track membranes presently employed in selec
clean-up filters are obtained by bombarding a film w
heavy ions having an energy of several tens of megaelec
volts. After irradiation, the film is illuminated by ultraviole
light and subjected to chemical etching. The film thicknes
usually 10mm. The diameter of the holes can range from 0
to 1 mm, depending on the requirements. The density of
channels in the film can reach 108 cm22. The emitter area is
restricted by the dimensions of the film and can, in princip
amount to tens of square meters.

Field emission was investigated in a diode structure w
a flat anode. The anode-cathode distance in different exp
ments was 3–4 mm. In our experiments the cathode area
about 0.25 cm2, and the channel density was 63107cm22.
The channel diameter was 0.320.4mm. A sinusoidal voltage
U with a frequency of 50 Hz, 440 Hz, or 50 kHz, as well
a constant voltage, or short negative pulses of nanosec
duration were supplied to the cathode. The regimes with
alternating sinusoidal voltageU(t) were investigated mos
thoroughly. It is these regimes which will be discussed in
present paper.

Figure 1a shows an oscillogram of the voltageU and the
emission currentI in one of the cases, in which the frequen
of U(t) was 440 Hz. The typical ‘‘threshold’’ behavior o
appearing~and disappearing! field emission is observed. Th
amplitudes ofU(t) and I (t) are relatively low in this case
3101063-7850/99/25(4)/3/$15.00
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The maximum field intensityE achieved is insufficient for
exciting an appreciable ion current due to field evaporat
in the backward half-wave. The position of theI (t) curve
relative toU(t) is symmetric. It was the same at 50 Hz an
at 53104 Hz, indicating the lack of a delay in the variatio
of the shape@in response toU(t)# of the emitting surface a
the frequencies investigated. Figure 1b shows a typ
current–voltage characteristic obtained from one of the p
tive voltage half-periods. The trace of the characteristic
Fig. 1b is nearly exponential.

Figure 2 reveals the stability of the emission current o
long times. The mean spread of the current amplitude d
not exceed 5%. The maximum currents collected could
increased to several milliamperes by increasing the volt
amplitudeUmax without a loss of stability for a long time
~hours!.

A further increase inUmax led to a situation in which
high current spikes appeared from time to time~more fre-
quently asUmax increases! superposed on a background
stable periodic current pulses. The oscillograms revealed
the times of these high spikes are much shorter than
period ofU(t) or I (t). We attribute these spikes to the e
citation of explosive electron emission. We intend to d
scribe these less stable regimes in greater detail later on.
important to note that at values ofUmax below the values
corresponding to regimes with current spikes, field emiss
was stable and long-lived, yielding a current density av
aged over a period greater than 0.1 A/cm2. When infrequent
spikes of explosive emission occurred, field emission w
restored to its previous form with respect to all paramet
after each spike. In contrast, multiple-tip systems of so
emitters operating in a field emission regime are known
to recover their former parameters after explosions of in
vidual tips and gradually degrade.

Thus, the liquid-metal field-emission cathode under d
cussion is distinguished by its good stability and long lif
time at a moderate mean current densityj in a vacuum with
a residual pressure on the level of 1026 Torr. Other advan-
tages of such a good and delay-free cathode include the
sibility of increasing its area and the possibility of employin
essentially any cathode orientation and configuration. A fi
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Oscillogram of the voltageU and the emission currentI
~a! and current–voltage characteristic recorded using a comp
and an analog-to-digital converter~b!.
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emitter can be either flat or bent into a ring, a tube, or a m
complicated figure, as required.

It would be interesting to evaluate the parameters of
dividual tips and to explain the high reproducibility of th
current in the cathode under discussion. The stability
emitters in regimes without explosions is due to negat
feedback, which does not allow the tips to sharpen with
bound or the emission current to grow without bound. In o
case this feedback is most probably provided by the sur
tension of the liquid, which tends to blunt the point of a
individual tip. As U(t) increases, the electric field intensi
E at the rounded end of the gallium column increases.
some moment the electrostatic pressure of the fieldpE

~which draws and sharpens the emitters! becomes equal to
the compressive pressure of the forces due to surface ten
ps . Under the assumption that an individual emitter~tip! is a
e

-

f
e
t
r
ce

t

ion

solid of revolution and its end surface is a hemisphere
radiusr, the conditions for equilibrium betweenpE and ps

give4

E0
2

8p
5

2s

r 0
, ~1!

wheres is the surface tension. The subscript 0 distinguish
the equilibrium field and radius. The equilibrium valueE0

from ~1! equals

E054Aps

r 0
. ~2!

The equality~1! holds at each moment in time. Measu
FIG. 2. Emission current as a function of time~each peak corre-
sponds to a current pulse; see Fig. 1a!.
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ing E0 , s, and r 0 in V/cm, N/cm, and angstroms, respe
tively, we rewrite ~2! for gallium at room temperature
@s57.1231023 N/cm ~Ref. 5!# in the form

E0556.763107
1

Ar 0

. ~3!

It is not difficult to calculate different values ofE0 in the
range of values ofr 0 of interest from formula~3!. For an
assigned value ofE and the known work functionw54 eV
for gallium6 it is not difficult to find the relation between th
field-emission current densityj andr 0 using the formula for
j in Ref. 7. If j is measured in A/cm2 andr 0 in angstroms, we
obtain

j 51.76631013
1

r 0
1020.3975Ar 0. ~4!

Setting the emitting surface equal tor 0
2 ~which is per-

fectly correct for an estimate!, we can calculate the emissio
currentI 0 from one tip, and if the number of working tipsn
is known ~or somehow assigned! we can calculate the tota
currentI 0n and compare it to the measured value.

The stable currents~without ‘‘explosions’’! had ampli-
tudes below 15 mA. If we setn equal to 107, which is close
to the highest possible value in our case, a current of 15
sustains tips with a radius of about 485 Å in equilibrium w
respect to the forces of surface tension. In this case the
rent densityj '64 6A/cm2 is relatively low for field emis-
sion. If n5106 is assumed, an ensemble of tips withr 0 equal
to about 370 Å andj '103 A/cm2 is required for a total
current of about 15 mA. Forn,106 a further increase inj
can lead to self-heating of the tips and to the developmen
A

r-

of

explosive emission. Therefore, we assume that stable op
tion of our cathode is achieved forj no greater than
103 A/cm2 and minimum radii of the ‘‘pulsating’’ tips in the
range 350–500 Å.

Thus, the observed stable and reproducible emissio
the cathode under discussion is attributed to the fact th
field-emission cathode with physically reliable negati
feedback operates at values of the current densityj that are
relatively low for field emission. On the other hand, a s
nificant total current is created by the large number~n! of
simultaneously operating tips. In this case the problem
equalizing an ensemble of tips, which is significant for
solid-state cathode, does not exist. Liquid tips are equali
automatically as a result of capillary equilibrium, whose e
tablishment is promoted by the small initial radius of t
liquid column assigned by the small channel diameter.

This work was carried out with support from the Russi
Fund for Fundamental Research~Project 98-02-18414!.
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Nature of the anomalous dispersion of particles in fullerite–alkali-metal-halide
composites

V. A. Reznikov and A. A. Sukhanov

St. Petersburg State University, St. Petersburg
~Submitted December 26, 1998!
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The occurrence of a solid-phase reaction between powders of the fullerite C60 and potassium
halides under the conditions of mechanical grinding is established. The electrostatic
potential and surface-active properties of C60 molecules are considered as causes of the
anomalously high degree of dispersion of the particles within a composite. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!02304-6#
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KBr–C60 composites are widely used to record the
brational spectra of fullerene. The standard sample prep
tion method includes grinding the powders in a vibratory b
mill, in which a uniformly colored composite with linea
dimensions of the particles equal to 3–5mm forms during a
period of 5–30 min.

When similar methods are used to disperse a coa
grained K-Hal powder, the linear dimensions of the partic
usually decrease to 20–50mm, whereas the degree of dispe
sion of K-Hal particles achieved as a result of grinding
gether with C60 is characteristic of the use of disintegrato
or electropulsing dispersion methods. It would be reasona
presumption that the inclusion of fullerite particles in t
mixture promotes the increase in the degree of dispersio
K-Hal.

The occurrence of a reaction between the original co
ponents within the composite is indicated, in particular,
the water solubility of all of the composite material and t
separation of a brown amorphized phase upon subseq
evaporation, which, according to x-ray fluorescence d
contains potassium and the halogen in equal concentrat
The amorphized phase can be extracted from the comp
material by weakly polar organic solvents, for examp
dichlorobenzene~DCB!. Precipitation of the material upo
evaporation of the solvent yields a fractally aggregated ph
of K-Hal and reddish orange or reddish brown particles co
posed of carbon, which match the morphology of fuller
and fullerides. The volumetric concentration of the fuller
particles in the precipitate is 5–10% when the initial conc
tration of C60 within the composite is 1.0–1.5%.

In addition, at about 100–120 °C thermally induced
crystallization is manifested in compacted samples of
composites by the formation of black particles of cubic ha
in KCl–C60 pellets and a surface ‘‘growth’’ of light brown
octahedral crystals in KI–C60 pellets. Thermolysis of the
KCl–C60 amorphized phase at 1002150 °C or the KBr–C60

amorphized phase at 3002340 °C yields equivalent volumet
ric concentrations of fullerite and K-Hal. A quantitative e
timate of the mass of fullerite obtained as a result of therm
decomposition of the amorphized phase matches the orig
mass of fullerite in the composite or is 10–15% smaller.
3131063-7850/99/25(4)/2/$15.00
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The characteristic rate of the solid-phase interaction
polymorphous semiconductor materials~which include C60)
is about 1028 cm/s and can rise in the region of a structu
phase transition or as a result of an increase in the total
of the phase boundaries when the linear dimensions of
interacting particles are diminished.1 The formation of a two-
component amorphized phase during a period of order 12 s
presupposes a decrease in the linear dimensions of the
ticles by a factor of 1032104, which may be associated onl
with fullerite. A similar estimate of the size of the fullerit
particles can be obtained from a model of the uniform co
ing by C60 molecules of K-Hal particles with linear dimen
sions of 3–5mm when the initial relative concentration o
fullerite is 1.0–1.5%.

The dispersion of fullerite to the molecular or supram
lecular level during mechanical grinding together with
powdered dielectric indicates that there are several cause
fracture of the particles.

The formation of aqueous dispersions of C60 during the
ultrasonic treatment of a fullerite powder in water has be
reported.2 It can occur as a result of cavitation on the partic
surfaces, as well as when current pulses pass due to the
mation of local fields of high intensity on the gas–liqu
interfaces~the Margulis effect!. The stability of suspension
under these conditions can be specified by the polarizatio
p and p2s bonds3 and the interaction of C60 with mobile
H1 and OH2 groups,4,5 as well as the Coulomb adsorptio
of dipolar molecular complexes on the gas–liquid pha
boundaries.

The electropulsing dispersion mechanism is confirm
by obtaining an optically transparent suspension of C60 par-
ticles that is stable for 10–25 h when powdered fullerite
subjected to electric pulses. The absorption spectrum o
aqueous suspension of C60 is distinguished from the spectr
of C60 by redistribution of the intensity of thep band~334
nm! and the structured band at 450–650 nm in favor of
latter, which, according to Ref. 6, corresponds to enhan
ment of the intermolecular interactions as a result of clust
cluster aggregation7 and is confirmed by the fractal precip
tation pattern withD51.68.

It would, therefore, be reasonable to postulate a decis
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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role for electrostatic discharges in the dispersal of fulle
particles. This is indirectly indicated by the dependence
the dispersion efficiency on the moisture content of
K-Hal powder. A significant role in the structure of fullerit
is played by the intermolecular electrostatic interactio
whose damping in an electric field unavoidably leads
higher mobility of the molecules.

The electropulsing model of the dispersal of fuller
particles in a mixture with dielectric particles was tested
introducing powdered AgI particles into a fullerite–K-H
mixture, as well as by replacing the K-Hal powder by an A
powder, which simulates Ag-Hal photographic-sensitiv
centers and for which metallization has been established
der the action of current pulses obtained as a result o
electrostatic separation of charges.8,9 Similar mechanical
treatment of K-Hal–AgI powders, including subsequent ir
diation of the mixture, does not produce a photographic
fect.

InAgI–C60 and KI–AgI–C60 composites, pronounce
metallization of the AgI particles and an 8–12-fold decrea
in their linear dimensions, as well as the formation of a sim
lar colored amorphized phase, are observed. Subseque
radiation of the AgI–C60 composites is accompanied by ph
tolysis of the AgI particles. Within the crystallization mod
of the photoprocess in AgHal~Refs. 10 and 11!, this result
corresponds to the formation of a complex salt on the A
surface, which performs the function of sensitivity cente
The relatively small decrease in the linear dimensions of
AgI particles in comparison to K-Hal can be attributed to
increase in the role of the covalent interaction and to
polymorphism of AgI, where fracture of the particles alo
the basal plane, i.e., a decrease in the concentration of
face macrodefects, is possible. It is thus reasonable to a
a decisive role for the fullerene molecules in the anom
lously high degree of dispersion of the K-Hal particles a
disintegration of their surfaces, where the latter follows fro
the excessive dissolution of K-Hal in DCB relative to th
composition of the amorphized phase as a result of the
gregation of particles of molecular size around C60 mol-
ecules, which act as colloid-forming centers.

The energy expended on the straining and fracture
crystals as a result of the development of microcracks
scratches upon abrasion and impact decreases when the
teract with surfactants~the Rebinder adsorption effect12!,
while disintegration of the surface of an ionic crystal c
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result from the directed diffusion of vacancies to the surfa
as well as the adsorption of particles with a large dip
moment on the surface, which distort the distribution of t
electron density in the local coordination environment. T
known properties of C60 ~see Refs. 3, 7, 13, and 14! allow us
to regard them as the natural and main cause of the proce
indicated. In particular, the polarity of K-Hal–C60 complexes
follows from the dissolution of the amorphized phase in HC
and polarization of thep-electronic subsystem of C60 on a
K-Hal surface follows from the modification of the absor
tion spectrum of C60 molecules extracted from the KCl–C60

composite together with weakly bound KCl toward clos
correspondence to the spectral features of C70 ~the appear-
ance of a band at 382 nm and quenching of the band at
nm, as well as a 200–280 meV hypsochromic shift of t
long-wavelength structured band!.

Thus, C60 particles of molecular size, which exhibit th
properties of surfactants capable of breaking up an io
crystal, form as a result of electromechanical grinding.
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Long-range gettering of microdefects in silicon single crystals during the formation
of porous silicon layers on their surface and ion irradiation

V. A. Perevoshchikov and V. D. Skupov

Scientific-Research Physicotechnical Institute, N. I. Lobachevski� Nizhni� Novgorod State University, Nizhni�

Novgorod
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Experimental data on the dissolution of microdefects in the near-surface regions of silicon single
crystals during the electrochemical formation of porous silicon layers followed by argon-
ion irradiation are presented. A decrease in the microdefect concentration is detected near the
interface with porous silicon and near the opposite surface of the samples. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!02404-0#
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The purpose of the present work was to investigate
influence of the electrochemical formation of single-crysta
porous-silicon (Sim2Sipor) structures and their subseque
irradiation by moderate-energy ions on the microdef
structure across the entire thickness of the substrates.
results of such measurements are important for a deepe
derstanding of the physical mechanisms of the formation
Sipor and the structural transformations in the entire Sm

2Sipor system and are of fundamental importance for m
complete practical implementation of the highly uniq
physicochemical properties of Sim2Sipor structures.1–3

The experiments were performed on structures form
by the anodic treatment of KDB-0.001~001! silicon crystals
of thickness 360mm in a 1:1:2~vol/vol! HF:H2O:C2H5OH
solution at an anodic current density equal to 10 mA cm22.
The surface of the original crystals was prepared by the u
technique.3 The dislocation density in the original substrat
was at most 4.13102 cm22. The thicknesses of the Sipor

layers with a porosityC530233% wered52, 10, and 20
mm. The structures were irradiated from the side of the Spor

layer by 40-keV argon ions in a dose equal to 6.2531016

cm22. Before the measurements, the porous silicon lay
were removed in a 15% KOH solution. The distribution pr
file of the microdefect density across the thickness of
structures was constructed from selective chemical etch
patterns obtained during layer-by-layer etching of t
samples at the rate of 1mm min21 in a 1:2 ~vol/vol!
HF:CrO3 solution. In each etching step the mean microdef
densityNdef was calculated from the number of etching p
detected in at least 15218 fields of view of a Neophot-32
microscope to within68% at the 0.90 confidence level.

Experimental distribution profiles of the microdefe
density across the thickness of the structures before and
the formation of Sipor layers of different thickness are pre
sented in Fig. 1. It can be seen that a decrease in the m
defect density occurs as a result of the electrochemical tr
ment both near the interface of the single crystal with
Sipor layer and near the opposite side of the substrate, i.e
is manifested as long-range gettering.4 The number of de-
fects dissolved and the effective depths of the regions fr
of them on both sides of the structures increase with incre
3151063-7850/99/25(4)/2/$15.00
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ing thickness of the porous silicon layer. The influence of i
irradiation is illustrated in Fig. 2, which presents distributio
profiles of the relative change in the defect density,

dNdef5Ndef
0 2Ndef/Ndef

0 ,

whereNdef
0 andNdef are the microdefect densities before a

after irradiation. They clearly reveal, on the one hand,
enhancement of defect dissolution upon irradiation and,
the other hand, a nonmonotonic dependence of the efficie
of this process on the thickness of Sipor. The defect-
dissolution-stimulating effect of irradiation weakens app
ciably near the Sim2Sipor interface for Sipor thicknesses
greater than 10mm and near the opposite side of the stru
ture at 2mm.

According to Refs. 3–5, the formation of a transitio
region in Sim2Sipor structures and the dissolution of micro
defects in dislocation-free silicon are caused by the inter
tion of components of the original impurity-defect compo
tion with nonequilibrium vacancies appearing near t
reaction surface when Sim dissociates locally during the for
mation and subsequent irradiation of Sipor. Vacancies can
also originate from the impurity atmospheres around mic
defects, which are displaced from equilibrium by the sig
alternating mechanical stresses of the elastic waves ge
ated in the zones where electrochemical reactions occur
the implanted ions are slowed.4 The appearance of vacancie
during the formation of Sipor is naturally associated with th
presence of local active centers on the dissolving surfac
Sim , on which electrochemical reactions take place, prim
rily the formation of SiF2 and the reduction of Si from it.

Let Uact. c. be the energy of an active center, which
close to the total activation energy for the formation of Sipor,
and letTact. c.be the local temperature of the crystal lattice
the site of formation of an active center, which is defined
Tact. c.5Uact. c./k ~k is the Boltzmann constant!. Then the va-
cancy flux is defined by the expression

I n5pn0cn0expS 2
Uact.c.

kT DexpS 2
Ef n

s

kTact.c.
D .
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Here n0 is the density of Si atoms on the reaction surfa
~the reticular density!; c is the bulk porosity of Sipor; n0 is
the Debye frequency; andEf n

s is the energy of formation o
vacancies near the surface, which is almost 2.5 times sm
than the value in the bulk of the crystal.6 Taking n0'1.4
31015 cm22, c'0.3, n0'1013 s21, Uact.c.'0.041 eV
~Ref. 1!, and Ef n

s '1 eV, we obtain I n'6.4
31016 cm22 s21.

The decrease in the defect density near the opposite
of the structures, as in the case of ion irradiation,3 is a result
of the action of elastic waves.5,7 The amplitude of elastic
waves with an oscillation periodt propagating in a crystal a

FIG. 1. Distribution profiles of the microdefect density across the thickn
before~1, 18! and after~2, 28; 3, 38; 4, 48! the formation of porous silicon
layers of various thickness;2, 3, 4 — near the porous silicon layer;28, 38, 48
— near the opposite side of the samples.

FIG. 2. Distribution profiles of the relative change in the microdefect d
sity as a function of depth in irradiated structures from the side of the po
silicon layers of various thickness~curves1, 2, 3, and 4! and from the
opposite side of the samples~curves18, 28, 38, and48!.
e

ler

de

distances from the Sim2Sipor interface satisfying the condi

tion z.(2pI nt)2
1
2 can be estimated from the relation4,6

P5
4G«a

a
~2pI nt!

1
2,

where« is the lattice strain accompanying the appearance

a vacancy,a is the coordination number,a'(aV)
1
3 is the

effective radius of the elastic wave source~V is the atomic
volume!, and G is the shear modulus. Settingt5n0

21

3exp(Emn /kT), whereEmn is the vacancy migration energy
and using known numerical values of the parameters fo
~«50.2, a54, andEmn50.33 eV!, for the amplitude of the
waves on the opposite side of the structures we h
P'4.3 MPa. Waves with such an amplitude initiate the d
solution of microdefects by creating nonequilibrium vaca
cies when impurity atmospheres and surface sources
excited.4,6

The dissolution of microdefects is mediated not only
vacancies and waves generated by implanted ions, but
by vacancies appearing as a result of the dissociation of
cancy complexes present in single-crystal regions of the Spor

layers. The fact that such complexes appear during elec
chemical treatment and are then partially ‘‘burned off’’ du
ing irradiation is supported by the data from measuring
refractive index of Sipor layers on an LE´ F-601 ellipsometer
~l50.63 mm!. In the as-grown structures the mean value
the refractive index over the Sipor surface was 2.43560.004,
and the value after irradiation was 2.70960.001, i.e., the
density of the porous layer increased.8 As the thickness of
the Sipor layer increases, the role of sinks for point defec
and the damping influence of pores on the propagation
surface waves becomes greater,8 and the efficiency of long-
range gettering consequently decreases~Fig. 2!.
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Radiation effects in high-electron-mobility transistors
A. E. Rengevich

Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences, Kiev
~Submitted November 16, 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.25, 55–58~April 26, 1999!

The influence of60Co g radiation on the current–voltage characteristics of high electron mobility
transistors is examined in the dose range from 13104 to 63108 R. No changes are
observed up to a total dose of 13107 R, but radiation-induced degradation of the transistors
occurs when the dose exceeds 13108 R. The possible causes of the effects observed are discussed.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!02504-5#
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Despite the abundance of information on radiation
fects in gallium arsenide and semiconductor devices ba
on it, as well as the numerous data on the radiation stab
of these materials, the information regarding the influence
radiation on the electrical characteristics of microwave fie
effect transistors~FETs! with a Schottky barrier and, espe
cially, high electron mobility transistors~HEMTs! is very
limited.1–3

This paper examines the influence of60Co g irradiation
on the low-frequency current–voltage characteristics
HEMTs. The samples were irradiated in an MRX-g-25M
system with a beam intensity equal to 140 R/s in the d
range from 13104 to 63108 R. The temperature in the ir
radiation zone did not exceed140 °C. The typical structure
of a high electron mobility transistor is shown in Fig. 1.

The measurements showed that in the dose range
13104 to 13107 R the variation of the parameters is smal
than the instrumental error of the measuring unit~1%!. In-
creasing theg radiation dose to 13108 R causes variation o
the saturation current, slope, and cutoff voltage by no m
than 10%. Then there are sharp changes in the parame
and at a total dose of 63108 R the departure of the param
eters from the initial values amounts to'40%. Typical
dose-dependent changes in the saturation current~a!, slope
~b!, and cutoff voltage~c! of HEMTs are shown as percen
ages relative to the unirradiated state in Fig. 2.

The samples investigated did not exhibit the expec
significant advantage in radiation stability over transist
with a Schottky barrier. The relative changes in the para
eters were comparable, but the HEMTs had better parame
3171063-7850/99/25(4)/2/$15.00
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for the slope and noise coefficient. At the same time, it
known that the changes in the parameters for similar HEM
can be as large as 60% of the initial values already at a d
equal to 23105 R.4,5 The results obtained can be explaine
if it is taken into account that the HEMTs and FETs with
Schottky barrier were found to have the same radiation
bility.

Since the working layers of the transistors of both typ
contain gallium arsenide with a dopant concentrat
'731017 cm23 and since, according to the experimen
data in Ref. 6, the radiation-induced changes occurring
them under the action of60Co g quanta appear at dose
greater than 73108 R, the effects observed in our exper
ment in the FETs both with a Schottky gate and with a h
electron mobility cannot be attributed to radiation-induc
changes in the gallium arsenide. At the same time, eve
comparatively lowg radiation doses, the properties of barri
and ohmic contacts on gallium arsenide undergo signific
changes associated with radiation-induced mass transpo
the contacts, i.e., some ‘‘sharpening’’ of the distribution pr
file of the metal on the metal/GaAs interface~improvement
of the parameters is associated with this effect!, and with
diffusive ‘‘spreading’’ of the barrier, which causes degrad
tion phenomena in the contacts.5 Qualitatively similar
changes are observed when FETs are exposed to60Co g
quanta;5 therefore, it can be assumed that the obser
radiation-induced effects in the HEMTs are attributable
radiation-induced changes in the contacts.
c-
FIG. 1. Structure of field-effect transistors with a high ele
tron mobility: n1

1 GaAs, 131018 cm23, d50.5mm; n1

GaAlAs, 131018 cm23, d50.35mm; SpGaAs,
d50.02mm; n GaAs, 731017 cm23, d50.45mm; n2

GaAs, 131014 cm23, d51 mm.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. Typical dose dependences of the saturation current~a!,
slope~b!, and cutoff voltage~c! as percentages relative to th
unirradiated state.
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Effect of anodic etching of heavily doped silicon on the location of the plasma
minimum

V. B. Shuman

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted December 24, 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.25, 59–61~April 26, 1999!

It is shown experimentally that the minimum in the reflectance spectrum of heavily dopedn-Si
shifts strongly toward lower frequencies when porous Si layers form on it. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!02604-X#
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Papers proposing the use of porous silicon layers as
tireflection coatings on silicon solar cells have appeared
recent years. For example, in Ref. 1 anodizing was car
out without an external current source~as a result of the
intrinsic photo-emf!, in Ref. 2 it was carried out with an
external source, and in Ref. 3 porous silicon layers w
formed by stain etching. In these planar solar cells the por
silicon formed from a part of the emitter layer, which was
thin ~less than 1mm!, heavily dopedp- ~Ref. 1! or n-type
~Refs. 2 and 3! layer.

The reflectance spectrum of the surface of the degene
semiconductor has a minimum in the infrared region atvp ,
whose position is determined by the free-carrier concen
tion, the effective mass, and the dielectric constant of
semiconductor.4,5 Since the refractive index is lower in
porous silicon layer than in single-crystal silicon and d
pends mainly on its porosity,6 it would be interesting to trace
the variation ofvp after anodizing heavily doped silicon.

The following types of silicon wafers were used to for
porous silicon:

a! wafers of ^111& orientation, which were uniformly
doped during grown with arsenic or boron to a concentrat
;2.331019 cm23,

b! n1nn1 andp1pp1 structures obtained as a result
the diffusion of phosphorus or boron to a depth of 1.4mm in
lightly dopedn- or p-Si, respectively.
3191063-7850/99/25(4)/2/$15.00
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The surface concentration of the impurities in the diff
sion layers was estimated from Irvin’s curves7 and from the
position of the plasma minimum,5 both methods giving vir-
tually identical values of;2.031020 cm23. Silicon was an-
odized in a water–ethanol solution of HF~1:1:2! at current
densities in the range 2–50 mA/cm2. The thickness of the
porous silicon layer was less than 1mm. The spectral depen
dence of the reflection coefficient was determined using
IKS-29 spectrophotometer with an IPO-22 attachment in
range 4000–400 cm21 at room temperature.

Appreciable displacement of the position of the plas
minimum is observed only after the anodizing ofn-Si and
n1 diffusion layers. The dependence of the position of t
plasma minimum on the chargeQ flowing during the forma-
tion of a porous silicon layer on uniformly dopedn-Si is
shown in Fig. 1. After the formation of porous silicon,vp

shifts toward lower frequencies. This shift depends linea
on the amount of chargeQ and is essentially independent o
anodic current density. The same trend is observed after
n1 diffusion layers are anodized, i.e., the plasma minim
shifts toward lower frequencies. However, this shift is mo
significant, possibly because the doping level of the diffus
layers is almost an order of magnitude higher than in the c
of silicon doped during growth. Thus, the shift for uniform
um
a

FIG. 1. Dependence of the frequency of the plasma minim
on the charge flowing during the anodizing of silicon with
donor concentration equal to 2.331019 cm23. Current density,
mA/cm2: 1 — 2, 2 — 5, 3 — 15, 4 — 50.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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dopedn-Si at Q5500 mC isDvp'130 cm21, whereas for
the diffusion layers on̂111& wafers it isDvp'210 cm21

and for those on̂100& wafersDvp'500 cm21.
The experimental results presented show that

method can be used for the quick contactless nondestru
testing of the characteristics of porous silicon layers form
as antireflection coatings on the emitter layers of solar c
with an n1pp1 structure.

This work was carried out with financial support fro
the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant No. 96-
02-17902!.
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Investigation of a glow discharge in a mixture of Ar and OH
A. Ya. Vul’, S. V. Kidalov, V. M. Milenin, N. A. Timofeev, and M. A. Khodorkovski 

St. Petersburg State University; A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences,
St. Petersburg; ‘‘Applied Chemistry’’ State Scientific Center
~Submitted December 24, 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.25, 62–66~April 26, 1999!

A glow discharge in a mixture of argon and hydroxyl~OH! is investigated experimentally. It is
shown that under certain discharge conditions a considerable portion of the electrical
energy imparted to the discharge is used to generate resonant emission of OH molecules. The
results obtained point to a realistic possibility of creating a new, ecologically friendly
source of optical radiation, which can replace mercury lamps in the near future. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!02704-4#
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Most modern efficient low-pressure sources of opti
radiation are based on discharges in mixtures of a rea
ionizable impurity and a buffer~inert! gas.

Examples of such light sources include mercury lam
low-pressure sodium light sources, light sources based
various metal vapors, etc.1,2 It was shown in Ref. 3 tha
molecules of hydroxyl OH can serve as the readily ioniza
impurity. The present work is a continuation of the resea
whose results were reported in Ref. 3.

The purpose of the present work was to study the opt
and energy characteristics of a discharge in a mixture of
and OH formed as a result of the dissociation of water m
ecules under glow-discharge conditions and to evaluate
role of the elementary processes determining the prope
3211063-7850/99/25(4)/3/$15.00
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of the plasma obtained. The investigations were carried
in a dc discharge and in a radio-frequency~rf! discharge
excited by a 60-MHz electric field. The discharge was c
ated in quartz tubes of various length~from 3 to 10 cm! and
diameter~from 1.0 to 4.5 cm!. The optical ~intensities of
spectral lines and bands in the range 200–800 nm! and en-
ergy ~electric power imparted to the discharge and radia
power in several lines and the resonance band of OH at 3
nm! characteristics of an argon discharge with various c
centrations of H2O were measured. The pressure of the in
gas varied in the range 1–30 Torr. The current in the
discharge varied from 50 to 500 mA, and the current in the
discharge varied from 5 to 30 mA.

The experiments showed that the discharges of b
is-
FIG. 1. Emission spectrum of the plasma of a dc d
charge~I! and of an rf discharge~II !: a — argon dis-
charge, b — Ar1OH discharge.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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types, i.e., the rf capacitive discharge and the dc discha
have very comparable optical and energy characteristics.
ure 1 presents the emission spectra of these two discharg
pure argon and in pure argon with comparable concen
tions of H2O molecules. It is seen that the pictures are qu
tatively identical. This is evidence that the principal eleme
tary and plasma chemical processes determining
properties of the plasma in the discharges under consi
ation are similar and that conditions under which the int
sity of the resonance band of OH at 306.4 nm is far grea
than the intensity of the other bands and lines can
achieved in both types of discharges.

As our experiments showed, variation of the concen
tion of water molecules strongly influences the optical ch
acteristics of the plasma of an Ar1OH discharge. Figure 2
shows the intensities of several atomic lines observed in
discharge investigated@of argon at 763.5 nm, of atomic hy
drogen at 656.3 nm and 486.1 nm (Ha and Hb), and of
atomic oxygen at 777.2 nm# and the resonance band of O
as a function of the concentration of H2O molecules. Emis-
sion from other possible products of the plasma chem
reactions~for example, molecular hydrogen! was not ob-
served. It can be seen from the figure that at relatively sm
concentrations of water molecules an increase in their c
centration causes a rapid increase in the intensities of
atomic lines of oxygen and hydrogen. The intensity of t
argon lines in the visible portion of the spectrum decrea
and rapidly drops below the intensity of the Ha line and the
line of atomic oxygen at 777.2 nm, which reach their pe

FIG. 2. Intensities of the lines of argon~763.5 nm!, atomic oxygen~777.2
nm!, and atomic hydrogen~656.3 nm and 486.1 nm! and the resonance ban
of OH ~306.4 nm! as a function of the concentration of water molecu
CH2O in the discharge chamber.
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values and then decrease as the concentration of H2O rises. It
is noteworthy that the intensity of the OI line at 777.2 n
decreases far more rapidly than the intensity of the hydro
lines, although the latter have excitation energies which
appreciably higher~12.09 eV for Ha and 12.73 eV for Hb)
than the excitation energy of the OI line at 777.2 nm~10.74
eV!. This decrease can be attributed to a drop in the conc
tration of atomic oxygen as the dissociation product of
water molecules, since the channel producing atomic hyd
gen and OH molecules probably begins to dominate at
ficiently large concentrations of H2O. This conclusion is
confirmed by the sharp increase in the intensity of the re
nance band of OH at 306.4 nm.

Variation of the pressure of the inert gas also has
effect on the properties of the discharges investigated:
increase in the argon pressure causes an increase in th
tensity of the resonance band of OH and improvement in
relation between the intensity of this band and the intensi
of the emission from atomic oxygen and hydrogen. A furth
increase in the argon pressure may have a positive influe
on the properties of the plasma~Fig. 3!.

The energy efficiency of the emission of OH at 306.4 n
was evaluated by comparing the intensity of this emiss
with the emission of a mercury discharge, for which the a
solute values of the intensity of most of the lines in the U
and visible portion of the spectrum are known.1,4 The com-
parison revealed that the efficiency of the generation of
resonant emission of OH molecules at 306.4 nm by an
1OH discharge can be very high. Under the conditions
vestigated at least 25% of the electrical energy imparted
the discharge is used to generate this band.

FIG. 3. Intensity of the resonance band of OH at 306.4 nm and of thea

line at 656.3 nm as a function of the argon pressure. The concentratio
water molecules is twice as large for the dashed curves as for the
curves.
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Investigation of the electrochemical coupling coefficient of acoustic waves in thin
potassium niobate plates

S. G. Joshi, B. D. Za tsev, I. E. Kuznetsova, and I. A. Borodina

Saratov Branch of the Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences,
Saratov; Marquette University, Milwaukee, WI 53210, U.S.A.
~Submitted December 3, 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.25, 67–70~April 26, 1999!

The characteristics of antisymmetric and symmetric Lamb waves, as well as quasi-shear-
horizontal waves, propagating in thin potassium niobate plates are investigated theoretically. It is
found that the square of the electromechanical coupling coefficient of acoustic waves in
such plates can reach 100% in certain directions. The results obtained indicate that potassium
niobate is a highly promising material for creating various acoustoelectronic devices.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!02804-9#
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The demand for various high-frequency and broad-b
acoustic-wave devices has been continually growing in
cent years in connection with efforts to improve electric
communication systems. One of the important parameter
such devices is the electromechanical coupling constan
acoustic waves. Among the most interesting materials is
tassium niobate KNbO3, which has very high piezoelectric
electro-optic, and nonlinear-optical coefficients.1 It was
shown in Ref. 2 that the square of the electromechan
coupling coefficientK2 of Rayleigh surface waves in theX
direction of a Y-cut KNbO3 crystal has a value of 53%
which is roughly 10 times the corresponding value
LiNbO3. It was discovered in recent studies3,4 that the value
of K2 for acoustic waves propagating in thin plates is sign
cantly greater than the value for surface waves.

In the present study we theoretically analyzed the ch
acteristics of quasi-shear-horizontal waves and Lamb wa
propagating in thin potassium niobate plates. The prob
was solved using the standard equations of motion of
elastic medium, the Laplace equation, and the material e
tions for mechanical stresses and electric displacement.
waves propagated along thex1 axis, and thex3 axis was
directed into the interior of the medium. The boundary co
ditions were the vanishing of the mechanical stresses
continuity of the electric potential and the normal compon
of the electric displacement on the free boundaries of
plate with free space.

The material constants of potassium niobate needed
the calculations were taken from Ref. 1. The system of eq
tions derived, together with the boundary conditions, w
solved by a well known method.5

These calculations yield the velocity and the square
the electromechanical coupling coefficient (K252DV/V) for
the zero-order symmetric (S0) and antisymmetric (A0) Lamb
waves and quasi-shear-horizontal~QSH! waves as functions
of the propagation direction inX-, Y-, andZ-cut crystals for
various thicknesses of the potassium niobate plate.

Figure 1 presents plots of the dependence of the vel
ties ofA0 , S0, and QSH waves on their propagation directi
3241063-7850/99/25(4)/2/$15.00
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for the most interesting cuts and various plate thicknes
The Euler angles were determined by the method descr
in Ref. 6.

It was discovered for certain propagation directions t

FIG. 1. Dependence of the velocity of acoustic waves on their propaga
direction in a KNbO3 plate for various plate thicknesses: a —A0 wave
propagating in aZ-cut crystal, b —S0 wave, c — QSH wave propagating in
a Y-cut crystal.1 — h/l50.01, 2 — h/l50.025,3 — h/l50.05, 4 —
h/l50.1, 5 — h/l50.25,6 — h/l50.5.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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the square of the electromechanical coupling coefficien
the waves considered can reach extremely high values~up to
100%!. Figure 2 presents the dependence ofK2 on the rela-
tive plate thicknessh/l (h is the plate thickness, andl is the

FIG. 2. Dependence of the square of the electromechanical coupling
ficient on the relative thickness of the KNbO3 plate: 1 — A0 wave
(c50°, Z-cut crystal!, 2 — S0 wave (f550°, Y-cut crystal!, 3 — QSH
wave (f50°, Y-cut crystal!.
f

acoustic wavelength! for the propagation directions ofA0 ,
S0, and QSH waves characterized by the largest value.

The results obtained allow us to conclude that this m
terial is highly promising for creating various acoustoele
tronic devices. In addition, acoustic waves propagating in
thin plates can be utilized when such devices are operate
the low-frequency range, and surface waves can be utili
in the high-frequency range.
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Gas-sensitive properties of copper-containing fullerene membranes
V. F. Masterov, A. V. Prikhod’ko, O. I. Kon’kov, M. V. Shakhra ,
and A. A. Shaklanov

St. Petersburg State Technical University; A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy
of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted September 23, 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.25, 71–75~April 26, 1999!

The gas-sensitive properties of copper-doped polycrystalline fullerene members are studied in the
temperature range 280– 360 K. The presence of isopropanol vapor in the surrounding air is
found to increase the microwave absorption of the samples examined. The sensitivity of the
samples is temperature-selective and depends on the relative orientation of the crystals, as
well as the vector of the electric component of the electromagnetic microwave field. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!02904-3#
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Semiconductor oxide materials are widely employed
the fabrication of gas sensors. Films of SnOx have become
widely employed.1 In addition, thin films of copper-doped
amorphous carbon have been investigated.2 The gas-sensitive
properties of thin fullerene films have also be
investigated.3 Their gas-sensitive properties are manifes
as variation of the dc resistivity in the presence of vario
gases.

In the present work we investigated copper-contain
fullerene membranes prepared according to the techno
described in Ref. 4. Each such membrane is a polycry
consisting of oriented single crystals of graded compositi
which gradually varies along the growth axis from pure C60

on the substrate side to pure C70 on the opposite side. Th
mean copper concentration in the sample obtained is of
order of 1023% ~Ref. 4!. Figure 1 presents a general sch
matic view and a photograph of a membrane slice. The
rection of the growth vectorn is from I to II ~the slice mea-
sures 2 mm in the I–II direction!.

The microwave absorption of the sample was inve
gated at 41 GHz in gaseous media. The sample was plac
a waveguide module attached to the output of a G4-141
crowave generator. The module permitted cooling and h
ing of the sample in a gas atmosphere. The powerP trans-
mitted through the sample was recorded by an S4
spectrum analyzer. The measurements were performed
continuous heating of the sample in the temperature ra
2602360 K at the rate of 10 K/min. During the measur
ments the sample was exposed to the gas five to eight t
for 10230 s. When a series of successive measurements
performed, the sample was cooled for 5 min to the init
temperature. The vapors formed when air was bubb
through liquid isopropanol (C3H7OH) served as the gas.

The measurements showed that in an atmosphere of
propanol vapor the absorption of the microwave field by
sample increases relative to airDP5P02P ~whereP0 cor-
responds to air!. The gas fed into the waveguide without th
sample did not cause any change in the transmitted sig
Measurements were performed for two orientations of
3261063-7850/99/25(4)/2/$15.00
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sample relative to the electric vector of the microwave fie
with the growth axis of the single crystals (n) parallel and
perpendicular to the vector of the electric component of
microwave field (E). Figure 2a presents plots of the tem

FIG. 1. Schematic view~a! and photograph of a membrane slice~b!.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. a — Temperature dependence of the relative change in the s
transmittedDP/P0 for two sample orientations~1 — niE, 2 — n'E). b —
Influence of thermal cycling on the gas-sensitive properties of a membr
1 — first thermal cycle,2 — second thermal cycle,3 — third thermal cycle.
perature dependence of the relative changeDP/P0 in the
transmitted signal ~compared with air! in the range
2602360 K for two orientations of the sample~1 — niE,
2 — n'E). It is seen that the sensitivity is 1.522 times
higher for the sample oriented parallel to the field. Sub
quent measurements were performed for this orientation
distinct sensitivity peak is detected at a temperature of ab
350 K for both sample orientations. In addition, a weak
maximum is detected at 290 K.

The sample was investigated in a regime of succes
measurements, in which it was repeatedly subjected to c
tinuous heating and cooling back down to the initial tempe
ture~thermal cycling!. The results of these measurements
shown in Fig. 2b. The numbers1–3 correspond to the num
bers of the successive heating cycles. The figure shows
the sensitivity peak at 350 K is gradually smoothed, wh
the other peak at 290 K remains stable. In the last meas
ment the sensitivity of the sample approaches 1% at 350

The results obtained permit comparison of the g
sensitive properties of the samples investigated with th
already known. In the temperature range considered the
sitivity of the copper-containing fullerene membranes s
passes that of both pure and antimony-doped SnOx thin
films,1 as well as both pure cupric oxide thin films and sim
lar films doped with amorphous carbon.2

It can be theorized from a comparison with Ref. 2 th
the sensitivity of samples similar to those considered w
increase with increasing copper concentration.

This research was supported by the National Council
Fullerenes and Atomic Clusters~Project 98063 ‘‘Gradient’’!
and the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant 96-
02-16886a!.
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Photovoltaic properties of semiconductor-protein heterocontacts
V. Yu. Rud’, Yu. V. Rud’, and V. Kh. Shpunt

St. Petersburg State Technical University; A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of
Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted May 15, 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.25, 76–80~April 26, 1999!

It is found that heterocontacts consisting of a semiconductor~e.g., InSe! and a natural protein
exhibit a broad-band photovoltaic effect and do not display an appreciable short-
wavelength drop in the spectral range from 1.2 to 3.7 eV. The maximum photosensitivity of such
structures, which reaches 2 mA/W atT5300 K, is observed when they are illuminated on
the protein side. It is concluded that the structures created can be employed as broad-band
photosensors of optical radiation. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~99!03004-9#
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The research on optoelectronic phenomena in het
structures containing a direct contact between two semic
ductors of different atomic composition or semiconduct
with other media~a metal, electrolyte, living tissue, etc.! has
been expanding continuously, providing for both improv
ment of the parameters of conventional semiconductor
vices and the discovery of new functional relationshi
which have initiated the development of new devices a
systems.1–5 This paper reports the first observation of a ph
tovoltaic effect appearing when a semiconductor~e.g., InSe!
is in contact with a natural protein.

The measurements of the photoelectric properties w
performed on structures which were created by depositin
fresh natural protein on the surface of cleaved wafers of
layered semiconductor InSe with thicknesses from 10 to
mm and perfectly smooth planes. The indium selenide sin
crystals were electrically homogeneous with a free-elect
density n5231015 cm23 and a Hall mobility of about
70 cm2/(V•s) atT5300 K. Transparent thin layers of meta
~Ni, Mo! deposited by vacuum thermal sputtering on
quartz glass plates with thicknesses equal to 0.120.2 mm
served as electrical contacts to the protein. The final form
the structures was a semiconductor/liquid-protein/metalliz
glass sandwich. To hold the components in place, an insu
ing varnish was applied to the metallized glass surface u
the perimeter of the InSe wafer. The varnish fixed the po
tion of the semiconductor relative to the metal contact, p
venting desiccation of the protein and precluding contact
tween the metal and the semiconductor. The protein fill
the gap between the parallel planes of the InSe wafer and
metallized glass had a thickness of 0.0520.1 mm.

The measurements of the stationary current–volt
characteristics~IVC’s! showed that the structures obtained
the manner indicated have a clear-up rectifying ability.
typical IVC of one of these structures is shown in Fig. 1. W
note that the electrical parameters of the structures obta
did not display appreciable signs of degradation and that
transmission direction always corresponded to negative
larity of the external voltage at the semiconductor.

When the structures obtained are illuminated, a pho
3281063-7850/99/25(4)/3/$15.00
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voltaic effect appears. Its sign does not vary in respons
changes in the wavelength and the location of the light pr
on the surface of the structures, but the magnitude of
photoresponse is greater when the structures are illumin
on the protein side. The photovoltage is characterized
negative polarity of the semiconductor in all the structur
in agreement with the transmission direction of the IVC.
the measurements showed, a short-circuit photocurrent in
InSe/protein structures flows in the transmission direct
over the entire spectral region with photosensitivity. Th
means that the photosensitivity of the structures is de
mined only by processes on the semiconductor/protein in
face. Therefore, the photogenerated charge carriers are s
rated in the electric field of this potential barrier, and
photovoltage consequently appears. The maximum cur
photosensitivity for the best structures isSI52 mA/W, and
the voltage photosensitivity isSU5104 V/W at T5300 K. It
can be assumed that optimization of the design of the st
tures will make it possible to surpass the parameters
cited, which even at this point can be regarded as fairly go
since this is the initial stage of the first investigations o
new generation of structures.

FIG. 1. Steady-state current–voltage characteristics of ann-InSe/protein
structure atT5300 K. ~The transmission direction corresponds to negat
polarity of an external bias voltage on the semiconductor plane and
contact area iss50.1 cm2).
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. Spectral dependence of the current photosensitivity o
n-InSe/protein structure atT5300 K ~1 — illumination on the
protein side,2 — illumination on the semiconductor side!.
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A typical spectral dependence of the current photose
tivity, which is defined as the ratio of the short-circuit ph
tocurrent to the number of incident photons, for one of
structures obtained is presented in Fig. 2. It follows from
that the window effect with respect to the intensity of natu
light, which is characteristic of ideal heterojunctions,1 is ob-
served when the structure is illuminated on the protein s
~Fig. 2, curve1!, while an even sharper short-waveleng
boundary appears on the spectral dependence when the
ture is illuminated on the semiconductor side. Therefore,
photosensitivity becomes narrowly selective in such a p
todetection geometry~the half-width of the spectra at half
maximum isd1/2530240 meV! due to the sharp increase
optical absorption in the InSe wafer when direct interba
transitions take place and the layer of photogenerated car
is separated from the active region of the structure by
tances exceeding the diffusion length of photoholes in In
The slope of the long-wavelength exponential photosens
ity edge in the structures obtainedS1580 eV21 corresponds
to direct optical transitions in the semiconductor, and
energetic position of the discontinuity at the phot
energy\v51.23 eV~Fig. 2, curve1! or the maximum at the
same photon energy~curve2! is consistent with the value o
the gap width of InSe and the features of the spectral dep
dence of the photosensitivity in other types of structures f
ricated from the same semiconductor.4–7 It can be assumed
that the spectral dependence of the photosensitivity of
n-InSe/protein structures has the form characteristic of id
semiconductor heterostructures.1

When the structures are illuminated on the protein si
the photosensitivity of the proposed heterostructures rem
at a high level over a broad spectral range, and no ap
ciable short-wavelength drop in the photocurrent is obser
up to 3.7 eV~Fig. 2, curve1!. The full width at
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half-maximum of theSI spectra reaches 2.2 eV in this cas
Such a broad-band photovoltaic effect allows us to assign
role of the broad-band component in these structures to
protein. For the protein layer thicknesses used the absenc
pronounced features in the spectral dependence of the
tosensitivity also allows us to assume that the losses du
absorption in the broad-band window of these structures
not prevent their use as broad-band photoconverters of n
ral light. The absence of an appreciable short-wavelen
drop in photosensitivity in these structures can also serv
a basis for concluding that such a heterocontact is of a h
quality with respect to current transfer and the recombinat
of nonequilibrium charge carriers.

In conclusion, we stress that the photoelectric proper
of semiconductor-protein heterocontacts have been foun
be very close to the known properties of semiconduct
electrolyte contacts.2,8 This similarity suggests that the rol
of the protein in photoelectric phenomena in such structu
is similar to the role performed by classical electrolytes.2 The
higher viscosity of proteins and the absence of the corros
effects on semiconductor surfaces inherent to electroly2

favor applications of proteins in investigations of the pho
sensitivity of new materials for quickly creating such co
tacts and in the creation of photosensors. We also note
possibilities of studying the dynamics of processes in
proteins themselves using observations of the spectra o
photovoltaic effect when the heterocontacts are illumina
on the protein side.

Thus, as in the case of other substances of a biolog
nature,4,5 a contact consisting of a semiconductor~e.g., InSe!
and a protein displays a photovoltaic effect, which can
used to develop broad-band photosensors of optical ra
tion.
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Optical properties of thin films of amorphous vanadium oxides
D. O. Kikalov, V. P. Malinenko, A. L. Pergament, and G. B. Stefanovich

Petrozavodsk State University
~Submitted October 12, 1998!
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The results of an experimental investigation of the optical properties of anodic vanadium oxide
films are presented. It is shown that films of different phase composition (VO2, V2O5, or
a mixture of two phases! can be obtained, depending on the oxidation regime, and that the
absorption and transmission spectra are modified significantly in accordance. The optical
properties of the oxides, whose composition is close to stoichiometric vanadium dioxide,
demonstrate the occurrence of a metal–semiconductor phase transition in the amorphous
films. The results presented are important both from the standpoint of technical applications of
thin film systems based on anodic vanadium oxides and for more detailed understanding
of the physical mechanism of the metal–semiconductor phase transition and the influence of
structural disorder on the transition. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~99!03104-3#
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The study of the optical properties of vanadium oxides
of considerable interest from the standpoint of various te
nical applications. In particular, the abrupt and reversi
changes in the optical properties of vanadium dioxide as
ciated with the metal-semiconductor phase transition
gether with the interference phenomena in thin films per
the use of this material as a reversible medium for record
and storing optical information, controllable mirrors wi
variable reflectivity, visualizers and detectors of IR and m
crowave radiation, and other devices.1 In addition, the fabri-
cation of highly sensitive efficient bolometers based on
nadium oxides, i.e., both VO2 and the highest oxide (V2O5),
as well as films composed of a mixture of VO2 and V2O5

phases, was reported in Ref. 2. In the latter case it is poss
to attain the unique combination of optical and electri
properties in a material needed to optimize the paramete
IR detectors. Amorphous V2O5 also displays an electrochro
mic effect,3 which is utilized in electrochromic displays, con
trollable filters, and optical media with variable transmissi
~‘‘smart windows’’!.2

One of the convenient methods for obtaining thin film
of metal oxides is electrochemical~anodic! oxidation. As a
rule, anodic oxide films are structurally disordered, and th
stoichiometry~when transition metals with variable valenc
are oxidized! corresponds to the highest oxide. However,
the case of the anodic oxidation of vanadium, the phase c
position of the oxide film has been identified in some stud
as V2O5 and in others as VO2 or a mixture of V2O5 with the
lower oxides~see, for example, Ref. 3 and the referenc
therein!. Preliminary results, which show that the phase co
position of the anodic oxide of vanadium can be control
by selecting appropriate oxidation regimes and conditi
~electrolyte composition, anodic current density, and oxi
tion time!, i.e., that the oxygen stoichiometry of the oxid
film can be varied from VO2 to V2O5, were presented in
Ref. 4.

This paper describes the results of an investigation of
3311063-7850/99/25(4)/3/$15.00
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optical properties of thin films of vanadium oxides. Th
samples investigated were obtained by anodically oxidiz
vacuum-deposited layers of metallic vanadium on qua
glass, and glass-ceramic substrates. Two different oxida
regimes4 were used, and two types of samples were acco
ingly obtained: essentially stoichiometric VO2 ~type I! and
films with an increased content of the V2O5 phase~type II!.
The transmittanceT and the reflectanceR were measured
spectrophotometrically in the range froml5300 to 2000
nm.

Figure 1 presents the transmission spectra of f
samples obtained under different conditions. Just as in
case of many applications in optical devices, films on tra
parent substrates are needed to measureT. This means that
during the anodizing the vanadium layer must be oxidiz
down to the substrate. It turned out, however, that in t
case the composition of the anodic oxide corresponds ma
to the highest oxidation number of vanadium (V2O5), re-
gardless of the oxidation regime employed, i.e., regardles
whether a film of type I or type II is obtained. The presen
of a considerable quantity of vanadium pentoxide is a
evidenced both by the electrophysical properties of s
samples~the relatively high resistivity and the absence of
metal–semiconductor phase transition! and by theT(hn)
curve. The latter exhibits a sharp drop in transmission in
region between 2 and 2.5 eV~curve 1 in Fig. 1!, which
corresponds to the fundamental absorption edge of V2O5

~Ref. 5!.
This effect clearly occurs because further oxidation

the lower oxides to V2O5 in the growing anodic oxide take
place when it reaches the boundary with the dielectric s
strate. This process can be avoided either by leaving a s
transparent vanadium layer during the oxidation process
by employing a transparent conducting coating~for example,
SnO2) as an underlayer between the substrate and vanad
The transmission spectrum for one such sample is illustra
by curve2 in Fig. 1. The presence of interference extrem
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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with D(hn);0.26 eV is associated with a relatively thic
(d;600 nm! layer of tin dioxide. Spectra2, 3, and4 in Fig.
1 belong to samples of type I, i.e., samples obtained un
oxidation conditions which ensure the growth of a film wi
a relatively large content of vanadium dioxide. This is e
denced both by the electrophysical properties of th
samples and by direct investigations of the phase comp
tion using Auger spectroscopy. It is further confirmed by t
absence of the absorption characteristic of vanadium pen
ide at 2–2.5 eV on curve2.

FIG. 1. Transmission spectra of anodic oxides of vanadium:1–4 — samples
obtained using different technologies~see the discussion in the text!.
er

-
e
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It is noteworthy that it is difficult to evaluate the optica
properties of the samples and their relationship to the ph
composition from the transmission spectra alone. More
tailed information regarding the optical properties of the m
terial can be obtained from an analysis of its absorption sp
trum (A512T2R), whence the linear absorptio
coefficient a can easily be obtained using the Bougue
Lambert law. However, in the case of anodic oxides of v
nadium the interpretation of data onA(l) is complicated by
the presence of additional layers~V or SnO2), which must be
introduced for the reasons discussed above. Therefore
determined the optical constantsn andk ~anda54pk/l) by
a method based on measurements of the reflection co
cients for polarized lightRp andRs , from whichn andk can
be calculated numerically using known relations.6 A problem
similar to the inverse problem of ellipsometry is actua
solved. The only difference is thatRp andRs are measured in
the experiment instead of the ellipsometric anglesC andD.
The results for three samples are presented in Fig. 2a.
comparison, the figure also shows the spectra of single c
tals of VO2 ~Ref. 7! and V2O5 ~Ref. 5! and crystalline films
of VO2 ~Ref. 8! ~Fig. 2b!.

The absorption spectrum of the samples of type I~curve
1 in Fig. 2a! corresponds to pure vanadium dioxide a
qualitatively mimics the course of thea(hn) curve of a VO2

single crystal. Therefore, the absorption band withhn51 eV
can be assigned to the band gap of VO2 ~Ref. 1!, and the
relatively broad peak beginning in the vicinity of 2 eV
caused by ‘‘2p→3d9 transitions.7 This band withhn52
23 eV may not be observed in some cases, for example
VO2 films when the oxygen stoichiometry is varied8 ~see
Fig. 2b, curve4!. The observed differences are attributed
modification of the electron spectrum of the amorphous
odic film in comparison to a single crystal.
FIG. 2. a — Spectral dependence of the refractive index and the absorption coefficient of disordered VO2: 1, 1a, 5, 5a — sample of type I~1, 5 —
semiconductor phase,1a, 5a — metallic phase!; 2, 3 — samples of type II. b — Spectral dependence of the absorption for vanadium oxides:1a, 2 —
single-crystal VO2 ~1 — Eia2, 2 — Eia1, semiconductor phase;1a — metallic phase!;73, 4 — VO2 films ~3, 4 — films with different stoichiometry!;85, 6
— single-crystal V2O5 ~5 — Eia, 6 — Eic, whereE is the electric field intensity!.5 The values ofa for V2O5 have been magnified by 100.
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The transition to the samples of type II is accompan
by alteration of the absorption spectra~Fig. 2a, curves2 and
3!, particularly a decrease in the absolute value ofa and the
appearance of the feature athn;2.5 eV, which are associ
ated with the appearance of a certain quantity of a V2O5

phase. It is known from independent Auger electron spec
scopic and x-ray diffraction studies of the phase composi
and structure of anodic oxide films on vanadium9,10 that the
samples of type I consist of amorphous vanadium diox
with a transition layer on its outer boundary, which is e
riched with oxygen and close in composition to V2O5. The
samples of type II are also amorphous to x rays, but the o
vanadium pentoxide layer thickens when we go over to
oxidation regime. This also accounts for the observed tra
formation of the absorption spectra of the anodic oxide
vanadium.

Note that the use of the model of a single-layer hom
geneous film to calculate the optical constants is not enti
correct in the case at hand: the values ofn and k thus ob-
tained are not true characteristics of the material, but ef
tive global parameters. However, as can be seen from
results presented, the character of the spectral dependen
these parameters corresponds to the behavior of the true
tical constants of vanadium oxides and faithfully reflects
presence and quantitative ratio between the VO2 and V2O5

phases.
Thus, the anodic oxidation of vanadium gives thin film

of various oxides, such as VO2, V2O5, or a two-phase VO2–
V2O5 system. The phase composition is controlled by sele
ing appropriate oxidation regimes. It should be stressed
the metal–semiconductor transition is preserved in am
phous vanadium dioxide obtained by anodic oxidation,
though its properties are modified somewhat in compari
to crystalline VO2 ~Ref. 10!. This is important from the
d
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e
-
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-
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standpoint of technical applications of thin-film system
based on anodic oxides of vanadium and for a detailed
derstanding of the physical mechanism of the meta
semiconductor phase transition and the influence of st
tural disordering on it. In this regard there would be inter
in a further investigation of the optical properties of amo
phous VO2, which could be used to evaluate the electr
energy spectrum of this material in the absence of long-ra
crystallographic order.

This work was carried out with the support of the ‘‘Un
versities in Russia—Basic Research’’ Program~Project
2613!.
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Influence of heating of the active region in InGaAsP/InP injection lasers on their
spectral characteristics
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and P. S. Kop’ev
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Spectral and spatial characteristics of the output of InGaAsP/InP separate-confinement double
heterostructure laser are investigated. The measurements are performed in quasicontinuous
and continuous pumping regimes at room temperature. These lasers are shown to be spatially
single-mode over the entire working range of currents. The broadening of the longitudinal
modes under quasicontinuous pumping is attributed to heating of the active region of the lasers.
The pump pulse duration at which heating of the active region of the lasers can be neglected
is estimated. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!03204-8#
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Injection heterostructure lasers based on InGaAsP q
ternary solid solutions are the main sources of radiation
reading, processing, and transmitting information in fib
optic communication lines. Attention has been focused
increasing the output power of such lasers under both c
tinuous and pulsed pumping. The main criterion in such
deavors has been the retention of stimulated emission on
the zeroth-order transverse mode.1

The present work was devoted to an experimental inv
tigation of the spectral and spatial characteristics of the em
sion of InGaAsP/InP injection lasers with an output wav
length equal to 1.3–1.55mm. The purpose of this study wa
to demonstrate the spatially single-mode nature of the ou
of the lasers investigated for the case of a multiple-freque
lasing regime. The measurements were performed ov
broad range of currents for the cases of both continuous
quasicontinuous pumping.

The separate-confinement double heterostructure

FIG. 1. Output spectra of InGaAsP/InP lasers with pumping by curr
pulses having a duration of 1ms and various amplitudes:1 — 2I th , 2 —
3I th , 3 — 4I th .
3341063-7850/99/25(4)/3/$15.00
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grown by a modified liquid-phase epitaxial method.2 The la-
ser design described in Ref. 3 with a mesa/stripe wid
W54mm and a thickness of the active region equal to 200
was used. The laser diodes were mounted on a copper
conductor with the stripe facing downward to ensure mo
efficient heat removal. The maximum radiated power in t
continuous pumping regime was 50 mW at a current equa
four times the threshold value (4I th).

The output spectra of the lasers were investigated w
quasicontinuous pumping~rectangular pulses with a duration
of 0.5–10ms and an off–on time ratio of order 100! and
continuous pumping. The spectra were measured above
lasing threshold atT5300 K. The temperature of the hea
conductor was stabilized to within60.2 K.

The output spectra of the lasers recorded with pump

tFIG. 2. Long-range radiation field of InGaASP/InP lasers in the plane of
p2n junction at a current equal to 4I th for various pump pulse durations:
1 — 0.5 ms, 2 — 1 ms, 3 — 2 ms, 4 — 4 ms, 5 — 8 ms.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 3. Long-range radiation field of a laser with spectral reso
tion in the plane of thep2n junction for 4I th and a pulse duration
of 1 ms at two peaks in the spectrum of the longitudinal mode~see
also Fig. 1!: 1 — l1, 2 — l2.
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by current pulses having a duration of 1ms for various injec-
tion levels are shown in Fig. 1. Along with the red shift
the longitudinal modes, broadening of the modes toward
short-wavelength portion of the spectrum is observed. In
dition, as the pump current is increased at a constant p
duration, not only broadening of the mode due to displa
ment of the fundamental peak, but also the generation
second maximum take place. This spectral behavior sugg
that the output spectra of the lasers contain a first-order tr
verse mode along with the zero-order mode. However, s
broadening of the longitudinal modes was not observed
the continuous pump regime. Hence it can be concluded
such changes in the form of the longitudinal mode are
consequence of dynamic processes in the laser and cou
caused, say, by competition on the part of transverse mo
e
d-
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-
a

sts
s-
h

in
at
a
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es

of the laser in establishing thermodynamic equilibrium. Me
surements of long-range radiation fields of the lasers bot
the plane of thep2n junction and in the perpendicular plan
at various pump currents and pulse durations did not rev
any variation in the output of the lasers~Fig. 2!. The long-
range radiation field was also investigated with spectral re
lution. The monochromator was tuned to different peaks (l1

and l2 in Fig. 1! of the broadened mode. A procedure f
such an investigation was proposed in Ref. 4. The meas
ments confirmed that the lasers investigated are spat
single-mode and that both peaks in the spectrum have
same distribution profile~Fig. 3! and correspond to the sam
transverse mode.

It is commonly assumed~Ref. 5, Part A! that there are
two mechanisms that can alter the refractive index in a str
FIG. 4. Output spectra of InGaAsP/InP at a current equal to 3I th

for various pump pulse durations:1 — 1 ms,2 — 2 ms,3 — 4 ms,
4 — 8 ms.
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ture and, consequently, cause shifts in the longitud
modes. The refractive indexn can vary due to changes in th
temperature of the laser and/or the carrier concentration.
variation ofn as a result of variation of the carrier conce
tration ~chirping! can be associated both with relaxation pr
cesses in the laser~Ref. 5, Part B! having a characteristic
time much shorter than 100 ns and with self-modulation
the radiation in the laser6 with characteristic times much
shorter than 100 ps. The variation of the refractive ind
associated with heating can be observed over times of
order of tens of microseconds. This difference in time sca
allows the influence of heating on the magnitude of the m
shift to be distinguished.

The output spectra of the lasers were measured a
function of the pump pulse duration at a constant value of
pump current~Fig. 4!. The measurements were carried o
with a constant off–on time ratio for the pulses to avo
displacement of the modes in the output spectrum due
variation of the constant component of the temperature of
active region of the laser. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that
magnitude of the broadening of the longitudinal mode
pends on the duration of the pump pulse. The dependenc
the shift of the principal peak of the longitudinal mode
pump pulse duration was investigated~Fig. 5!. Since the
pulse duration was varied from 0.5 to 10ms, this shift can be
attributed to a temperature effect associated with heatin
the active region of the laser relative to the heat conduc

FIG. 5. Shift of the principal peak of the longitudinal mode versus pu
pulse duration.
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Interpolation of the plot~Fig. 5! by an exponential function
~the dotted line! gives essentially zero displacement of t
peak of the longitudinal mode for a pump pulse durati
tending to zero. This allows us to rule out effects associa
with variation of the carrier concentration in the active r
gion of the laser.

Figure 4 schematically shows how interpolation of t
shift of the mode peak permits estimation of the times dur
which the shift is smaller than the width of the longitudin
mode. For this purpose, the spectra are given in a logarith
progression with respect to the pump pulse duration in
figure. The value of 100 ns obtained for the duration
which the heating of the active region does not produ
changes in the output spectrum is fully consistent with
results obtained in Ref. 7.

The results obtained allow us to conclude that t
InGaAsP/InP lasers investigated are spatially single-mod
the working range of currents. The presence of the sec
peak in the broadened longitudinal mode is not a con
quence of the presence of a first-order transverse mode in
output spectrum. It can be attributed to redistribution of t
intensity between the longitudinal modes during the est
lishment of thermodynamic equilibrium. It was found th
the broadening of the longitudinal modes with increas
pump current and with increasing pulse duration is a pur
temperature-induced effect.
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